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Preface

The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center has
been charged with the archiving of data collected from NASA's scientific spaceflight missions
flown over the past 30 years. During this time NSSDC has accumulated an archive of several
terabytes of data. In the coming years NASA will be generating this volume of data every few
days or less. Thus, data storage media and systems become critically important to NASA if it is
to successfully manage this data volume and to have a chance to transform these data into
scientific knowledge.

NSSDC will play an important role in NASA's awareness of and exploitation of emerging mass
storage systems, both at NSSDC and in the increasingly distributed NASA scientific data
environment. For this reason, NSSDC organized a conference at Goddard in the summer of
1991 to review the status of and the outlook for data storage media and systems. Leading
experts in each of several areas were invited to make presentations, and a highly informative
conference transpired. In order that the record of that conference be preserved, this set of
presentations is being published.

The Proceedings of the NSSDC Conference on Mass Storage Systems and Technologies for
Space and Earth Science applications are published in four volumes, with each of the first
three volumes containing the talks and presentations for that particular day. Discussions
following some of the talks are collected in the fourth volume along with introductory
biographical material on the speakers. Despite our best efforts, the questions and answers were
sometimes inaudible to the transcriptionist. An effort was made to contact the participants to
clarify the transcript, and we are grateful to the speakers who cooperated.

The success of an endeavor of this magnitude depends on the generous help and cooperation of
the participants. We would like to record our gratitude to the speakers, the audience, and in
particular, to the following individuals and organizations for their assistance:

The Program committee whose membership is listed in the front of each volume

The session chairs who kept the schedule on track:

Professor Bharat Bhushan of Ohio State University
Dr. Barbara Reagor of Bellcore
Dr. Robert Freese of Alphatronix
Mr. Patric Savage of Shell
Professor John C. Mallinson of Mallinson Magnetics
Dr. Kenneth Thibodeau of the National Archives and Records Administration

The members of the Panel Discussion and Professor Mark Kryder of Carnegie
Mellon University who moderated the discussion

The hard-working crew from Westover Consulting

Dr. Dennis E. Speliotis of Advanced Development Corporation for his help with
the transcript of the Panel Discussion

Dr. James L. Green and the National Space Science Data Center

Dr. J. H. King
Dr. P. C. Hariharan

Benjamin Kobler
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Physics of Magnetic Recording

Recording technology is founded on magnetism and on electromagnetic induction. It is
well known that currents in electric wires produce a magnetic field that can magnetize a hard

magnetic material permanently. This permanent magnet can, in turn, generate an electric
voltage: if it is dropped through a coil, it will generate a voltage pulse. We have Just described
the basic principle of magnetic recording (writing) and playback (reading), and it is shown
schematically in Fig. 1, which consists of the relative motion between a magnetic medium and
a read/wrlte ring head (Lowman, 1962; Hoagland, 1963; Camras, 1988; Jorgensen, 1988; Mee
and Daniel, 1990). Read/write heads (inductive type) consist of a ring of high-permeability
magnetic material with an electrical winding and a gap in the magnetic material at or near the
surface of the storage medium. Writing is accomplished by passing a current through the coil.
The flux is confined to the magnetic core, except in the region of the small nonmagnetic gap.
The fringe field in the vicinity of the gap, when sufficiently strong, magnetizes the medium,
moving past the write head. The magnetic medium consists of high-coercivity magnetic
material that retains its magnetization after it has passed through the field from the write
head gap. The medium passes over the read head, which, like the write head, is a ring core with
an air gap. Each particle in the medium is a miniature magnet, and its flux lines wiU add up
with those of the other particles to provide an external medium flux, proportional in
magnitude to the medium magnetization. The flux lines from the medium permeate the core
and induce a voltage in the head winding. This voltage, after suitable amplification,
reproduces the original signal. A single head can be used for both read and write functions.

More recently, some read heads are of the magnetoresistive (MR) type in which a strip of
a ferromagnetic alloy (for example, Ni80Fe20) is mounted vertically. The variation of the

magnetic-field component in the magnetic medium (perpendicular to the plane of medium)
causes the variation in the electrical resistance of the MR stripe which can be readily measured
(Van Gestel et al., 1977). MR-type read heads are attractive because they can be miniaturized
without reducing the sensitivity to an unacceptably low value. One disadvantage of the MR-
type head over the inductive-type head is that both read and write functions cannot be
combined in one head (Bhushan, 1990).

So far, we have described longitudinal (horizontal) recording. In 1977, perpendicular
(vertical) recording was proposed for ultrahigh density magnetic recording by Iwasakl and
Nakamura (1977). In vertical recording, magnetization is oriented perpendicular to the plane
of medium rather than in its plane. Single-pole heads are generally used for recording on
vertical media. Ring-shaped heads, previously discussed, have also been used with some design
changes. Vertical recording has the advantage of reduced self-demagnetization (Bhushan,
1990).

For high areal recording density, the linear flux density (number of flux reversals per
unit distance) and the track density (number of tracks per unit distance) should be as high as
possible. Reproduced (read) signal amplitude decreases with a decrease in the recording
wavelength and/or the track width. The signal loss occurs from the magnetic coating
thickness, head-to-medium spacing (clearance or flying height) and read gap length. The
spacing loss of interest here was first described by Wallace (1951),

S(_ = exp{ -- 2r_t/_.) or--54.6 d/_. dB (I)

where 3. is the recording wavelength and d is the head-medium separation. We note from Eq. 1
that the spacing loss can be reduced exponentially by reducing the separation between the head
and the medium. The noise in the reproduced signal needs to be minimized. Thus signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) must be as high as possible. The wide-band SNR is also dependent upon head-
to-medium spacing.
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1.2 Importance of Tribology

We have Just stated that the magnetic recording process is accomplished by relative
motion between magnetic media against a stationary (audio and data processing) or rotating
(audio, video and data processing) read/write magnetic head. The heads in modem magnetic
storage systems are designed so that they develop hydrodynamic (self-acting) air bearing under
steady operating condition. Formation of air bearing minim_es the head-medium contact.
Physical contact between the medium and the head occurs during starts and stops. In modem
hlgh-end data-storage tape and disk drives, the head-to-media separation is on the order of 0. 1
to 0.3 Ima, and the head and medium surfaces have roughness on the order of 2 to 10 nm rms
(Bhushan, 1990, 1992a). The need for higher and higher recording densities requires that
surfaces be as smooth as possible and flying height be as low as possible. Smoother surfaces
lead to increase in adhesion, friction, and interface temperatures and closer flying heights lead
to occasional rubbing of high asperities and increased wear_ FHction and wear issues are

resolved by appropriate selection of interface materials and lubricanis, by_controlling the
dynamics of the head and medium, and the environment. A fundamental understanding of the
tribiology of magnetic head medium interface becomes crucial for the continued growth of the
magnetic storage industry which is currently a $50 billion a year industry,

This chapter starts out to define the Construction and the materials used in different
magnetic storage devices. It then presents the theories of friction and adhesion, interface
temperatures, wear, and solid-liquid lubrication relevant to magnetic storage systems.
Experimental data are presented wherever possible to support the relevant theories advanced
in this chapter.

2.O MAGNETIC STORAGE SYSTEMS

2.1 Examples of Modem Systems

Magnetic Storage devices used for information (audio, video and data processing)
storage and retrieval are: tape, flexible disk and rigid disk drives (Bhushan, 1990, 1992a).

2.1.1 Tape Drives

Linear analog technique is most commonly used for most domestic audio recorders
which use typically a tape with a 4 mm width. There is always a physical contact between the
head and the tape. Rotary single-track heads developed for video recording are also used for
high recording density capabilities. For professional recording, dedicated digital technologies
have emerged based, again, on either a multi-track stationary-head {S-DAT) approach or a
rotating-head (R-DAT) approach.

A video recorder uses a helical-scanning rotating-head configuration. Because a
rotating head can be moved at a greater speed than a heavy roll of tape, much'higher data rates
can be achieved in a rotating head drive than a linear tape drive. A 12.7-mm or 8-mm wide
tapes are most commonly used. For professional video recording, digital video recorders are
used for high signal-to-noise ratio.

Digital tape drives are used for data-pr0cessing (computer) applications. Figure 2 shows
a schematic of the high-density, high-data-rate, IBM 3480/3490 tape drive for mainframe
computers. For this drive, a 165-m long, 12.7-mm wide, and roughly 26-1am thick particulate
tape wound on a reel is housed inside a rectangular cartridge (100 x 125 x 25 mm). A schematic
of the 18-track read-write thin-film head is shown in Fig. 3. The write head is an inductive
type and the read head is a MR type. The bleed slots are provided to reduce the flying height for
maximum reproduced amplitude. Edge slots are provided for flying uniformity.

Z
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Helical scanning rotary-head configuration in a 8-mm tape format similar to video
recorders and in a 4-mm tape format same as R-DAT audio recorders are used in tape drives; 8-
mm format is used for very high volumetric density for mid-range computers (work stations).
Drives using 130-mm full height form factors are commonly used. Belt-driven (longitudinal)
data cartridges are commonly used for relatively high capacity in mid-range computers. A
data cartridge tape is a self-contained reel-to-reel tape deck without a motor or read-wrlte
head. The tape width is 6.35-mm. The overall dimensions of the cartridge are 152 mm x 102
mm x 17 mm and 80 mm x 61 mm x 15 mm for 130-mm half-height and 95-ram half-height
form factors, respectively. The 4-mm reel-to-reel data cassettes similar to audio cassette
recorders are used for relatively small computers. These are also packaged in 95-mm and 130-
mm half-height form factors.

2.1.2 Flexible Disk Drives

Flexible disk, also called a floppy disk or diskette is a magnetic recording medium,
which is physically a thin (~82-ljm thickness) and pliable disk and functionally a removable,
random-access cartridge. When mounted in the drive, the disk is clamped at its center and
rotated at a relatively low speed while the read-write head accesses the disk through a slot in
the Jacket. In most designs the accessing arms traverse above and below the disk and with read-
write head elements mounted on spring suspensions. Head positioning is usually
accomplished by a stepping motor, Fig. 4. The flexible disk heads are either spherically
contoured or are fiat in shape. Most commonly used disk drives today are in 90-mm (3.5 in.)
and 130-mm (5.25 in.) form factors which use disk diameters, of 85.8 mm and 130.2 mm,
respectively. The 50-ram (2 in.) form factor drives use 47-mm or 50.8-mm diameter disks and
these drives are used in "notebook" computers. The 90-mm form factor disks use a metal hub
and are encased in a hard plastic Jacket which does not bend like the 130-mm form factor soft
Jackets and incorporates a shutter to protect the disk surface. A so-called "Bernoullie" disk
drive has been developed by Iomega Corp., Roy, Utah to obtain the stable interface at higher
operating speeds. In this design, the flexible disk is rotated at high speed in close proximity to
a fixed fiat plate called the Bernoullie plate. A foundation stiffness results from
hydrodynamic loading (air bearing) created by spinning the disk in close proximity to the base
plate. A foundation stiffness results from hydrodynamic loading {air bearing) created by
spinning the disk in close proximity to the base plate. The high disk stiffness pushes up the
first critical speed. Therefore, these disks can he operated at higher speeds (> 1500 rpm)
without disk flutter.

2.1.3 Rigid Disk Drives

The rigid disk drive technology commonly referred to as "Winchester" technology
utilizes the rigid disks as a nonremovable stack in a drive. The disks rotate at a constant
angular speed, with concentric data tracks recorded on their surfaces. The heads are moved by
an actuator that positions each head over a desired data track. Typically one or two heads (for
fast accessing) are moving over each disk surface. While all heads are actuated together, only
one head is selected at a time to read or write. The schematic of the head-disk interface of a
high density, high-data rate, IBM 3390-type disk drive with a linear actuator driven by a voice
coil motor is shown in Fig. 5.

Fairly large motors are used to drive the precision spindle holding the disks. A high
starting torque is needed in order to overcome the static friction from often many heads
resting on the disks. Hence brushless DC motors are used, mounted inside the spindle or
underneath the base plate casting. Preloaded and sealed ball bearings are used to support the
spindle shaft in both ends.

Conventionally, a slider is mounted on a flexure in the orientation optimal for linear
actuators. The longitudinal axis of flexure points is in the direction of carriage actuation, with
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the slidermountedat a right angle. However,current trendsaretoward smaller,morecompact
disk storagedevices,especiallyin the low-endapplications. Thecompact, low mass,low-cost
rotary actuatorsare usedto savespacein the drive. In rotary actuators,the slider is mounted
alongthe rotary arm. The actuator is operatedby a_ping_otor Or voice-c0il _motor (VCM),
Figs. 4 and 5. The VCM is very much like a loudspeaker cot/magnet mechanism. TheVCM has
the advantage of providing the desired linear or the rotary motion directly whereas circular
motion provided by the stepping motor needs to be converted to the desired linear 0r rotary
motion generally by a lead screw or capstan-band (Fig. 4) method. Furthermore, the VCM
provided faster and smaller stepping than that by stepping motor. The small drives use both
linear and rotary actuators driven by either s_pping or VCM motor. The large drives use a
linear actuator driven by a VCM. The actuator connected to the VCM, rides on a set of ball
hearings on the tracks as shown in fig. 5.

The head slider used in high-end rigid disk drive (IBM 3380K/ 3390) is a two-shaped
rail, taper-fiat design supported by a leaf spring (flexure) suspension, made of nonmagnetic
steel to allow motion along the vertical, pitch and roll axes, Fig. 6. The front taper serves to
pressurize the alr lubricant, while some of the air is lost through leakage to the side boundaries
of the raft resulting in a pitch angle. In the shaped-rail design, each side raft has a widened
leading-edge raft width which is flared down to a smaller rail width towards the trailing end,
Fig. 6(a). Shaped-raft design is used to attain increased pitch angles, independent of airfilm
thickness. The inductive-type thin-film read-write elements, located at the trailing edge of
each rail, are an integral part of the slider where the lowest flying height occurs. Suspension
supplies a vertical load of either 100 mN (10 g) or 150 mN (15 g) which is balanced by the

hydrodynamic load when the disk is spinning_ The stiffness of the suspension (-25 mN mm- 1)

is several orders of magnitude lower than that of the air bearing (-0.5 kN mm -1) developed
during use so that most dynamic variations are taken up by the suspension without degrading
the air bearing. .

Small disk drives use inductlve-coil type heads. Two types of head sliders are most
commonly used: minimonolithic (mini-Winchester) and mlnlcomposite. A minimonolithlc
head slider consists of a slider body and a core piece carrying the coil, both consisting of
monolithic magnetic material. It is a tri-rail design. The taper-fiat bearing area is provided by
the outer two rails of the tri-rail design. The center rail defines the width of the magnetic
element in the trailing edge where a ferrite core is formed. A minimonolithic head slider
consists of a Mn-Zn ferrite core with read-write gap, glass bonded into air-bearing surface of a
nonmagnetic, wear-resistant slider (typically calcium titanate) of approximately the same size
as minimonolithic slider. The 3380-type suspensions are normally used for heads in small
drives and apply a 95 mN (9.5-g) load onto the slider.

The 3380-K/3390 type sliders are about 4.045-mm long by 3.200-mm wide by 0.850 mm
high with a mass of 0.45 mN (45 mg), as opposed to about 4.1 mm long by 3. l-nun wide by 1.4
mm high and 0.7 mN (70 mg) for the mini Winchester. The surface roughness of the air-bearing
rafts is typically 1.5-2.5 nm rms.

• Schematic representations of head-medium interfaces for tape, flexible, and rigid-disk
drives are shown in Fig. 7. We note that the environment, usage time, and contamlnaHon
(external and wear debris) play a significant role in the reliability of the interface.

2.2 Magnetic Head and Medium Materials

2.2.1 Magnetic Heads

Magnetic heads used to date are either conventional inductive or thin-film inductive
and magnetoresistive (MR) heads. Trends to film-head design have been driven by the desire to
capitalize on semi-conductor-like processing technology to reduce fabrication costs. In
addition, thin-film technology allows the production of high-track density heads with
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accuratepositioning control of the tracks and high reading sensitivity. Conventionalheads
are combinationof a body forming the air bearing surfaceand a magneticring corecarrying
the wound coil with a read-writegap. In the film heads,the coreand coils or MRstripes are
depositedby thin-film technology. The air-bearing surfacesof tape heads are cylindrical in
shape. Thetape is slightly underwrappedoverthe headsurfaceto generatehydrodynamiclift
during read-wrlteoperation. For inductive-coiltapeheads,the corematerials that havebeen
typically usedarepermalloyand Sendust. However,sincethesealloys aregoodconductors,it
is sometimesnecessaryto laminatethecorestructure to minimize lossesdue to eddycurrents.
Theair-bearingsurfacesof most inductive-coiltype headsconsist of plasmasprayedcoatings
of hard materialssuch asAI203-TiO2and ZrO2. Readand write headsin moderntapedrives
(suchasIBM 3480/3490) areminiaturizedusing thin-film technology,Fig. 3. Film headsare
generallydepositedon Ni-Zn ferrite (11wt % NiO,22 wt % ZnO, 67 wt % Fe203) substrates.
Flexible-disk headsare inductive-coil type compositeheadswhich are spherically contoured
or arefiat in shape. Mn-Znferrite (30wt %MnO,17wt % ZnO,53wt %Fe203)is generallyused
for head cores and barium titanate is generally selected for the magnetically inert structures
which support the cores.

The material used in the construction of thin-film (Winchester-type) head used in large
disk drives is generally {nonmagnetic) AI203-TiC {70-30 wt %). Some manufacturers use
yttria-stabilized zirconia/alumina -- titanium carbide composite. Small rigid-disk drives for
low-end applications use heads with magnetic ring core and a wound coil. Two types of head
sliders are most commonly used: minimonolithic (or mini-Winchester) and minicomposite. A
minimonolithic head slider consists of a slider body and a core piece carrying the coil, both
consisting of monolithic magnetic material, typicaUy Mn-Zn ferrite. A minicomposite head
slider consists of a Mn-Zn ferrite core with read-write gap, glass bonded into the airbearing
surface of a nonmagnetic, wear-resistant slider {typically calcium titanate). Typical physical
properties of hard head materials are presented in Table 1.

2_.2 Magnetic Media

Magnetic media fall into two categories: particulate media, where magnetic particles
are dispersed in a polymeric matrix and coated onto the polymeric substrate for flexible media
(tape and flexible disks) or onto the rigid substrate (typically aluminum, more recently
introduced glass for rigid-disks); thin-film media, where continuous films of magnetic
materials are deposited onto the substrate by vacuum techniques. Requirements of higher
recording densities with low error rates have resulted in an increased use of thin films which
are smoother and considerably thinner than the particulate media. The thin-film media is
extensively used for rigid-disks and has begun to be used for high.density audio/video and data
processing tape applications.

Sectional views of a particulate and a thin-film (evaporated) metal tape are shown in
Fig. 8. Flexible disks are similar to tapes in construction except these are coated with magnetic
coating on both sides and the substrate is generally about 76.2 lain in thickness. The base film
for flexible media is almost exclusively poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) film. Other
substrate materials such as polyimides and polyamide-polyimide copolymers have been
explored for better dimensional stability of flexible disks. Typically a 6.35 to 36.07-_rn thick
(25, 35, 57, 88, 92, and 142 gage) PET substrate with an rms roughness of about 1.5 to 2.5 nm for
particulate media and even smoother (1.5 to 2 nm rms) for thin-films media is used for tapes
(14.48-Iam or thicker for data processing applications) and 76.2-Iam thick (300 gage) for flexible
disks. The base film is coated with a magnetic coating, typically 2 to 4 lam thick (coated on both
sides with a magnetic coating, in case of flexible disks), composed by acicular magnetic

particles [such as T-Fe203, Co-modified _/-Fe203, CrO2 (only for tapes), and metal particles for
horizontal recording or hexagonal platelets of barium ferrite for both horizontal and vertical
recording], polymeric binders [such as polyester-polyurethane, polyether-polyurethane,
nitrocellulose, poly{vinyl chloride), poly(vinyl alcohol-vinyl acetate), poly(vinylidene
chloride), VAGH, phenoxy, and epoxy, lubricants (mostly fatty acid esters, e.g., tridecyl
stearate, butyl stearate, butyl palmitate, butyl myristate, stearic acid, myrstic acid), a cross
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linker or curing agent(suchasfunctional isocyanates),a dispersantor wetting agent(suchas
lecithin), and solvents(suchas tetrahydrofuranand methyl isobutylketone). In somemedia,
carbon black Is addedfor antistatic protection if the magneticparticles are highly insulating
and abrasiveparticles (such asAl20 3) are addedas a head cleaning agent and to improve
media'swear resistance. Magneticparticles are typically 70-80%by weight (or 43-50%by
volume), lubricants are typically I-3% by weight of the total solid coating. The coating is
calenderedto asurfaceroughnessof 8 to 15nmrms.

Most magnetic tapeshave a I to 3-_m thick backcoatingfor antistatic protection and
for improvedtrackkr_. The backcoatis generallya polyester-polyurethanecoatingcontaining
conductivecarbonbiack and TiO2.TheTIO2and carboncontentsare typically 500/6and 10%
by weight, respectively. ...... __:: _ _ :_ :: :_::_:

Flexible disks are packaged inside a soft polyvinyl chloride (PVC)Jacket or a
acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene(ABS)hard jacket (for smaller90-mm form factor). Inside the
jacket, a soft liner, a protectivefabric is usedto minimizewear or abrasionof the media. The
wiping action of the liner on the medium coating removes and entraps particulate
contaminantswhich may originatefrom the diskettemanufacturing process,theJacket,head-
disk contact (weardebris), and the external environment. The liner is made of n0nwoven
fibers of polyester (PET),rayon, polypropyleneor nylon. The liner fibers are thermally or
fusion bondedto the plasticjacket at spots. The softJacketnear the datawindow is pressed
with a spongepad to createa slight friction and hencestabilize the disk motion under the
heads.Thehard cartridge is provided with an internal plastic leaf spring for the same purpose.

Thin-film (also called metal-film) flexible media consist of polymer substrate (PET or
polyimide) with an evaporated film of Co-Ni (with about 18% Ni) and less commonly
evaporated/sputter_ed Co,Cr (with about 17% Cr) for vertical recording, which is typically 100-
300 nm thick. Electroplated Co and electroless plated Co-P, Co-Ni-P and Co-Ni'Re-P have also
been explored but are not commercially used. Since the thickness of the magnetic layer is 0nly
100-300 nm, the surface of the thin-film medium is greatly influenced by the surface of the
substrate film. Therefore, an ultra-smooth PET substrate film (rms roughness -1.5-2 rim) is
used to obtain a smooth tape surface (rms roughness -5-6 rim) for high-density recording.
Several undercoatings, overcoatings and oxidation treatments (by adding oxygen into the
vacuum chamber durhlg evaporation) are used to increase corrosion resistance and durability.
An undercoating layer has been employed consisting of very fine particles, each protruding few
nanometers. Various organic (such as acrylic polymer in 50-80 nm thickness) and inorganic
overcoats (such as diamondlike carbon in about 10-20 nm thickness, SiO2 and ZrO2) have been
used to protect against corrosion and wear. Alumina (0.2 llrn) particles are also added in some
polymeric overcoats. Yet in another approach oxygen Is leaked into the vacuum chamber at a
controlled rate during the Co-Ni evaporation. This has the effect of forming an oxide top layer
of 10 to 30 ran, and probably introduces oxidized grain boundaries. This oxidation improves
durability and corrosion resistance and decreases magnetic noise. Surface oxidation of
evaporated Co-Cr coating by annealing in air has also been reported to improve tlae durability
of the coating. In addition to a solid overcoat, generally a thin layer (2-10 nm in thickness or

4-20 mg/m 2 in weight) liquid lubricant is applied on the medium surface to further reduce
friction, wear and corrosion. Fatty acid esters or fluorine-based compounds (such as
perfluoropolyethers) are most commonly used (Bhushan, 1992a).

Figure 9 shows sectional views of two types of rigid disks - a particulate disk and a thin-
film disk. The substrate for rigid disks is generally a non heat-treatable aluminum-
magnesium alloy AISi 5086 (95.4% Al, 4% Mg, 0.4% Mn, and 0.15% Cr) with an rms surface
roughness of about 15-25 nm rms and a Vickers hardness of about 90 kg/mm 2. For particulate
disk, the AI-Mg substrate with a thickness of 1.3 to 1.9 ram, is sometimes passlvated with a
very thin (< 100 nm) chromium conversion coating based on chromium phosphate. The
finished substrate is spin coated with the magnetic coating about 0.75 to 2 _m thick and
burnished to a surface roughness of about 7,5 to 15 nm rms. The binder system generally used is
a hard copolymer of epoxy, phenolic and polyurethane constituents. About 30 to 35% by
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volume of acicular magneticparticles of "/-Fe203 are interdispersed in the binder. A small

percentage (2 to 8% by volume) of A1203 particles 0.2-0.5 turn in s_e are added to improve the
wear resistance of the magnetic coating. A thin film of perfluoropolyether lubricant (3-6 nm
thick) is applied topically. The magnetic coating is made porous for lubricant retention
(Bhushan, 1990).

For high-density recording, trends arc to use thin-film disks. For thin-film disks with
a metallic magnetic layer, the AI-Mg substrate with a thickness of 0.78 to 1.3 mm, is electroless
plated with a 10- to 20-pro thick nickel-phosphorous (90-10 wt %) layer to improve its surface
hardness to 600-800 kg/mm 2 (Knoop) and smoothness. The coated surface is polished with an
abrasive slurry to a surface roughness of about 2 to 4 nm rms. For a thin-film disk with an
oxide magnetic layer, a 2- to 20-pro thick alumite layer is formed on the AI-Mg substrate
through anodic oxidation in a CrO3 bath. In this application, Ni-P cannot be used because it

becomes magnetic when exposed to high temperature during preparation of y-Fe203 film.
Start-stop zone of substrates for thin-film are generally textured mechanically in the
circumferential or random orientation to a rms roughness typically ranging from 6-8 nm rms
in order to minimize static friction at the head-disk interface. For convenience, the entire
disk is generally textured. Circumferential direction of texturing in the data zone (if textured}
is preferred in order to keep the magnetic orientation ratio as high as possible. The finished
substrate is coated with a magnetic film 25-150 nm thick. Some metal films require a Cr
undercoat (10 to 50 nm thick) as a nucleation layer to improve magnetic properties, such as
coercivity. Typically, magnetic films that have been explored are metal films of cobalt-based
alloys, with sputtered iron oxide being the principal exception. Magnetic films that are used to
achieve the high recording density have weak durability and poor corrosion resistance.
Protective overcoats with a liquid lubricant overlay are generally used to provide low friction,
low wear, and corrosion resistance. Protective coatings, ranging in thickness from 20-40 nm,
generally used are sputtered diamondlike carbon, spin coated or sputtered SIO2, sputtered
yttria-stabflized zirconia and plasma-polymer_ed protective (PPP) films. In most cases, a
thin layer of perfluoropolyether lubricant (1-4 nm thick) is used (Bhushan, 1990).

Typical materials used for various magnetic media and operating conditions for data-
processing applications are shown in Table 2. Typical physical properties of components of
magnetic media are presented in Table 3.

3.0 FRICTION AND ADHESION

When two surfaces come in contact under load, the contact takes place at the tips of the

asperities and the load is supported by the deformation of the contacting asperities, Fig. 10.
The proximity of the asperities results in adhesive contacts caused by interatomic attractions.
In a broad sense, adhesion is considered to be either physical or chemical in nature.
Experimental data suggest that adhesion is primarily due to weak van der Walls forces. When
the two surfaces (in contact) move relative to each other, frictional force, commonly referred to
as "intrinsic" or "conventional" frictional force, is contributed by adhesion and deformation
(or hysteresis). For most practical cases, adhesional friction is the primary contributor
(Bhushan, 1990).

In addition, "stiction" can occur due to meniscus�viscous effects, microcapillary
evacuation, and changes in surface chemistry (Bhushan et al., 1984a, 1984b; Bradshaw and
Bhushan, 1984; Bradshaw et al., 1986). Here we will concentrate on the meniscus/viscous
effects only. Generally, any liquid that wets or has a small contact angle on surfaces will
condense from vapor in the form of an annular-shaped capillary condensate in the contact
zone. The pressure of the liquid films of the capillary condensates or preexisting film of
lubricant can significantly increase the adhesion between solid bodies. Liquid-mediated
adhesive forces can be divided into two components: meniscus force (FM) due to surface
tension and a rate-dependent viscous force (Fv). The total tangential force F required to
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separatethe surfacesby sliding is equal to an intrinsic force {FA)and stiction force {Fs)
(combinationof friction forcedue to meniscuseffectandthe peakviscousforce)

F= FA+FS=fr (W+ FM)+ FV (1)

where fr is true static coefficient of friction and W is the normal load.

Our analysis shows that non:nal force required to move two fiat, well polished surfaces
(such as magnetic head and medium surfaces) apart in the presence of liquid medium and/or
sticky substance, can be large (up to several N in extreme cases). Therefore, we define the
difference between stiction and conventional static and kinetic friction being that stiction
requires a measurable normal force (normally several mN or higher) to pull the two surfaces
apart from the static conditions.

1 Conventional Friction

From Tabor's classical theory of adhesion, frictional force due to adhesion {FA) is
defined as follows (Bowden and Tabor, 1950):

for dry contact, FA = Ar_a (2a)

for lubricated contact, FA = Art_a+(1 - a}'ce ] (2b)

and

xe= HeV/h {2c)

where Ar is the real area of contact, a is the fraction of unlubrtcated area, Za and r eare the shear
strengths of the dry contact and of the lubricant film, respectively, Tleis the absolute viscosity
of the lubricant, V is the relative sliding velocity, and h is the lubricant film thickness.

3.1.1 Greemvcx_ and Willlamson's contact Model

The contacts can be either elastic or plastic which primarily depend on the surface
topography and the mechanical properties of the mating surfaces. The classical model of
elastic-plastic contact between rough surfaces is that of Greenwood and Wflliamson (1966)
(G&W), which assumed the surface to be composed of hemispherical asperities 0f uniform size
with their heights following a Gaussian distribution about a rne_m plane. The radius of these
asperities is assumed to be equal to the mean radius of curvature that is obtained from
roughness measurements.The expression for real area of contact for elastic {e) and plastic (p)
contacts are (Bhushan, 1984), :

Are/Aa pa- 3.2 IEct_plR_ IP

or Vp < 1.8 or V< 0.6, elastic contact (3a)

Are / paAa = I / H

or Vp > 2.6 or V> I, plastic contact (3b)

and
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_Vp= (Ee/Y] (crpRpp/2, for polymers (3c)

I/I= (Ec/H) ((Ip/Rp) I/2, for metals/ceramics (3d)

where Aa is the apparent area of contact; Pa is the apparent pressure _g/Aa); Ec is the
composite modulus of elasticity, H and Y are the hardness and yield strength of the softer

material, Crp and Rp are the composite standard deviation and radius of curvature of the surface

summits, and V/is the plasticity index. Op and Rp depend on the instrument resolution and
hence are not unique.

Equation 3 for elastic and plastic contacts in the case of metals/ ceramics is plotted in

Fig. 11 for better visualization of dependence of Ar on W. We note that the plastic contact results
in a minimum contact area. However, repeated plastic contact would lead to an undesirable
permanent deformation and smoothening resulting in elastic contacts (and a higher real area
of contact). Wear is more probable when asperities touch plastically than in pure elastic

contacts. Therefore, It Is desirable to design components in the elastic contact regime with

close to the elastic contact limit (_v~0.6) or Ec/(_ p/Rp) I/2 to be as high as possible.

Bhushan (1984, 1985a), Bhushan and Doerner (1989), Bhushan and Blackman (199 I)
and Oden et al. (1992) have measured the mechanical properties and surface roughnesses of
various particulate tapes and particulate and thin-film (metal and oxide) disks. Mechanical
properties of magnetic coatings of tapes are measured by dynamic mechanical analysis (DIVIA)
system and of rigid disks were measured by a nanoindentation hardness apparatus. Surface
roughness parameters of tapes and disks were measured by a noncontact optical profiler (NOP)
(Bhushan et al., 1988) and an atomic force microscope (AFM) (Rugar et al., 1989). Measured
values are used in the Greenwood and Wflliamson's contact model. The lateral resolutions for

the surface topographs spanned the range of 1 I1m for NOP down to 2 nm for AFM. AFM can
measure topographic features which cannot be measured with conventional profilers, Fig. 12.
The NOP image of the magnetic tape in Fig. 12(a) does not show any distinctive feature. In
contrast AFM image clearly shows magnetic particles. The hole in the center of disk A is the
pore which is created in particulate disk which acts as reservoir for the lubricant, Fig. 12(b).
The AFM has sufficiently high spatial resolution to image the grain structure of the sputtered
coatings, Figs. 12(cl and 12(d). Topograph shown in Fig. 12(e) for a lapped slider shows that the
surface is very smooth with grooves less than 1 nm deep. Bhushan and Blackman (1991) and
Oden et al. (1992) found that topography and contact statistics predictions are a strong function

of the lateral resolution of the roughness measurement tool, Table 4. Here Tl is the density of
summits per unit area, n is the number of contact spots and Pr is the real pressure. The surface

topography statistics calculated for the AFM and NOP data shows that the average summit
radius (Rp) for the AFM data is two to four orders of magnitude smaller than that for the NOP
data whereas summit density for the AFM data is two to four orders of magnitude larger than

that for the NOP data. We note that the plasticity index (W) calculated using the AFM data

suggests that all contacts made of nanoasperities are plastic, while Wcalculated with NOP data
suggest that all contacts made of microasperities are elastic (see Fig. 16 to be described later).

3.1.2 Fractal Model of Elastic.Plastic Contact

The contact analyses developed over a last quarter century, consider only an averaged
surface with a single scale of roughness to be in contact with another surface. However, due to
the multiscale nature of surfaces it is found that the surface roughness parameters depend
strongly on the resolution of the roughness-measuring instrument or any other form of filter,
hence not unique for a surface (Bhushan et al., 1988). The dependence of variances of surface
height, slope and curvature are shown in Fig. 13. The scale dependence in Fig. 13 suggests that
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instruments with different resoiutions and scan lengths yield different values of these
statistical parametersfor the samesurface. Thereforethe predictions of the contact models
basedon theseparametersmaynot be uniqueto a pair of rough surfaces. However,if a rough
surfaceis characterizedin a waysuch that the structural informationof roughnessof all scales
is retained, then it will bemore logical to use such a characterizationin a contact theory. In
order to develop a contact theory based on this motivation, it is first necessary to quantify the
multiscale nature of surface roughness.

A unique property of rough surfaces is that if a surface is repeatedly magnified,
increasing details of roughness are observed right down to nanoscales. In addition, the
roughness at all magnifications appear quite similar in structure as qualitatively shown in
Fig. 14. Such a behavior can be characterized by fractal geometry (MaJumdar and Bhushan,
1990, 1991b). The main conclusions from these studies were that a fractal characterization of
surface roughness is scale-!ndeoendent and prov|des in_orrnati0n of the roughness structure at
all the length scales that exhibit the fractal behavior. Based on this observation, MaJumdar
and Bhushan (1991a) and Bhushan and Majumdar (1991) developed a new fractal theory of
contact between rough surfaces.

Consider a surface profile z(x) as shown in Fig. 14 which appears random, multiscale,
and disordered. The mathematical properties of such a profile are that it is continuous,
nondlfferentiable and statistically self-affine. The nondifferentiability arises from the fact
that a tangent or a tangent plane cannot be drawn at any point on the surface since more and
more details of roughness will appear at the point. In short, a rough surface is never smooth at
any length scale. The statistical self-affinity is due to similarity in appearance of a profile
under different magnifications. It was found that the Weierstrass-Mandelbrot (W-M) function
satisfies all these properties and is given as (Berry and Lewis, 1980),

z(x} =G (D-I) _ cos(2a'7 n x)
_2-D)n ; 7>I, 1<D<2

n = n e [4a)

dz
-- --_ _for all x;z[Tx) = _2-D) z(x)
(ix (4b)

where the parameter D is the fractaid_ension, G is a Characteristic length scale of the surface
and _n are the discrete frequency modes of the surface roughness. The theory o[ fraetal
geometry and the concept of fractional dimension is well described by Mandelbrot (1982) and
in the recent paper of Majumdar and Bhushan (1990). The parameters which charac_e_e=the
W-M function are G, D. and Tlewhere 7= 1.5 was found to be suitable value for high spectral
density and for phase randomization. Since a rough surface is a nonstationary random
process the lowest cut off frequency is related to the length L of the sample as yrle = 1/L. The
parameters G and D can be found from the power spectrum of the W-M function

S(co) -
G2(D - l) 1

2e n 7 co(s-2D) (5)

where S(c0) is the power of the spectrum and co is the frequency which is the reciprocal of the

wavelength of roughness. Note that if S(t0) is plotted as a function of co on a log-log plot, then the
power law behavior would result in a straight line. The slope of the line is related to the fractal
dimension D of the surface roughness and the parameter G is related to the location of the
spectrum along the power axis.
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To verify whether surfacesdo follow a power-law fractal behavior and to obtain the
parametersD and Gof a surface,oneneedsto comparethe powerspectrumof a real surface
profile with that of the W-M function as given in Eq. (5). Figures 15(a)and 15(b)show the
averagedspectrumof a surfaceprofileof an untexturedthin-film magneticrigid disk of typeC.
The spectrumin Fig. 15(a)correspondsto the surfacethat wasmeasuredby an optical profiler
and the spectrumin Fig. 15(b)correspondsto the surfacewhich wasmeasuredby a scanning
tunnelingmicroscope(STM).Thespectrumin Fig. 15(a)follows S(t0)= co-2.24 corresponding to

D = 1.38 whereas the spectrum in Fig. 15(b) follows S(¢0)-o_-2"35corresponding to D = 1.33 and

G-10 -16 m. This data show that the surface of the rigid disk follows a fractal structure for
three decades of Iength scales.

Bhushan et a 1. (1988) and Oden et al. (1992) measured the surface roughness of magnetic
tape A at different resolutions by NOP and AFM. Fractal analysis of the tape surface reveals

two regimes of roughness demarcated by a scale of 0.1 _ corresponding to the size of magnetic
particles.

The fractal model of elastic-plastic contact has been developed by Majumdar and
Bhushan (1991a) and Bhushan and MaJumdar (1991). An interface between a statistically
isotropic rough surface and a fiat plane was considered. The contact spots will be of different
sizes and spread randomly over the interface. Depending on the radius of curvature and height
(or deformation) of the asperity, the contact spot will be either in elastic or plastic
deformation. Limit of elastic deformation (propensity of yielding) is governed by the Tresca or
Huber-Mises yield criteria in which the plastic flow will occur when maximum shear stress is
equal to half of the tensile yield strength of the material. Whether contacts go through elastic
or plastic deformation is determined by a critical area

6 2

ac = 2/(D-l)
(U / 2 E)

If a < a c, plastic content

a > a c, elastic content (6)

This shows that small contact spots (a < ac) are in plastic contact, whereas large spots are in
elastic contact. This result is in contrast with that of the G & W model where small ones are in
elastic deformation -- -- a prediction that is a direct implication of the assumption of uniform
asperity radii. For magnetic tape A, typical values of the parameters are D = 1.97, G =
5.15 X 10-9m and H/E= 0.14. The critical contact area for inception of plastic flow is ac =

10-14m 2 (contact diameter -100 nm). Therefore, all contact spots larger than 100 nm would
deform elastically. For a smooth magnetic thin-film rigid disk of type C, typical values of the

parameters are D = 1.38, G = 10-16m and H/E = 0.06. The critical contact area for inception of

plastic deformation is ac = 10-27m 2, which is practically zero. Therefore, all contact spots can
be assumed to be in elastic contact at moderate loads.

The question now remains as to how do large spots become elastic when they must have
been small plastic spots in their history of deformation. The possible explanation is
graphically shown in Fig. 16. As two surfaces touch, the nanoasperities (detected by AFM type
of instruments) are first to come in contact. As the load is applied, the smaller asperities have
smaller radii of curvature and are therefore plastically deformed instantly and the contact
area increases. When the load is increased, the nanoasperities in the contact zone merge and
the load is supported by elastic deformation of the larger scale asperities or microasperities
(detected by NOP type of instruments).
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It is assumedthat cumulativesizedistribution of the contact spots follow the power law
relation of the form (Majumdar and Bhushan, 1991a)

N (A>a) = (ae /a) D/2

where the distribution is normalized by the area of the largest contact spot a e Since the
power spectra of surface indicate that a surface can be fractal even at nanoscales, the
assumption of as -->0 is valid. Note that in the distribution of Eq. {7). the number of the
largest spot is unity, whereas the number of spots of area a _ 0 would tend to infinity.

The tea I area of contact, Ar is given as

(7)

D ae for D < 2Ar=2_ D

For the case ae> ac. the portion of the real area of contact in elastic deformation can be
evaluated as

(2 -D} /2

The total elastlc-plastlc load W(a e > ac,): is related to the real area of contact as

(8)

(9)

{i;l }D/2 (2-- )A r {3-2D112
W/EA a_ G D-l Ar -a c

+ (H/E)A DI2 (c2-D}/2r a for D;_ 1.5

and

112 . 314

W/EAa~ G A r In(A r /ac)

+ (H/E}A?/4 i/4a_ for D=I 5

and the total plastic load {ae < ac,}

(10a)

(10b)

W/HAa - Ar/Aa (! 1)
7

We note that for the special Case of ac _0 (e.g, in thin-film disk C), in the elastic-plastic regime

W- A {3- DI /2
F {lOc)

Here, the load-area relationship depends on the fractal dimension whereas G&W predict a
linear relationship. Fractal model verifies the load-area relationship observed by Bhushan
(1985a) for the magnetic tape A and by Bhushan and Dugger {1990a) for the thin-film di§k
(Majumdar and Bhushan, 199 la).
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3.1.3 Measurement of Contact Area

The real area of contact of magnetic tapes and rigid disks have been measured using the
optical-interference technique by Bhushan (1985a) and Bhushan and Dugger (1990a). A
loading-unloading experiment was conductcd to determine if the majority of the contacts in

the measurement range (>0.7/an in diameter) were elastic (Bhushan, 1984). Photographs of
tape contacts were taken at 28 kPa; then higher pressure (1.38 MPa) was applied for short
durations and the tape contact was brought back to 28 kPa and rephotographed, Fig. 17. There
were no changes in the real area of contact after unloading to 28 kPa which suggests that the
contacts which can be detected, are elastic. This observation is in agreement with the

predictions from the fractal model.

If the contacts are elasic, then the real area of contact and friction is governed by the Ec

and t_p/Rp of the magnetic medium surface. Figure 18a shows an example that the friction of
various magnetic tapes depend significantly upon the complex modulus. Stable frictional
behavior was exhibited only by those tapes which displayed a complex modulus of greater than
1.2 to 1.5 GPa. Figures 18b and 19 show the examples that the friction also strongly depends on
the surface roughness. Typical contact diameters for tapes and rigid disks were found to be

about 6/jrn and 1.5/an, respectively.

Bhushan and Dugger (1990a) reported a significant increase in the contact diameter,
number of contacts and total real area of contact of the thin-film rigid disk as a function of
loading time, Fig. 20. Asperities under load viscoelastically and viscoplastically deform
which not only increase the size of the existing asperities but also brings the two surfaces
closer to allow contact of additional asperities. We expect the rate of increase in the real area of
contact as a function of loading time to be dependent on the rate-dependent mechanical
properties and the normal stress. Therefore, attempts should be made to select materials for
disk coatings with low creep compliance, to reduce the normal stress at the head-disk
interface, and to explore methods (such as load/unload mechanisms) to minimize or avoid
altogether the storage of head in contact with the dis1_ In the case of magnetic tapes, creep
compliance and hydrolytic degradation characterisitcs of the binder also need to be optimized
for sustained low friction after storage at high pressure (e.g., near end-of-tape on a reel) and

high temperature/humidity (Bhushan, 1990).

3.2 Liquld-Mediated Adhesion (Stiction)

A rather smooth magnetic medium (especially thin-film disk) has a tendency to adhere
or stick strongly to the smooth magnetic head. The liquid-mediated adhesion commonly
referred to as "stiction" in the computer industry, is especially pronounced when liquid
lubricants and adsorbed moisture arc present at the interface. Liquid-mediated adhesion can
be divided into two components -- a meniscus term and rate-dependent viscous term. Both
components can contribute significantly to the adhesion or stiction. The meniscus term
depends on the surface tension of the liquid and viscous term depends on the viscosity of the
liquid. Viscous term does not depend on the surface tension and can be observed even when the
surfaces are completely surrounded by the liquid. If the surfaces are submerged in the liquid
they may be separated easily, provided the separation is carried out very slowly. However, if
the rate of separation is rapid, the viscosity of the liquid will be the determining factor. It is
easy to see that when the surfaces are pulled apart, the liquid must flow into the space between
them, and if the separation is rapid, the viscosity of the liquid will be the determining factor.

For analysis purposes, we consider a model of contact region between smooth surfaces
with different level of "fills* of the interface and it depends on the mean interplanar
separation and the liquid levels, Fig. 21 (Matthewson and Mamin, 1988). There are two
extreme regimes in which either a small quantity of liquid bridges the surfaces around the tip
of a contacting asperity (the "toedipping" regime) or the liquid bridges the entire surface (the
"flooded" regime); and in the third regime, the liquid bridges around from few asperities to
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largefractionof the apparentarea. Thedifferentregimescanbemodelledand the expressions
for FM andFVcanbeobtained(Bhushan,1990).

In the toe-dippingregime,theeffectofthe liquid condensateon the adhesionforce
betweena single,asperityand asurfacecanbemodelledby a sphereof compositeradius of
curvaturein contactwith a fiat surfacewith a liquid bridgein between.Thetotal meniscusand
viscousforcesof all wettedasperitycontactscanbecalculatedby multiplying thenumber of
contactsbythe meniscusandviscousforcesat a typicalcontact. Thefloodedregimecanbe
modelledby a liquid bridgebetweenthe two fiat surfaces,Thepill box regimecanbemodelled
bytwo fiat surfaces. If weassumethat all surfaceasperityradii areconstantand their heights
followa Gaussiandistribution, the true coefficientof friction is givenas follows:

For toe-dippingregime:

F_

fr W

1-16.67t(cos Oi+ O]

i/2

E" %C%/R_

For flooded regime:

F=f W+ {cos 01+cos 0 2 + h

where

_(L a) 1/2e-1/2

O. 65

(12)

(i3a)

(13b)

where F is the friction force, _'e and r]e are the surface tension and viscosity of the liquid, 01

and 02 are the contact angles of the liquid on the two surfaces, h is the average thickness of the

liquid bridge, L is the distance surfaces need to slide to become unstuck, and a is the start-up
linear acceleration. We note that the liquid-mediated adhesive forces decrease with an
increase in roughness.

We make an important observation that in the toe-dipping regime, the adhesion force is
independent of the apparent area and proportional to the normal load (i.e., number of asperity
contacts). However, the flooded regime shows the opposite tendencies. The pillbox regime is
intermediate and can exhibit either behavior at the extremes. In all three regimes, adhesion

force decreases with an increase in (_p and a decrease inRp and is independent of t/.

The relative humidity of the environment, rest period, head-slider area, surface
roughness, lubricant viscosity and its thickness and relative velocity affect the liquid-
mediated adhesion (Liu and Mee, 1983; Bradshaw and Bhushan, 1984; Yanagisawa, 1985;
Miyoshi et al. (1988); Bhushan, 1990; Bhushan and Dugger, 1990b; Streator, 1990a, 1990b).
Miyoshi et al. (1988) have measured the effect of water vapor on adhesion of a Ni-Zn ferrite pin
in contact with a fiat of Ni-Zn ferrite or of magnetic tape A, Fig. 22. They found that the
adhesive force (normal pull-off force) of fer_Ite-ferrite or ferrite-tape A contact remained low
below 40% RH, the adhesion increased greatly with increasing relative humidity above 40%.
Changes in the adhesion of contacts were reversible on humidifying and dehumidifying. The
adhesive forces for a liquid bridge between a spherical surface with radius same as of the pin
and a fiat surface were calculated using surface tension and contact angle values for water. The
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calculated values compared well with the measured values. They concluded that ferrites adhere
to ferrites or tapes in a saturated atmosphere primarily from the surface tension (or meniscus
effects of a thin-film of water absorbed on the interface).

Bhushan and Dugger (1990b) measured the effect of water vapor (relative humidity) and
lubricant film on adhesion of a 3380-type AI203-TiC slider in contact with a thln-film (metal)

disk C. The effect of exposure time on the adhesive force at 90% RH for an unlubricated disk is
shown in Fig. 23. Measurable adhesion (>0.1 mN) was observed only after 90 minutes of
exposure. The adhesive force increased with the exposure time up to about 5 hours, after which
there was no significant increase in adhesive force with exposure time. Effect of humidity on
the lubricated and unlubricated disks is shown in Fig. 24. They found that the adhesive force
(normal pull-off force) of head-disk contact remained low (below resolution of the
measurement technique -50 mN} below 75% RH, the adhesion increased greatly with
increasing relative humidity above 75%. The increase in the adhesive force was slightly larger
for the unlubricated disk than for the lubricated one. Since the disk lubricant is hydrophobic,
it repels some of the water condensation. IIowever, water can replace some of the topical PFPE
at concentrated asperity contacts during long exposures to water vapor or if the lubricant is
squeezed out of the local contact by high pressure or displaced by sliding of the two surfaces.
Studies of the penetration of lubricant layers by water (Baker eta!., 1962) suggest that water
may diffuse through the lubricant and condense into droplets around nuclei on the solid
surfaces. Spreading of the water drop will be controlled by the energy difference between the
water/disk and lubricant/disk interfaces. At this time, water with a surface tension on the
order of 3 to 4 times that of typical magnetic medium lubricants, wets the magnetic-medium
surface creating a meniscus at the asperity contacts. Attempting to separate the surfaces
against this water film gives rise to the observed adhesion. Bhushan and Dugger also measured
the adhesive force as a function of separation rate (proportional to sliding velocity), Fig. 25.
They found that the adhesive force increases approximately linearly with an increase of the
square root of the loading rate. This is attributed to viscous effects.

The effect of lubricant thickness and its functionality on the static and kinetic
coefficients of friction in particulate disks was studied by Scarati and Caporiccio (1987), Fig.
26. We note that static friction increases witch an increase in the lubricant film thickness;
however, the reverse is true for kinetic friction. Increase in static friction with an increase in
the lubricant thickness occurs at a lower thickness for a nonpolar lubricant than for the
functional lubricant. Kinetic friction decreases with an increase in the lubricant film
thickness.

The effect of lubricant viscosity and its thickness, lubricant functionality, and disk
surface roughness on the static and kinetic coefficients of friction on thin-film disks was
studied by Yanagisawa (1985) and Streator et al. (1991a). Figures 27 and 28 show the data for
three disks with different roughnesses coated with four perfiuoropolyether lubricants--L1 to L3
and F having different film thicknesses. Lubricants L1, L2 and L3 are nonpolar liquid
lubricants, while F is a polar liquid lubricant with dihydroxyl functional end groups. In
lubricant L3 the carbon atoms form a branched bonding structure, while lubricants L1, L2 and
F contain carbon atoms in a linear arrangements. The static friction does not show a
monotonic increase at the higher values of lubricant thickness as seen for kinetic friction.
The coefficients of static and kinetic friction are essentially independent of lubricant
thickness below a "critical" lubricant thickness. All lubricants show a sharp increase in
friction at the critical thickness, which is different for each lubricant. The polar lubricant F
exhibits the smallest critical thickness for dramatic friction increase. In the case of nonpolar
lubricants (Ll, L2, and L3) the critical thickness was lower for the lower viscosity lubricants.
Note that the polar lubricant F does not fit within the viscosity trend exhibited among the
nonpolar lubricants. The buildup of the friction is believed to be governed by micro-flow
capabilities of the liquid on the disk. The lower viscosity lubricants among a class of nonpolar
lubricants flow more readily to develop the meniscii bridges, resulting in higher friction than
that of lubricants with higher viscosity. The polar lubricant exhibits high friction compared
to the nonpolar lubricants and does not follow the viscosity trend. The increase in friction
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with increasinglubricant-film thicknessabovethe critical thickness canbe attributed to
strongadhesiveforcesin the interface(Bhushan,1990).

The critical thicknessis correlatedwith disk surfaceroughness,which roughly
correspondsto therms roughness.Theroughersurfacewouldcorrespondto alargermean
separationof the surfaces,and thus a highervalueof lubricant-film thicknesswhenthe
meniscii are formed. The friction valuesabovecritical-film thickness are higher for smoother
disks. However,theseresultsof effectof roughnesson the critical film thickness are only
applicable to short contact times on the order of seconds or minules. With longer rest times
(hours or days), the adhesion usually reaches much higher value even ff the lubricant thickness
is well below the critical value. This time effect can be explained by the slow diffusion of the
lubricant molecules towards contact points driven by the Laplace pressure and deformation of
the interacting asperities with the corresponding increase in the real area of contact.

Streator et al. (1991a} also reported that kinetic coefficient of friction decreases with
increasing sliding speed.

4.0 INTERFACE TEMPERATURES

In a sliding operation, aImos[ all of the frictional energy input is directly converted to
heat in the material close to the interface. During a sliding situation, asperity interactions
result in numerous high temperature flashes. Bhushan (1987a) presented a detailed thermal
analysis to predict the interface temperatures and applied it to predict temperatures in a head-
medium interface (Bhushan, 1987b; 1992b}. The head-medium interface can be modelled as the
case of sli Iding two rough surfaces, Fig. 29(a). The surface profile is measured and surface
asperities are modelled with a series of spherically-topped asperities. The degree of interaction
between the two surfaces at any thne during sliding depends on the average contact stress. The
interaction problem at an asperity contact reduces to a sphere sliding against another sphere,
assuming the distance to the center of the two spheres is fixed. When one sphere comes in
contact with the other, the real area of contact starts to grow; when one sphere is directly above
the other, the area is at maximum; as one sphere moves away, that area starts to get smaller,
Fig. 29(b). The center of the contact moves at approximately half the relative sliding speed with
respect to each asperity. The real area of contact is a source of frictional heat and the heat
intensity is proportional to the real area. Bhushan showed that the total flash temperature
consists of temperature of an individual asperity contact and effect of other asperity contacts
on an individual asperity temperature (interaction).

The relevant equations for the average and maximum asperity temperature rise of the
interface are given as (Bhushan, 1987a)

0"= rl[0. 65 fp.(A./Ar)(Vdm_ / K_),/'_ /p, Cpl+ I. 5 fp.{V e / R'_}'/2 / p, Cp,](14a)

0max -- rl[0. 95 fPa(Aa/Ar)(Vdma x / K,} 1/2 /p, Cpl+ 1 5 fPa{V e / K2) '/2 / p, Cp,J(14b)

and

r]- 1/[1 + (k 2 P2 CP2 / kl Pl CPl )1/2] (14c)

where pCp is the volumetric heat capacity, r is the thermal dtffusivity, k is the thermal
conductivity, dmax is the maximum contact diameter, e and is the half length of the slider.

Average and maximum transient temperatures predicted for a typical particulate tape-
head interface were 7 ° and 10°C, respectively (Bhushan, 1987b}. These predictions compared
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fairly wellwith the infrared measurementsconductedat head-tapeinterfaceby Gulino et al.
(1986). Theasperity-contacttemperaturesat head-tapeinterfaceare relativelylowbecauseof
its high real areaof contact, as compared to that of metal-metal or ceramic-ceramic contacts.
The transient temperature of 7-10°C rise can lead to high friction in some tapes because the
transition temperature of some tapes' mechanical properties is within 5°C above the ambient
temperature. In isolated cases, if the magnetic particles are exposed (or get exposed in a high-
speed rub) and contact the head surface, the average and maximum transient temperature rise
could be about 600°C and 900°C, respectively. These temperatures potentially will cause a
breakdown of the medium lubricant and a degradation of the medium binder leading to
excessive friction and seizure of medium motion.

Average and maximum transient temperatures predicted for a typical particulate rigid-
disk-slider interface are 34 and 44°C, respectively (Bhushan, 1992b). If the exposed magnetic
particles or alumina particles contact the slider surface, the transient temperature rise could
be more than 1000°C. Average and maximum transient temperature rises for a typical thin-
film disk-sllder interface are. 56 ° and 81°C, respectively for AI203-TiC slider and 77 and 110°C,
respectively for Mn-Zn ferrite slider. These predictions compared fairly with the infrared
measurements conducted at rigid disk-slider interface by Bair et al. (1991) and Suzuki and

Kennedy (1991). The size of an asperity contact is on the order of 1.5/an and duration of
asperity contact at the full operating speed is less than 100 ns. The thermal gradients
perpendicular to the sliding surfaces are very large (a temperature drop of 90°/6 in a depth of
typicaUy less than a contact diameter or less than a micron).

5,1 Head-(Particulate) Tab Interface

The wear of oxide magnetic particles and ceramic head body materials is different from
metallic wear because of the inherent brittleness and the relatively low surface energy of
ceramics. The first sign of ferrite head wear with a magnetic tape is the appearance of very
small scratches on the head surface (Fig. 30a). The physical scale of scratches is usually very
fine and scratches as small as 25 nm have been reported (Bhushan, 1985b). Ferrite surface is
microscopically removed in a brittle manner as stripes or islands, depending on the
smoothness of the tape surface. Wear generally occurs by microfragmentation of the oxide
crystals in the ceramic surface. Fragmentation is the result of cleavage and transgranular
fractures, one dominated by intergranular fracture. We note that the worn head surface is work
hardened which reflects a shift from a mechanism dominated by transgranular fracture to one
dominated by intergranular fracture. Figure 30b shows a region where fracture and rupture
have occurred. Such regions are commonly called "pullouts". Debris originating from these
regions causes additional small scale plastic deformation and grooves (three-body abrasion).
We also note that the ferrite head surface is work hardened with a large compressive stress field
after wear which is detrimental to magnetic signal amp!Itude (Chandrasekar et al., 1987a,
1987b, 1988, 1990).

Head wear depends on the physical properties of head and medium materials, drive
operating parameters, and environmental conditions. Wear data of common head materials

against a 7-Fe203 tape is shown in Fig. 31. We observe,a linear relationship between wear rate
and material hardness for abrasive wear model. Head wear also depends on the grain size of
the head material, magnetic particles, tape:surface roughness, isolated asperities on the tape
surface, tape tension and tape sliding speed. Head wear as a function of surface roughness of
tapes and isolated asperities on the tape surface are shown in Figs. 32 and 33. We note that
head wear increases with an increase in the surface roughness or number of isolated asperities
of the tape surface. Wear rate also increases with humidity, above about 40-60% relative
humidity, Fig. 34. An increase in abrasive wear at high humidities is believed to be due to
moisture-assisted fracture (or static fatigue) of the grains to yield finer particles (Bhushan,
1985b; Bhushan, 1990).
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Headslidersafterusagesometimesbecomecoatedwith thin layersof a neworganic
material of high molecular weightcalled "friction polymers"or "tribopolymers." Friction is
essentialfor the formation of thesematerials. Another requirementfor the formation of
friction polymersin a rubbing contact is that oneof the surfaces,lubricant, or evena material
nearbyshouldbe0rg_c (LauerandJ0hes, i986), it seemsclearthat all friction polymersare
products of chemical reaction,whether they deriveinitially from solid polymersor from
organicliquids or vapors. Friction polymersarefound on he_ surfaces.Theseresult in
discolorationof t1_e_eadsurfaceandgive anappearanceof bro_ or blue color, andl therefore
aresometimescalledbrown or blue stains, respectively.

During c_ntact: of particUlate tape wifii _e head in Contact:start/stops or during partial
contact in streaming, binder and magnetic particle debris is generated primarily by adhesive
wear mode. The debris can be either loose or adherent (Bhushan and Phelan, 1986). Tape
debris, loose magnetic particles, wom head material or foreIgn contaminants are introduced
between the sliding surfaces and abrade material off each. The debris that adheres to drive
components lead to polymer'p01ymer contact, whose friction is higher than that of rigid
material-polymer contact and can lead to magnetic errors and sometimes to catastrophic
failures (Bhushan, 1990}.

Calabrese et aI. (1989) conducted/n sltu low speed sliding experiments in which Ni-Zn
ferrite pin was slid against CrO2 tape A. During wear, the tape particles Consisting of binder
resin and magnetic particles were generated at the contact and were literally thrown out of the
interface landing within a radius of 0.8 mm from the pin. If the particles landed in the path of
the pins, they would be drawn through the contact as the tape moved into the interface. Hence,
a three-body wear scenario would be set up. which generated more particles. Wear particles
were generally of a block-type or a flake type. The block-type particles were in the form of

blocks of about 5 ]an and the flake type particles were typically much smaller in size.

Bhushan et al. (1986) used autoradlographic technique to conduct wear studies at head-
tape interface. An irradiated Ni-Zn ferrite head was run aga_st various tapes, They found
that measurable transfer of ferrite on the CrO2-tape was observed after 5.000 passes. A Co-

_Fe203 tape did not show significant transfer even after 20,000 passes. Wear was represented
in four distinct patterns: smeared areas, gray areas, dots or specks, and streaks or lines
running in the direction of the tape. In a test, the amount of ferrite deposited on the CrO2-tape
after 20,000 passes across the head was about 0.6 ng/cm 2. In this test, about 0.6% of the
generated ferrite debris was transferred to the tape, about 0.2% was transferred to the tape-
drive component surfaces, and the rest was believed to be airborne.

5.2 Head:_.rtlc_te) Rigid Disk Interface

During asperity contacts, the disk debris can be generated by adhesive, abrasive and
impact wear. The wear debris, generated during the manufacturing process (burnishing or
buffing) of the disk, and foreign contaminants present can get trapped at the interface, which
results in three-body abrasive wear, or they can get transferred to the slider, resulting in
performance degradation of the air bearing. The flash temperatures generated at asperity
contacts can render any boundary lubricants ineffective and can degrade the mechanical
properties of the disk binder increasing the real area of contact; this results in high friction
and high disk wear. Any of these mechanisms can lead to head crash. The environment
(humidity and temperature) has a significant effect on the head-disk friction and wear or
debris generation.

Microscopic observations of disk and head surfaces after head crash in a CSS test show
circumferential wear grooves and support either of the two-body or three-body abrasive wear,
Fig. 35, Karis et al. (1990} and Novotny et al. {1991a, 1991b) reported the complete removal of
lubricant from the start/stop track at least in one region, and degradation of lubricant
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precededthe final stageof disk failure. Lubricationof the disksincreasedthe numberof
slidingcyclesuntil thecoatingbeganto wearthroughby up to 1000times. Thenumberof
sliding cyclesuntil frictional failure occurredwas proportionalto the arealdensity of
lubricant.

Scaratiand Caporiccio(1987)studiedthe effectof lubricant thickness and its
functionalityon the wearlife of particulatemedia. Figure36 showsthewear lifeof a
particulatedisk lubricated with twogradesof perflunropolyether(PFPE)- Fomblin Z-25 (non-
polar)and FomblinAM2001(polarwith reactiveendgroupsor functional lubricant) as a
function of lubricant thickness. Wenote that relativewearlife increaseswith an increasein
the lubricant thickness(alsoseeKariset al., 1990),and that polar lubricants havelongerwear
life than nonpolar lubricants.

Themechanismof interfacefailure or headcrashwasstudiedby Kawakuboet al. (1984,
1991)for particulatedisks in contactstart-stop(CSS)test. Friction force,acousticemission
(AE)signal (tomonitor head-diskcontact),and read-backmagneticsignalweremeasured
during the test. Thechangesin read-backmagneticsignal,friction force,andAE signalare
shownin Fig.37. At the point of interfacefailure,the read-backsignaldecreasedto almost
zeroandfriction forceandAE signalrosesignificantly. This impliesthat the headwas
virtually in contactevenat full speed.Kawakuboet al. (1984)alsovideotapedthe wearprocess
througha transparentsapphireslider. Theyfound that the disk debris transferredto the rail
surfacesprecedingthe interfacefailure.

Usingsubmicron, fluorescentpolystyrene-latexparticles,Hiller and Singh(1991)
studiedthe interactionof contaminantparticleswith a flying slider. On the slider, the
particlesweredepositedmainly in tworegions:on the taperedregionof the air-bearingrails
andin the form of whiskersalongthe trailing endsof the rails, Fig.38. Thewhiskers
containedonly deformedparticles,which is evidenceof strong interactionbetweenthe
particlesand the interface,Fig. 39. After flying for sometime,largeagglomeratesof particles
wereoccasionallyfound on the tapers. Sincethey contained mainly deformed particles, they
could be identified to be whiskers which had detached from the trailing end, Fig. 40. No
whiskers were grown on unlubricated disks, Fig. 38. This shows that liquid lubricant
promotes adhesion between particles and surfaces. Liquid lubricant may thus have an adverse
effect on reliability when large amounts of contaminant particles are present.

5.3 Head_Thin-FUm) Rigid Disk Interface

Magnetic films used in the construction of thin-film disks are soft and have poorer
wear resistance than the particulate disks which are loaded with hard magnetic particles and
load-bearing alumina particles. Thin-film disks have smoother surfaces and are designed to
fly at a lower flying height than particulate rigid disks, which result in higher friction and an
increased potential of head to disk interactions. During normal drive operation, the isolated
asperity contacts of head and disk surfaces result in wearout of the disk surfaces by adhesive
and impact wear model, and generate the debris. In addition, any asperity contacts would
result in the maximum wear stress at the disk subsurface, which may initiate a crack.
Repeated contacts would result in crack propagation (subsurface fatigue) leading to
delamination of the overcoat and the magnetic layer. Isolated contacts in a clean environment
generate very fine wear debris (primarily made of magnetic film and overcoat) which
subsequently results in rather uniform disk wear from light burnishing (three-body abrasion).
The disk wear results in high friction and wear in subsequent contacts, resulting in head crash
(Bhushan, 1990).

External contaminations abrade the overcoat readily and result in localized damage of
the disk surface by three-body abrasion. Wear debris generated at the interface invades the
spacing between the head slider and the disk and/or transfers to the head slider making the
head slider unstable, which leads to additional debris, and results in head crash both in the
start/stop and flyability modes. Koka and Kumaran (199 I) studied the effect of alumina
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contaminantparticleson the flyability of a drive. A significantbuildup was observedin the
leading-edgetaperareaof the slider,and abrasivewearon the disk resultedfrom particles
trappedin the leadlng-edgetaperregion.

EngelandBhushan (1990)havedevelopeda head-diskinterfacefailure modelfor thin-
film disks. The principal physicalvariablesinclude the sliding speed,surfacetopography,
mechanicalproperties,coefficient of friction and wear rate. Surface protrusions, such as
asperities and debris particles, induce impact and sliding encounters, which represent a
damage rate. Failure occurs when a specific damage rate, a characteristic for the system, is
reached. Modeling uses a set of topographic parameters describing the changing, wearing
surface. =

Figure 41 shows the: Coefficient of friction as a function 0fnumber of passes for a thin-
film disk with carbon-overcoat (disk B1) sliding against various slider materials (Chu et al.,

1990. Chandrasekar and Bhushan, 199i)_ Amongstthe ceramics {ested, singie:C_st_ _:
diamond has the lowest coefficient of frict|on (-0.12) followed by partially-stabilized zirconia
(-0.15}, the remaining ceramics all have an initial coefficient Of friction close to 0.2 When in
contact with the disk. We note that coefficient of friction increases with number of passes.
This increase was, however, small for single crystal diam0nc_even after it had been in contact
with the disk for about 5500 passes, The rate Of increase in the coefficient of friction is highest,
in the case of calcium titanate and A1203-TiC sliders and Mn-Zn ferrite and ZrO2-Y203 sliders

exhibited a smaller increase. Calcium titanate {I 200 kg/_2} probabijshowed p6o_st

durability because it cracks readily. AI203-TIC is hardest (2300 kg/mm2), it burnishes the

disk surface more than Mn-Zn ferrite (600 kg/mm 2} and Zro2-Y203 {1300 kg/mm2).

Examination of Mn-Zn ferrite slider shows scratches along the air-bearing surface, which
suggests that the Mn-7n ferrite is slightly softer than the disk structure, and that, therefore
ferrite is gentle to the disk surface. We believe that matching of ceramic slider and disk
hardnesses is essential for low wear.

An increase in overcoat hardness improves the wear resistance of the thin-film disks
{Yanagisawa, 1985b). Increase in hardness of SiO2 overcoat by baking at various temperatures
results in improvement in wear resistance as shown in Fig. 42, where the normal load was 185
mN and the sliding velocity was 1.12 m/s. Khan et al. {1988} have reported that hard carbon
overcoats with better wear performance consist of homogeneous grain size and uniform grain
distribution across the surface and higher percentage of sp 3 bonded carbon ato-ms {diamond
structure} as compared to the carbon films with poor wear performance. Yamashita et ai.
{1988} reported that wear performance of unlubricated disks with ZrO2-Y203 overcoat is

superior to that of carbon, Fig. 43. Wear performance of ZrO2-Y203 overcoat is comparable to
carbon overcoat for lubricated disks. In a ceramic-ceramic contact, yttria-stabflized zirconla
is known to have excellent friction and wear performance (Bhusl_an and Gupta, i991). They
also reported that ZrO2 overcoat {with 30 nm thickness} -exhibited .superior corrosion
resistance than hard carbon of Coated thin-film {metal} disk, when exposed to 80°C/90% RH for
7 days. Ceramic overcoats with low porosity and high electrical resistivity are known to have
better electrochemical corrosion resistance (Bhushan, 1990}.

Calabrese and Bhushan {1990} conducted in-situ sliding experiments of various
head/thin-film disk {95-mm dia.} combinations in the scanning electron microscope {SEM)
{also see Hedenqvist et al., 1991}. The purpose was to identify the initiation of particle
removal during the sliding process. For example, after sliding at 50 mm/min, for a few
minutes of a A1203-TiC slider on a thin-film disk with a zirconia overcoat and
perfluoropolyether as the topical lubricant {disk B2), microscopic particles were removed from
the edges of the rails and these particles were deposited from the head to the disk surfaces, Fig.
44. In Fig. 44, we also notice little disk debris deposited on the raft edges. Microscopic
examination of the head and disk surfaces after the 20 minute test at 50 mm/min. Showed that
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therewassomedamageto the slideredgesandthe disksurfacewasvery lightly burnishedwith
only onescratch. Minute diskdebriswasfound on the raft edgesand rail surfacesincluding
leadingtaperof the headslider,Fig. 45. Continuedslidingled to the increased surface change
of the disk followed by catastropic failure. There appears to be several parameters that
influence the initiation of particle removal. The most significant is the condition of the rail
edges which contact the disk. During the start of motion between the head and the disk, the
head moves with the disk until the force on the spring suspension overcomes the adhesion
between the head and the disk, it will spring back in an unstable manner, causing contact with
the raft edges and the disk. This could result in transfer of material from the disk or chipping
of the raft edge. Calabrese and Bhushan (1990) reported head slider and disk wear to be
strongly dependent on the slider and the disk overcoat materials, Table 5. Zirconia overcoat
generally exhibited less wear than the carbon overcoat. Mn-Zn ferrite slider was less
aggressive to the disk than the AI203-TiC slider. The calcium titanate slider cracked early on
in a sliding test, hot processing of this material appears to be a problem.

5.3.2. Role of Lubrlcant Film

The effect of lubricant viscosity and its thickness, lubricant functionality and disk
surface roughness on the durability was studied by Miyamoto et al. (1988) and Streator et al.
(1991b). The data in Fig. 46 show the friction histories of unlubricated and lubricated disks.
The disk failure is defined by the advent of a relatively sharp rise in the friction as a result of
repeated sliding cycles. The effect of surface roughness is summarized in Fig. 47. The disk X2
demonstrates the lowest durability and indicates the effect of texturing as compared to high
durability of the untextured disk, X1. Disk Bl is also textured, but is from a different disk
manufacturer, and cannot be compared to the other disks on the basis of roughness alone. As
can be seen in Fig. 47, the presence of the lubricant improved the durability of the disk over
that of dry sliding in all cases. A trend exists indicating that durability increases with
decreasing viscosity. The polar lubricant has significantly higher durability than the
nonpolar lubricant with comparable viscosity. The greater durability of the less viscous
lubricants can be attributed to their greater mobility on the disk surface. Figure 48 shows the
durability resu lts conducted on disk X2, where the lubricant film thickness is being varied.
There is a general increase in durability with lubricant film thickness, as expected.

Figure 49 shows the effect of storage time on static friction for disks with a nonpolar
lubricant (PFPE) and disks with dual lubricant consisting of polar (aminosilane) and
nonpolar (PFPE) fraction (Hoshino et al., 1988}. Increase in friction from aging the disks with
dual lubricant film was found to be less than that for a disk with only nonpolar lubricant.
Lubricant is also spun offwith disk rotation during use. Yanagisawa (1985a) and others have
shown that polar lubricants spin off less than nonpolar lubricants (Bhushan, 1990). The
concept of a dual layer consisting of an unbonded layer over a bonded layer is very useful
because unbonded (mobile) top layer would heal any wom areas on the disk surface where the
lubricant may have been removed, and the bonded layer provides lubricant persistence.

5.3.3. Role of Evlronment

Unlubricated Disk

Marchon et al. (1990) and Strom et al. (1991) studied the wear behavior of unlubrlcated
thin-film disk with a carbon overcoat sliding against ceramic sliders in various
environments. Strom et al. (1991} tested unlubricated carbon-coated disks (disks B1 with no

lubricant) and ZrO2-Y203 coated disks (disks B2 with no lubricant) in a sliding test against
commercial AI203-TiC slider, Figs. 50(a} and 50(b). The average friction of carbon-coated disk
increased smoothly only in the oxygen environment which indicates poor durability, also see
Dlmlgen and Hubsch, 1983-84; Memming et al. (1986) and Miyoshi et al. (1989). At sustained
high friction, debris was generated which reduced the real area of contact and the friction
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dropped. In the caseof zirconia-coated disk, no consistent difference in the tribological
behavior between various gas environments was observed.

The sliding test on carbon-coated disk was also conducted in the presence of humid
gases. In this case, little difference in the friction behavior for these different gases was
observed, Fig. 50(c). In all gases, the coefficient of friction increased smoothly to about 1.4
during the course of about 50 revoiutions. Increase in friction in the oxygen or humid
environment for the carbon-coated disk can be explained by the oxidation o(tfie carbon film
under rubbing, a tribochemlcal reaction. In the case of sliding on the zirconia-coated disk, no
material is removed through oxidation. Wear occurs through mechanical means only,
regardless of the concentration of oxygen In environment.

Marchon et al. (1990) have also reported the carbon oxidation as a key process that
contributes significantly to wear and friction increase with test cycles. In sliding experiments
with Mn-Zn ferrite or calcium titanate sliders and unlubricated thin-film disks with carbon
overcoats, Marchon et al. (1990) reported that there is gradual increase in the coefficient of
friction with repeated sliding contacts performed in air, however, in pure nitrogen, no friction
increase is observed, the coefficient of friction remaining constant at 0.2. The alternate
introduction of oxygen and nitrogen elegantly showed the role of these gases, Fig. 5 I. Contact
start/stop tests exhibited same effect. Marchon et al. (1990) suggested that wear process in the
oxygen environment involved oxygen chemisorption on the carbon surface and a gradual loss
of carbon through the formation of CO/CO2 due to the action of the slider.

Lubricated Disk

Dugger et al. (1990) conducted a wear study of hemispherical pins* (with a radius of
curvature of 50 mm) of Mn-Zn ferrite sliding against a thin-film disk with carbon overcoat and
perfluoropolyether as the topical lubricant (disk B1) in controlled environments. They found
that the contact life, as marked by the total distance slid to the point at which the coefficient of
friction increases rapidly over the steady state value, is much larger in air with 50% RH than
in dry air or vacuum, Fig. 52(a). SEM examination of the wear scars on the pin and disk
revealed morphology markedly dependent on the testing environment, Fig. 53. Characteristic
of post-failure surfaces in vacuum and dry airare severe damage t0the disk surface, with the
pin from the vacuum test also exhibiting extensive damage, including intergranular fracture
and grain pull-out. In both cases there is also material transferred from the disk surface to the
pin. In humid air, however, the contact area on the pin is covered with very fine debris (about 1

/an) particles in a dark film (low atomic number), with fine partlcies on either side of the worn
area. Figure 54 illustrates the topography on the submicron scale (by STM) of the untested as
well as wear track regions on disks tested to failure in vacuum and humid air. The general
observation is that the surfaces of vacuum and dry air tested disks become rougher. In humid
air, on the other hand, finer grooves are seen in the surface topography, leaving a surface
roughness of longer wavelength. Further surface analyses showed that the wear debris
generated in humid air is much finer and is enriched wifla cobait _(from the maghe_ic:iayer) on
its surface. In dry air and vacuum, the debris is substantially larger than one micron (Fig. 55)
and tends to be enriched with nickel (probably from magnetic layer and Ni-P underlayer) on its
surface. We propose that two mechanisms contribute to the observed durability differences:
oxidation of metallic wear debris generated at isolated asperity contacts and alteration of the
coating surface by interaction with vapor. The rate of debris oxidation depends upon the test
ambient and affects the tendency for metallic debris to agglomerate through sintering or
mechanical compaction into larger particles which are more damaging (Dugger et al., 199 I).
Significant adhesion in vacuum and less so in dry oxygen probably results in significant wear
debris generation and by mechanical compaction or otherwise, small wear particles may

Dugger et al. (1992) have reported that tests with actual slider from commercial rigid disk fries
yield relative contact lives that are comparable to those observed with hemispherical pins
despite the apparent contact stress differences. Therefore, pins were used for acceleration in
wear.
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agglomerateto producelargewearfragments(Fig.55)that leadto catastrophicfailure in the
case of vacuum or dry air. We believe that rapid agglomeration to particle sizes of greater than
a few microns is responsible for the reduction in contact life in vacuum and dry air. However,
in the 50% RH air, less adhesion at the interface and oxidation of metallic debris result in
increased wear life.

Wahl et al. (1991a) and Dugger et al. (1992) further conducted tests in ultra-high-purity
(>99.999%) nitrogen, ultra-high purity (>99.995%) helium and 50% RH nitrogen environments,
Fig. 56. The contact llfe is short for nitrogen and helium environments and fall in the same
range as the durability in vacuum. This data suggest that water vapor and oxygen in the humid
air tests and oxygen in the dry air tests are responsible for the greater durabflities in these
environments, while neither helium nor nitrogen plays a beneficial role for the durability of
the rigid disks studied. The data for the carbon overcoat in humid nitrogen indicate that water
vapor alone has a large effect on the observed improvement in durability in humid air
compared to vacuum or dry air, although both oxygen and water vapor contribute to increased
durability. To explore the effects of water vapor introduction, Wahl et ai. (1991a) performed
durability testing using a nitrogen ambient with humidities ranging from 0.2 to 80% (these
correspond to partial pressures of water vapor from about 5 Pa to 2600 Pa at room
temperature), Fig. 57(a). It appears that introduction of as little as 0.2% RH to the ambient dry
nitrogen resulted in over two orders of magnitude increase in the contact life. Figure 57(b)
shows a comparison of coefficients of friction for steady state sliding in the nitrogen ambient
as a function of relative humidity. The friction is essentially independent of humidity up to a
certain value of humidity and the increase in friction at very high humidity (>80%) is believed
to be due to liquid-mediated adhesion as discussed earlier, also see Dimigen and Hubsch (1983-
84). The radical change in durability with the introduction of water vapor or oxygen is believed
to be due to oxidation of wear debris in an oxid_ing environment (either water vapor or
oxygen) before it has a chance to agglomerate into larger and more destructive wear particles.
The optimum humidity for maximum durability may depend on the stress at the interface; the
interface with a small stress (e.g., small slider) may show more sensitivity to the humidity
than the interface with high stress (large slider).

Dugger et al. (1992) conducted a wear study on the thin-film disk with ZrO2-Y203
overcoat and perfluoropolyether lubricant disk (B2), Figs. 52(b) and 56. The coefficient of

friction increased throughout the test* to steady-state values between 0.6 and 1.4, depending
upon the environment. Even at this high coefficient of friction, no visible wear track could be
observed initially on the disk surface. When a wear track did become visible, an abrupt drop in
the coefficient of friction occurred. This abrupt decrease is attributed to the generation of
debris from the zirconia overcoat which, when present between the surfaces, reduced the real
area of contact and hence, the friction force. The similarity of the contact lives of the zirconia
overcoat in vacuum and dry air suggest that oxygen does not significantly affect the wear rate
of this material. In vacuum and dry air, the disk surface exhibited extensive damage, with
complete removal of the zirconia layer in some locations and transfer of metals to the pin

surface. Wear particles are frequently larger than 10 ]_m. The surface morphology of the
damaged area is comparable to that of carbon overcoat. In humid air, the contact life is long;
the disk surface appears polished in the wear track compared to the surrounding regions, with
only isolated areas of damage. The wear study on the zirconia overcoat suggest that the contact
life is sensitive to the presence of water vapor.

Figure 58 shows the Auger depth profile of the unworn surface and from the wear track
formed on the thin-film disk (B 1) in humid air and stopped at 90% of the anticipated contact
life (Dugger et al., 1992). These data indicate that the average carbon film thickness on the
wear track is not very different from that on the untested region of the disk. Therefore, the
majority of the film remains intact until very near the point of which the coefficient of
friction increases dramatically above the steady-state value. Similar results have been

* In contrast, the rapid increase in coefficient of friction for carbon overcoat occurred alter
significant sliding and was accompanied by a wear track on the disk visible to the naked eye.
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reportedbyWahl et al. {1991b)for vacuumenvironment.Thus, the precursorto failure is the
catastrophic failure of carbon overcoat rather than uniform thinning of the overcoat. It is
believed that debris is generated at isolated points in the contact zone where the largest
asperities meet. The debris accumulates until a critical debris size or volume is generated,
which results in catastrophic removal of the protective carbon film.

6.0 LUBRICATION

Mechanical interactions between the head and the medium is minimized by the
lubrication of the magnetic medium. The primary function of the lubricant is to reduce the
wear of the magnetic medium and to ensure that frictionremains low throughout the operation
of the drive. The main challenge, though, in selecting the best candidate for a specific surface is
to find a material that provides an acceptable wear protection for the entire life of the product,
which can be of several years in duration. There are many requirements that a lubricant must
satisfy in order to guarantee an acceptable life performance. An optimum lubricant thickness
is one of these requirements. If the lubricant film is too thick, excessive stiction and
mechanical failure of the head/disk is observed_ On the other hand, ff the film is too thin,
protection of the interface is compromised and high friction and excessive wear will result in
catastrophic failure. An acceptable lubricant must exhibit the properties such as chemical
inertness, low volatility, high thermal, oxidative and hydrolytic stability, shear stability and
good affinity to the magnetic medium surface.

Fatty acid esters are excellent boundary lubricants and the esters such as tridecyl
stearate, butyl stearate, butyl palmitate, butyl myristate, stearic acid and myristic acid, are
commonly used as internal lubricants roughly 1 to 3% by weight of the magnetic coating, in
tapes and flexible disks. The fatty acids involved include those with acid groups with an even
number between C12 and C22 with alcohols ranging from C3 to C 13. These acids are all solids

with melting points above the normal surface operating temperature of the magnetic media.
This suggests that the decomposition products of the ester via lubrication chemistry during a
head-flexible medium contact may be the key to lubrication.

Topical lubrication is used to reduce the wear of rigid disks. Perfluoropolyethers
(PFPEs) are chemically most stable lubricants with some boundary lubrication capability, and
are most commonly used for topical lubrication of rigid disks (Bhushan, i990). PFPEs
commonly used include Fomblin Z and Fomblin Y lubricants made by Montiedison, Italy,
Krytox 143 AD made by Dupont, U.S.A. and Demnum made by Dlakin, Japan and their
difunctional derivatives containing various reactive end groups, e.g., hydroxyl (Fomblin Z-
Dol), piperonyl (Fomblin AM 2001), and isocyanate (Fomblin Z-Disoc), all manufacturered by
Montiedison. The difunctional derivatives are referred to as reactive (polar) fluoroether
lubricants. The chemical structures, molecular weights and viscosities of various types of
PFPE, lubricants are given in Table 6 (Cantow et al., 1986; Corti and Savelli, 1989). We note
that rheological properties of thin-films of lubricants are expected to be different from their
bulk properties (Israelachvfli et al., 1988; Homola et al., 1991). Fomblin Z is a linear PFPE;
and Fomblin Y and Krytox 143 AD are branched PFPE where the regularity of the chain is
perturbed by -CF 3 side groups. The bulk viscosity of Fomblin Y and Krytox 143 AD is almost an
order of magnitude higher than the Z type. The molecular coil thickness is about 0.8 nm for
these lubricant molecules. The monolayer thickness of these molecular depend on the
molecular conformations of the polymer chain on the surface.

Fomblin Y and Z are most commonly used for particulate and thin-film rigid disks.
Usually, lubricants with lower viscosity {such as Fomblin Z types) are used in thin-film disks
in order to minimize stiction.

B
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6.1 Measurement of Localized Lubricant-Film Thickness

The local lubricant thickness is measured by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy
(FTIR), ellipsometry, angle-resolved X-ray photon spectroscopy (XPS), scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM), and atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Kimachi et al., 1987; Mate et al., 1989;
Bhushan, 1990; Dugger et al., 1990; Sriram et ai., 1991). Ellipsometry and angle-resolved XPS
have excellent vertical resolution on the order of 0.1 nm but lateral resolution is on the order

of I _ and 0.2 mm, respectively. STM and AFM can measure the thickness of the liquid film
with a lateral resolution on the order of their tip radius of about 100 nm which is not possible

to achieve by other techniques.

The schematic of AFM used for measurement of localized lubricant-film thickness by
Mate et al. (1989) is shown in Fig. 59. The lubricant thickness is obtained by measuring the
forces on the tip as it approaches, contacts and pushes through the liquid film. In the top part
of Fig. 59 is a schematic diagram of an AFM up interacting with a lubricant covered particulate
disk. A typical force versus distance curve for a tungsten tip of radius -100 nm dipped into a
disk surface coated with a perfluorinated polyether lubricant is shown in Fig. 60. As the
surface approaches the tip, the liquid wicks up causing a sharp onset of attractive force. The

so-called meniscus force experienced by the tip is ~4rcrTwhere r is the radius of the tip and 7 is
the surface tension of the liquid. In Fig. 60, the attractive force measured is about 5 x 10 -8
Newtons. While in the liquid film the forces on the lever remain constant, until repulsive
contact with the disk surface occurs. The distance between the sharp snap-in at the liquid
surface and the "hard-wall" of the substrate is proportional to the lubricant thickness at that
point. [The measured thickness is about 2 nm larger than the actual thickness due to a thin
layer of lubricant wetting the tip (Mate et al., 1989).] When the sample is withdrawn, the forces
on the tip slowly decrease to zero as a long meniscus of liquid is drawn out from the surface.

Particulate disks were mapped by Mate et al. (1990) and Bhushan and Blackman (1991).
The distribution of lubricant across an asperity was mapped by collecting force versus distance
curves with the AFM in a line across the surface. Disk A was coated with nominally 20 to 30
nm of lubricant, but by AFM the average thickness is 2.6+ 1.2 nm. (The large standard
deviation reflects the huge variation of lubricant thickness across the disk). A large percentage
of the lubricant is expected to reside below the surface in the pores. In Fig. 61, we show
histograms of lubricant thickness across three regions on disk A. The light part of the bar
represents the hard wall of the substrate and the striped part on the top is the thickness of the
lubricant. Each point on the histrogram is from a single force versus distance measurement
separated by 25 nm steps. The lubricant is not evenly distributed across the surface. In regions
1 and 2 there is over twice as much lubricant than there is on the asperity (region 3). There are
some points on the top and the side of the asperity which have no lubricant coating at all
(Bhushan and Blackman, 1991).

6.2 Lubricant-Disk Surface Interactions

The adsorption of the lubricant molecules is due to van der Waals forces, which is too
weak to offset the spin off losses or to arrest displacement of the lubricant by water or other
ambient contaminants. Considering that these lubricating films are on the order of a
monolayer thick and are required to function satisfactorily for the duration of several years,
the task of developing a workable interface is quite formidable.

An approach aiming at alleviating the above shortcomings is to enhance the
attachment of the molecules to the overcoat, which, for most cases, is sputtered carbon. There
are basically two approaches which have been shown to be successful in bonding the
monolayer to the carbon. The first relies on exposure of the disk lubricated with neutral PFPE
to various forms of radiation, such as low-energy X-ray (Heidemann and Wirth, 1984), nitrogen
plasma (Homola et al., 1990) or far ultraviolet (e.g., 185 nm) (Saperstein and Lin, 1990).
Another approach is to use chemically-active PFPE molecule, where the various functional
(reactive) end groups offer the opportunity of strong attachments to specific interface. These
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functionalgroupscanreactwith re§pectivesuri_acesandbond the lubricant to the disk surface
which reduces its loss due to spin off and evaporation. Their main advantage, however, is their
ability to enhance durability without the problem of stiction usually associated with weakly
bonded lubricants (Scarati and Caporiccio, 1987; Miyamoto et al., 1988; 1990; Streator et al.,
199 la, 199 Ib). The effect of bonded lubricant was demonstrated elegantlyln recent AFM
experiments by Blackman et al. (1990). They found that when a AFM tip is brought into contact
with a molecularly thin-film of a non-reactive lubricant a sudden jump into adhesive contact
is observed. The adhesion was initiated by the formation of a lubricant meniscus surrounding
the tip pulling the surfaces together by Laplace pressure. However, when the tip was brought
into contact with a lubricant film which was firmly bonded to the surface, only a marginal
adhesion, mostly due to van der Waals forces, was measured (Fig. 62).

6.3 Lubricant Degradation : :

Contacts between the slider and the lubricated disk lead to lubribant i0ssl Figl 63 (Hu
and Talke, 1988 and Novotny and Karis, 1991a; Novotny et aI., 1991b). The lubricant polymer
chain is scissioned during slider-disk contacts. The transient interface temperatures may be
high enough (Bhushan, 1992b) to lead to the direct evaporation or desorptlon of the original
lubricant molecules. Novotny and Karis (1991a) studied the difference between mechanisms by
comparison of the Fomblin Y and Z lubricants with different chemical structure but
approximately the same molecular weight:

1. In sliding, Y is removed from the surface more rapidly than z.

2. During flying, Z is removed more rapidly from the surface than Y.

. Z is thermally decomposed more rapidly than Y (Paciorek et al.,
1979; Kasai et al., 1991a, 1991b).

4. Migration rates of Z are faster than Y.

Polymer chain scission can be driven by mechanical, triboelectric, or thermal
mechanisms. (Can-e, 1986; Kimachi et al., 1988; Kasai et al., 1991a; Novonty and Karis, 1991a).
The lubricant thickness is typically 1 to 5 nm, and at i to 5 m/s sliding velocity, the shear rate
is 0.2 to 5 x 109s -e. At such high shear rates, there can be much energy _parted to the polymer
chain, inducing the chains to slide over one another. If the molecules are strongly interacting
with the surface, the sliding may be hindered. Additional hindrance to interchain sliding can
be the presence of a bulky side group such as the -CF 3 group on the Y lubricant. The additional

intermolecular friction of the chains with the side group can hinder the rapid configurational
adjustments required to support such high shear rates. The chains can be broken by tearing
bonds apart along the polymer backbone and reduced to volatile products which provide the
route for the observed lubricant loss when contacts occur in sliding or flying, it also follows
that the loss of Y with the side group should be more rapid than that of the linear Z lubricant
(Novotny and Karis, 1991a).

Moreover, potential differences up to 0.1 V and 0.5 V are measured on thin-film and
particulate media surfaces, respectively, between areas on and off the sliding tracks.
Corresponding electric fields for slider-disk separations lead to alteration of organic
materials when the localized currents pass between the disk and slider asperities (Novotny and
Karis, 1991a).

Thermal decomposition of perfluoropolyethers can proceed by a free radical
mechanism which involves initiation, propagation, and termination. The relative rates of
initiation and propagation should be different for the two lubricants because of their chemical

structure. From thermogravimetric analysis, for an equivalent rate of thermal decomposition
on iron oxide, the temperature of Y must be held about 100°C higher than that of Z. However,
the loss of lubricant by thermal decomposition may also depend on the relative displacement

i
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and migrationrates. Thus, thehigher lossrateof Y thanZ in sliding canalsobeconsistent
with the thermal decompositionpathway. Degradationof Z lubesfasterthan Y lubes is
believedto bedue to the catalyticeffectofhigh concentration of acetal units (CF2 - O) in Z lubes
which results in chain scission (Kasai et al., 1991a; Novotny and Karis, 1991a).

In flying, there is a displacement of lubricant to the outside of the track and a decrease
of lubricant in the track. The displacement can be attributed to the repetitive application of
pressure in the slider air bearing and intermittent contacts between the slider rafts and the
disk. Taking into account both the displacement and decrease in the lubricant level during
flying, there is a net loss of lubricant from the disk surface. One possible mechanism for the
loss is by aerosol droplet formation. This mechanism is reasonable given the tremendous
negative pressure gradient at the trailing edge of the slider. The typical pressure increase under

the air bearing raft is about 105 Pa, and this pressure drop occurs over about I0 ]an, yielding a

trailing edge pressure gradient of 1010 Pa/m. The rate of aerosol generation can depend on the
lubricant surface tension (which is about the same for Z and Y) and the lubricant molecular
configuration (effectively a flow property). The -CF3 side group can act to hinder chain
slippage (flow) required for efficient aerosol generation, lowering the loss rate of Y below that
of Z in flying (Novonty and Karis, 199 la).
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Table 1. Selected physical properties of hard head materials

Density,
Material kg/m 3

Young's Knoop Flexura! Electrical
Modflus, microhardness, -stren_gth, resistivity,

GPa GPa(kg]mm 2) MPa pohm • cm

Ni-Zn ferrite

Mn-Zn ferrite

AI203 - TIC(70 - 30)

ZrO 2 - Y203(94 - 6)

BaTiO 3

4570 122 6.9(700)

4570 122 5.9(600)

4220 450 22.6(2300)

6360 210 12.8(1300)

4320 11o _o.3(_o5o)

150

120

880

500-700

1011 to 1013

5× 104 to5x l0 s

2x!03 to3x 103

1016
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Table 3. Selected physical properties of magnetic media and its Components

Material

y - Fe203 particles

Magnetic flexible medium
substrate

Particulate flexible medium

coating

AI-Mg(96-4)

Particulate rigid disk coating

Ni-P (electroless plated)

CrO 3 anodized layer (alumite)

Chemically strengthened alkali-
aluminosilicate glass

Sputtered Co-Cr alloy metal
film

Diamondlike carbon overcoat
for metal film

Thin-film rigid disk structure

Density,
kg/m 3

48OO

1520

Young's
modulus,

GPa

2.75-4.50

1660

2700

1810

8910

2460

8030

2100

!.25-2.25

70

10

130

73

170-210

160-180

110-140

Knoop
microhardness,
GPa(kg/mm 2)

il.8(1200)Est.

0.20(20)

0.25(25)

0.88(90)

o.5o(51)

5.9-7.9(600-80o)

3-5(3 i0-510)

5.8(590)

6.9-8.8(700-900)

14.7-19.6(1500-2000)

6-10(610- 1020)

m

|

E
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"Fable 5

Ranking of thin-film rigid disk and slider material combinations identified by in situ teting in
the SEM (Caiabrese and Bhushan, 1990)

Mn-Zn ferrite slider vs. disk B2 (ZrO2-Y203)

A12Oj-TiC slider vs. disk B2 (ZrO2-Y203)

Mn-Zn ferrite slider vs. disk Bt (DLCa)

AI203-TiC slider vs. disk B1 (DI.C)

Calcium titanate slider vs. disk Bi (DI.C)

aDLC - diamondlike carbon

Some transfer to the edges. Low breakaway
friction value. No damage to the disk
surface. !.arge grain size particles do not
appear to contribute to wear or damage
during subsequent sliding, gated best
Transfer to the rail edges. Fine grain wear
debris gets trapped at the interface and con-
tributes to damage during subsequent sliding.
Rated good
Transfer to the rails. No damage to the disk
but disk is wearing. Rated fair
Transfer to the rails. Damage to the disk on
breakaway. Rated fair.
Severe damage to the disk, heaw disk wear.
l lead slider appears to be cracking. Rated
poor

|

Z
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magnetism
in magnetic

COaling " J ,_,

Medium molion

S

_Write

current Write

i j head

Induced

Figure I. Principle of hori7onta[ magnetic recording and playback (Flhusl_an. 1990).

Takeup

reel --_

Tension
transducer

Air bearings

--Oecoul0ier

--Cartridge

Filta'e 2. Schematic or'tape path in an IBM 34_0/3490 data-proces,_in I tape drive

(Bhushan, Ig90).
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Inducl(ive

write head

ferr_ta

MR read head

FIEure 3. Schematic of a magnetic thln-film head (with a radius of cylindrical contour

oCabout 20 ram) for an [BM _480/349fl tape drive (Bhushan. Igcx)).

SiBpp_n9 MQI_*

Fllvre 4. Schematic of the head-disk interlace for flexihle disk drives (llhushan. 1990).
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Figure 5. Schematic of the head-disk assembly in an iBM 33qO-type rigid-disk drives

consisting of the voice-coil-motor driven head-arm assemby and disk stack.
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Film 6. Schematics of(a) the self-acting iBM ))gOK/)390-type head dider on a

magnetic disk, (b) IBM )3701))gO/)390-type suspension-slider assembly.
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RllUm 7. Schematic diagrams of various head.medium intcrfacc_ (a) head-tape

interface. (b) head.flexible disk interface, and (c) head-rigid disk interface (Bhu_han.

19QO).

,_. _ Magnetic coating

2-4/Jm

Base lilm

14-36#m

Back-coating
(optional)

(a)

,d=,/LJquid lubricant 2-10 nm (optional)

I /,_-_Prolective overcoat 10-50 nm

( _ Magnetic coating

100-300 nm

_-- Base lilm

6-14 pm
i _ "q--Back-coating

(optional)

(b)

FIlare R..Sectional vJew,qof(a) a particulate, and _b) a thin-/]lm magnetic tape.
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I Liquid lubricant 3-6nm
qlnm( "41_

,==, .=_ ,=_ ._,,_--Magnetic coating 0.75-2 _m

_' '_ 4 (.., ornate cOnversJon coabng
) /- 50-75 nm Ioptional)

( \.,e_ AI-Mg (96-4)

) (substrate

_1 3-1.9 mm

Particulate Disl(

Thin-Film Disk

._Liquid Lubricant t-4 nm (optonal)
Protective Overcoat 20-40 nm

_",-.--Magnetic Coating 25-150 nm

_ectroless Ni-P

10-20 /,tm for metal film

Anodized (alumite)

2-20 um for Oxide film

.,,P- AI-Mg (g6-4)

substrate

0,78- 13 mm

FIII¢'_ 9. Sectional views oF(a) a particulatc, and (h) a thin-51m magnetic riilid dbk.

E

I I I
t I o
1 I I
t I i
1 I

J
Fitmre !0. Schematic representation of an interface. _howing the apparent and real

area= orcontact, Inset shows the detail oFa contact on a submicron scale. Typical

size of an asperity contact is From submicron (o a few microns,
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Filpwe 15. Surface topography and average power sl'_ctra at diffcrcnt Icngth _cales of

a magnetic thin-film rigid disk (" surface (a) NOp data. (h) SrM data fMalumdar and

Bhushan, 1990).

_=_

RIFmre 16. Schematic of local asperity deformation during contact of a rnugh surface

(upper profile measured hy NOP and lower profile measured By AFM, t_,pical

dimensions shown for a polished thin-film disk C) against a fiat surface. The vertical

axis is magnified for clarity, Firm lines show the sud'aces before contact and dotted

lines _how surfaces after contact (Bhushan and Blackman, Iqql).
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Rrzm 19. Cocmcien_-0r fHc_tion as a l-unction o£ delFee or disk textudnll £or a

thin-NIm (metal) rigid disk with sputtered carh0n overcoat apinst f'erritc slider (I)oan

and Mackintosh, 1988).

Aeperlb/ contact diameter:, moan=2.36/am

standard day.= 2.94

Number of contactl=4032/mm z

Fractlan of real aroa of conlact=t,84Z

F-

• .... ,,: ,. , u . .

o o o c_ - - ,.,i ,,i ,-j =_ _; I

(o)

Alpcrlly contact diameter: mean:3.BT/_m

standard dev.:2!.5B/an

Number of contactl:4868/mm z

Fraction of real ore_ of "¢O_a"f_J.S|Z

FI F

• ..= .,. : ..-:-.- ,

(b) :

i
=

i

z

r

R|tm= 20. Loll normal distrihution oFa_perity contact diameter_ tar a thin.Rim disk C

loaded hy 500 mN (9.27 _Pa) at two [oadin$ duration_r(a) initial and (h) alter loaded

lot 60 hour_ (Rhushan and Dullser, 1990a).
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Flgw_ 21, Rellirn_ oledilTerent liquid levels in the head-mcdium interface.
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Fillure 22. Effect of'humidity on adhesion oFCrO_ tape A in contact with a Ni-Zn

rerrite pin (Miyoshi et al., 19_18).
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Figure 29a. Schematic of two surfaces in contact during sliding at a relative sliding

speed V and a mean normal s_ress p, {Bhushan, 1987a).

Figure 29b. The circular asperity contact grows Irrom zero to drn_x and then shrinks to

zero. Dotted circles show the shrinking process (Bhushan, 1987a).

(a) (b)

Figure 30. SEM micrographs of worn Ni-Zn ferrite head with a CrO z tape A (a)

abrasion marks (direction of tape motion-left to right}, (b_ surface pull out (llhushan,

1985b).
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Filun_ 31. Wear rate ofmasnetic materialsslid againsta diamondconeas a function

of Vickers hardness(Tanaka and Miyazaki, 198I).
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RIP_ 32. Ni-Zn £errite had _r aJa function o1"rms surfaceroughnessor a CrOz

tape A in st_aminll mode (Bhushan, 19fiSh),
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FIIlu_ 33. Ni-Zn rerrite headwear rate as a I'unctionof asperity countson CrO2 tape

A in streamin$mode (Hahn, 1984).
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Filpin 34. Head wear rate with y-FezO_ tape as a Cunction of relativehumidity (Kelly,

1982).
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Figure 35. SEM mlcrograph ora worn particulate di_k surface against AI2('_y'ric

slider alter extended use in CSS (Bhushan, 1990).
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F*Igur_ 36. Wear life as a function oF lubricant film thickness on a particulate rigid disk

slid against Mn-Zn ferrite slider (Scarati and Caporiccio, IC_l';').
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Figure 39. All polystyrene particles in the whiskers are dcformed, evidence of

interaction wi_h the interrace (l l iller and Singh, 1_9 t ).

i

t(}(_ _Um

J

I jam 1_ jatn

Rl_m 40. r)ark-(_eld photograph of the taper ,bowing a well-defined uniform particle

deposition pa;tern and a large agglomerate (top): SEM photograph,¢ of whcric_l

particles within the uniform pattern. (lower left) and of deformed particles in the

ag$lomerate which is a former whisker from the trailing end (lower right) (liil;cr and

$ingh. 1991).
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Figure 4 I. Change o£ the cocmcient o£ friction of five ceramic didcrs whilc sliding

against a thin-disk disk with a carbon overcoat and pcrfluoropolycther a_ the tnpical

lubricant (disk BI) with number of sliding pas.ses. Normal load= I._ raN, sliding

velocity= 2.1 rn/s (Chandrasekar and Bhushan, 19ql).
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FilpJR 42. Relation between sliding distance and wear volume For SiO z 51m,q o£

dirrerent Vickers hardnesses, slid aflainst AIzO].'I3C slider (Yanagisawa, IqR,Sb).
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Fl|ure 43. CogMcient oFstatic Friction as a Function of number oF CSS cycles For

unlubricated carbon and ZrO2--y2% overcoated thin-Iilm (metal) disks (disks BI and

B2 with no lubricant) slid against A120).Fi C slider {Yamashita et al., Ig,_8).

° • .i -

,., . ,

irllIare44,. Appearance of the trailing edge of the AI_O3-TiC slider while sliding against

a thin-film disk with a zirconia overcoat (disk B2). Right micrograph shows a particle

which is removed from the head and is sitting on the disk surfaa. This photograph

was taken a_cr 7200 mm of sliding at 50 ms/sin. {Calabre.-,¢and Bhushan, 1990).
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Flgg_ 45. Appearance of leading edge of the AI2Oy I'iC dider after didinll ailainst the

disk Br Wear debris i_ attached t0 the rail _ides and the _ide_ or,,he dider (Calabre_e

and Bhushan, 1990).
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nm orlubricant, (a) disk X 1 roughness-2.6 nm rm.q. (b).disk X z roughness- 4.5 nm

rms. and (c) disk B I roulihness- _.2 nm rms (Streator et al.. 1991h).
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and a slidinll speed ol'60 mrn/s (a) disk with carbon overcoat (B I with no lubricant) in
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disk with carbon overcoat (B t with no lubricant) in various gases, all at 4% Rtl

(Strom et al., 1991).
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k

FtllUre SS. SEM micrograph of an isolated metallic wear particle on the pin From a test

at 98 mN applied normal load, I m/s sliding speed in vacuum, showing evidence of

agglomeration (Dugger et al., 1990).
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Figure _. Summary of the contact lives as a Function of environment For lubricated

thin.film disks with carbon and zircoma overcoats (disks I11 and Bz. respectively) at I

m/s sliding and 91_mN load in a sliding test with hemispherical pins of Mn-Zn ferrite,

Error bars represent the standard deviation from at least Four _p_iment_.
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Network Issues for Large Mass Storage Requirements

James "Newt" Perdue

Ultra Network Technologies, Inc.
San Jose, California USA

CLIENT/SERVER NETWORK & STORAGE NEEDS

The major performance demand on today's networks in the
Science and Engineering environment by far derives from
mass storage requirements. The need to move massive
amounts of data between the different parts of the
computing environment dictate the topology and
performance requirements of the local area network. This
paper will explore such requirements and provide some
insights into solutions which address the increased need
for network performance as a result of the explosive
growth of data in the science and technology area.

Data plays a key role in determining the architecture and
performance needs of a computing environment.
Basically, mass storage is the repository for the data and
information which drive the entire computing scenario. In
fact, we can think of mass storage as holding the major
assets of any institution or corporation. Here is stored the
"kings jewels" of the organization. In today's society
information is the king and rapid access to it is the king's
road. If we look at Data as the center of any organization
(See fig 1), Compute Servers and Clients surround it with
paths for fast access between Servers, Clients and data.

lies the users of the information, the clients. They also
require fast access to the data but usually in lesser
amounts than the Compute Servers since they are looking
at the pieces in small amounts, analyzing it in some
greater detail. The clients in todays scenario are usually
a variety of workstations and personal computers linked
through a local area network with low to medium
bandwidth and throughput capabilities. This describes the
Client-Server scenario today: fast compute servers, such
as supercomputers, near-supers, and high end
workstations, sharing data between themselves and file
servers, all working to create and manipulate the data into
a form accessible by many clients, usually workstations
and personal computers.

The central file server in this scenario provides for the:
• storage of corporate data in a single secure location;
• rapid access and movement of data between compute

servers;
• creation of a hierarchy of storage devices for economic

handling of the data;
• remote data access to workstation/pc clients in both file

and record oriented (diskless operation) modes;
• temporary storage of massive data sets for distributed

processing needs or common access requirements;
• storage and retrieval of large graphic images for later

playback (digital VCR);
• cacheing data between Compute Servers and networks

of differing speeds;
• long term reliability of the storage by implementation

of archiving methods.

These are heavy demands in the supercomputing
environment due to the very rapid growth of the amount of
data required to feed the ever faster Compute Servers and
the need to save data for both development and liability
needs. In most supercomputing environments today, it is
not uncommon to see existing on-line storage
requirements greater than 250 Gigabytes of storage, and
on-line tape storage (silo's) in the range of several
terabytes of data. It's also clear that most users consider
these capacities to be inadequate for the near future.

Figure 1 - File Server In The Server-Client World

These servers are usually linked to one or more data or
File Servers (containing the corporate data) by a local
area network with large throughput and bandwidth
capabilities. Outside of a ring of such Compute Servers,

PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 3-73

These demands create several issues for access to the
storage and thus the local area networks. Because the
individual file sizes can reach several gigabytes in size,
many local area networks can't handle them. Often the
mean time to failure of a network can be less than the

time to transfer such a file making file transfer via a
network not feasible. Such a single file can take over an
hour to transfer between servers or servers and clients.

Multiple files being transfered at once can literally stop



anethernetfromfunctioningduetothecongestionof such
transfers.

Theusefulnessof a localareanetworkmustbemeasured
in termsof it'sabilitytoprovideEFFECTIVEperformance
forsuchfiles,notbytheratedperformanceorspeedof the
bitsonsomepartof thewireconnectinghosts.Further,
theneedto transfersuchlargefilesplaceslargeburdens
on theprocessingcapabilitiesof theserversandclients
involvedin thetransfer.Ontypicalhoststoday,protocol
processingconsumesbetween40 to 100%of theCPU
powerto maintainanaverageof 8 megabitspersecond
transfercapability(ref: SHIFT,CERN 2 Mar 91).
Further,asthespeedof thenetwork"wires"increasethe
demandon the CPU increasesif it is to maintain
efficiency. Further,mosthostsystemstructuresare
undersizedfor theefficientmovementof largedatafiles:

• buffers in both system and applications are small,
causing many interupts to host I/O systems,

• disk "effective" transfer rates are not sized to the
mammoth file sizes;

• copying between various system buffers creates a large
amount of overhead which affects the transfer rate
and the cpu utilization of the host systems;

• the "wire speeds" of the ethernet, and even FDDI
systems don't measure up to the needs to move
gigabytes of data.

Clearly, for the science and technology marketplace, if
the file systems and networks are to maintain the pace
set by the CPU industry, major improvements must occur
in the integration of technologies.

Fortunately, the technologies needed to address these
requirements are moving forward at an acceptable rate.
But it is not enough for technology to be available, for
there must also be the ability to
integrate the elements of
technology into products which
address the specific needs. In
figure 2, major technology
developments affecting the
computing and storage needs are
listed in a relative timeline.
From this diagram one can see
trends that may come to our
rescue. Developments such as
International Standards for the
definition of File Server
interfaces such as the one in
development by the IEEE Mass
Storage Committee, standards for
high-speed data connectivity
such as HIPPI (ANSI X3T9.3),
development of high-speed
protocol processors such as
UltraNet, and development of
new disk architectures such as

the RAID devices all contribute technology to the solution
of the next generation high performance File Servers.
Already such technologies are being combined to give us
a taste of what's to come: DISCOS is supporting the IBM
RAID product in a distributed environment with
UniTree TM, Cray Research has a Data Migration Facility
which uses a dedicated Cray using HIPPI for I/O and
striped disks for increased throughput, and NASA Ames
has developed their own file system software using
parallel channel connections (8) for both disk and network
I/O from Amdahi systems to be able to achieve transfer
rates to the Cray up to 20 MBytes/second.

The way we treat data in the supercomputing environment
has certainly evolved over the last 20 years. As shown in
Figure 3, file systems originally were thought as part of
the host which they served. Each host owned the data it
produced and networks permitted Sharing by moving entire
files across the network when required. Such sharing was
not so important in this scenario due to the slow transfer
rates possible, _ Next as network speeds increased, a
concept of a centralized file store was introduced and is
widely accepted today as the architecture most applicable
to the networked environment. This permits access both
at record level and file level to any host on the network.

Data produced by a host may still reside on that host, but
the opportunity to move it to a central system for later
retrieval by other systems or for archive of the data is now
possible. This reduces the amount of disk space required
on each host and has the advantage of permitting
economies of scale to apply for storage purchased for the
File Server. Of course, the File Server remains a point of
failure for the entire system, and generally causes a large
performance bottlcneck for access to the data.

l C,.trJdlz_l ]
Mainframe I

Central RIe $oflware (DFSMS)

[] [] I'-I r-"l
...... I"-11--11--I

HIPPI, FC
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_f Remote Network
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Figure 2 - Evolution of File Server Technologies
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However, the most likely future scenario for File Servers
is seen as the last diagram in figure 3. In the Distributed
File Server scenario, data may or may not be associated
directly with a specific host or even a specific File Server
CPU. Software maintains knowledge of the location of
the files throughout the network and manages its

migration over the network from source to requestor as a
third party manager rather than directly manipulating the
storage itself. This scenario presents the possibility of
connecting storage directly to the network itself, without a
host to manage it due to the evolution of two

technologies: intelligent controllers and standardized
high-level command languages such as Intelligent
Peripheral Interface Level 3 (IPI-3). The intelligent
controllers can play the role of the low-level disk driver
and the network interface. Further, with the availability
of network interfaces with the effective performance of

high-speed I/O channels AND the ability to run network
protocols at the TRANSPORT level (such as the UltraNet
Network Processors), these stand-alone disk servers are
made even more practical. This scenario may provide the
supercomputer owners freedom of choice in
INDEPENDENTLY selecting the peripherals, the CPU's,
the file software and the network. Each element can

evolve it's own competitive marketplace which is sure to
drive the prices for mass storage, computer systems and
networks to more advantageous levels for the users.

!
Ne_ Stormge 51Brver

Standard __m

DASD
Striped
Software

Special

DASD

Connected

B_:N _,_o

RAID

,_ Special DASD

Connected to
Host

__ Special DASD

Connected

ChannBe_

Switch

Figure 4 - Methods To Achieve High Performance Disk
Throughput

Generally the drawback of this approach has been the
problem of "all the eggs in one basket". If a disk falls, it
is possible to lose the entire (VERY LARGE) file store.
Another approach includes the use of parallelism in the
disk devices themselves. Parallel heads on a single platter
can increase transfer rates today up to about 20 MBytes

per second, and a new area of development called RAID
(Redundant Arrays of Inexpensive Disks) parallelize the
data streams from a number of inexpensive disks. The
advantage of this approach includes the ability to offer
redundant paths to protect against most loss of data. For
network access, several possibilities arise. The CPU can

manage the RAID or parallel head disk devices directly
and pass the data across the network. The main problem
with this approach is that most networks today cannot
maintain the transfer rates required. Another approach
now possible with the introduction of IPI-3 and HIPPI
interfaces is the connection of the RAID devices directly

to the network. Although this has not been done in any
operational implementation yet, it is possible and
developments are in progress. Finally, with the
introduction of HIPPI channel switches, these devices can

be connected between hosts (which have HIPPI channels)
much in the same way that multi-channel controllers
permit access by more than one host.

The most promising approach for increased performance
with economic rewards may prove to be the distributed
file server concept with network attached disk devices
and peripherals. A major advantage of this approach is
the ability to move data directly from the disk device to
the requestor without going through a host mainframe,
which only adds to the performance overhead and the cost
of the system. The data management software, if

Figure 3 - Trends in File Server Architecture

Of course, performance is still a major consideration when
designing file systems for the supercomputer environment.
Figure 4 diagrams four different approaches to increasing
performance to disk systems. Today, several vendors
(including Cray Research) have implemented software to
stripe the data from several disk drives in parallel to
achieve raw disk transfer rates in the range of 32 to 120
MBytes per second.

:centralized can reside on a much smaller host, such as a

workstation, with dramatic savings possible in both initial
capitalization, maintenance costs and in-house system
personnel costs. In this scenario, the network must be fast
enough to maintain effective rates higher than a single
host to a variety of hosts with a variety of connection
capabilities (BMC, HSX, HIPPI, LSC, VME,
Microchannel, etc.). A standard disk I/O command

language, such as IPI-3 makes it possible to ask for block
data and the intelligent controllers execute the low-level
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commandsrequiredfor diskI/O. Largeblocksthenget
senttothedestinationdirectlyoverthenetwork.

devices).Figure6 (at the endof this paper)presents
detailsof this implementation.

III

lii

UltraNet

Figure 5 - Concept for Distributed File Server

Figure 5 diagrams a concept for a Distributed File Server
using network attached peripherals. In this scenario, a
RAID disk with HIPPI interfaces permit transfer to hosts
at transfer rates between 20 to 40 MBytes/second. In this
specific scenario, UltraNet is proposed for it's high
performance and it's ability to do the network protocol
processing, Maximum Strategies HIPPI RAID devices for
maximum transfer performance and redundancy (using
HIPPI channels and IPI-3 command languages), and
DISCOS UniTree for it's distributed hierarchical storage
management software. Although this combination must
stillbe proven, it is an example of a system that could be

SERVER NETWORKS

From a network perspective two major requirements exist
for performance-based file access. First, Server-to-Server
traffic must be managed. Data from a single users job
may exist on several servers, and may take several days
to accumulate. Data is transfered between the servers to

accomplish the integration of the task. Gigabytes of data

flow between File Server and Computer Server each day.
Server-to-Server traffic accounts for a large amount of the
traffiC in a local area network.

Second, once the data is computed, client systems such

as workstations need access for data analysis,
visualization and presentation. Usually transaction-
oriented access, such as that provided by NFS dominates
Client-Server communications. The large databases are
generally not transfered to the client, but only accessed in
pieces as needed. Further, this Server-Client access
serves as the path for software development, not requiring
major amounts of traffic but frequent access.

Therefore, in view of the Client-Server model discussed

earlier, VOLUME data is required between Servers but
TRANSACTION oriented traffic dominates between
Client and Servers. An ideal network model for this

would segment the network in such a way that permits use
of multiple network technologies. For the Server-to-

Serve r tra_ffic utilize the highest speed network..... technology
and for the Server to Client (and Client-Client) utilize the
technology with the lowest cost, highest connectivity and
most standardization.

constructed to provide a completely distributed file server Figure 7 contrasts two approaches using technology
environment with very high performance and a variety of available today. One connects both Servers and Clients
connectivity (must greater than allowed by HIPPI only using a single network.

FDDI Only OltraNet and FDDI

=

Clients Clients

Figure 7 - Alternatives for Networking Servers
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The other connects two networks via a high-speed router.
In the later instance, one network excels in large

aggregate performance (for backboning) and also in high
task-to-task transfer rates for Server-to-Server
communication. The other network would be more

transaction oriented, standard, and have a lower cost

point.

By measure of published EFFECTIVE performance
results, the only network available today which can
maintain the task-to-task data rates and the large

aggregate rates needed in the supercomputing scenario is
UltraNet. In figure 8, UltraNet is used as a FRONT-END
network for Servers bridging (routing) to Clients
connected by FDDI. One (or more) high-speed routers are
needed to connect to FDDI. No Server needs a direct
connection to FDDI or ethernet. This saves the cost of

multiple network interfaces for the Servers. As a Server
Network, UltraNet can sustain at least a gigabit/second

aggregate transfer rate (for the Backbone function) and
can sustain task-to-task transfer rates up to 50

MBytes/second. Connectivity to multiple hosts are
available using interfaces such as HIPPI, HSX, LSC,
BMC, VME and Microchannel.

As a way to explore the merits of using UltraNet as a
Server Network instead of using only FDDI, a simple
network model was built and then tested to confirm it's

results. Figure 9 shows the results of the network model.
For the FDDI (or ethernet) only solution (on the left), the
same maximum transfer rate is achieved for either Server-
Server traffic or Server-Client traffic. The maximum
transfer rate from the host, in the demonstrated case is
limited to an effective rate of -1.5 MBytes/second for

FDDI and is evenly shared between Server traffic and
Client traffic. If 50% of the traffic is between Servers, the

maximum available bandwidth is .7 MBytes/sec, and the
other .7 MBytes/sec is available for Server-Client traffic.
In the UltraNet scenario, the Server-Client traffic is still

limited to the .7 MBytes/sec (due to bottlenecks in the
Client systems), but between Servers, UltraNet can now

Compute Servers

FDDI/cthcrnct

High Speed Routtz/Bridge

Client Workstations or PC's

Figure 8 - UltraNet as a Server Network Solution

provide up to 4 MBytes per second while still reserving
50% of the host transaction capabilities for Server-Client
traffic. When all traffic is between Servers UltraNet can

provide up to 9 MBytes/second. This example features a
typical low end near-supercomputer as Compute Server.
For Cray based systems, the UltraNet can provide over 40
MBytes/second effective performance. This model was
based on the number of transactions per second possible
by the host for I/O, and the amount of data that could be
transfered per transaction. In this case, I/O to Clients is
limited to FDDI packet sizes of 4.5 Kbytes. For each
transaction, only 4.5 Kbytes is transfered. Between
Servers connected through the UltraNet, 32 Kbytes of data
can be transfered, over 7 times the amount of data for a
single FDDI transaction.

Figure 10 shows the results of an actual test done to
demonstrate this point. Near-supercomputers (Convex C-1
and Alliant FX-80) were used as the main Compute
Servers together with several workstations. Although
FDDI was not actually used, it was simulated by limiting
the transactions to 4.5 Kbytes. An actual test using 6
computers was run using the TSOCK test program and the

FDDI Only Solution UltraNet with FDDI Router Solution

9

8
7

_ 6
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1

% Transfer Server to Server
100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0

% Transfer Server to Client

,
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7'
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4,

3,

2'

1:
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% Transfer Server to Server
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% Transfer Server to Client

Figure 9 - Results of Modeling Server Network Scenarios - FDDI only vs UltraNet/FDDI
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results show that the model in figure 9 is very closely
approximated. When 50% of the traffic is to Clients
(using 4.5 Kbyte transactions), about half of the FDDI
sized traffic is possible (about .5 MBytes/s in this test).

But at the same point, UltraNet provides over 5 MBytes
per second to the other Servers.

72 i t__
[]co x I I ::............................;Server

s,: D 0 [][]O  iiiiii[iilJiiiiiiiiii!i!iliiii411! 
,,,,.., ' iiiiiiiiiliiiiii!' !',iii',!',iii

"_ 32." server to / !iiiiiii;iiii::iiiiiiiii:i::iiiii::iiii_i_:::::iii::il:i!:!:_!:._!_!:.:._!:::_!:_

24" °"'

1_-i i i:i:iiiii:iiiiiii:i:i:::::

100 80 60 40 20 0
% lnternet Waffle

0 20 40 60 80 100
% UltraNet Traffic

Figure I0 - UltraNet as Server Network (Actual Results)

The point of this is to demonstrate that if a network
architecture can be selected which maximizes the transfer
rates for Server-to-Server traffic and minimizes the cost of
the Server to Client traffic then the best result is

achieved for implementing high performance file systems.

Another factor which is important in evaluating networks
to use for file systems is the total aggregate data rate
possible. Task-to-task transfers are extremely important

f Convex"

tMiranda

un 4/330

AIIiant
FX-8

K

URm
_un 41260

\
_ Moth )

....Sun 3/26_
.:::::

_ Rebecca 1
Sun 4/33_

/

Figure 11 - Test Environment for Bandwidth Test
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but more important in an busy network environment is that
the aggregate transfer rate does not drop off dramatically
when additional conversations are added. Figure 11
shows the basis for an experiment using UltraNet and
ethernet to demonstrate this point. Eight computers,
(including Convex, Alliant, and Sun Servers) were used
to demonstrate this point.

Each computer transmitted and received to every other
computer 114 MBytes of data. Each computer established
7 vitual circuits to each of the other computers (a total of
56 virtual circuits for the test). Each computer began the
transfers within about 5 seconds of the other. A total of

3,600 MBytes of data was transfered between the
computers using the TSOCK test program. Each
computer had both an UltraNet connection and an
ethernet connection. Two ethernet segments were utilized
to increase the aggregate transfer rate on the slower
network.

Figure 12 demonstrates that UltraNet delivered the entire
3.6 Gigabytes of data in less than 6 minutes. Ethernet, on
two circuits complete the transfer in 26 minutes. If one
segment had been used, it would have take over 52
minutes. In the UltraNet case, each computer sustained
over 3 MBytes/second, generally limited by the Sun
workstation transfer rates.

Eight Computers each with 7 full duplex conversations

Minutes

25

Ethemet

m

UltraNet

Figure 12 - Results of Aggregate Bandwidth Test

Ethernet performed well in the test from the viewpoint
that each segment sustained over .83 Megabytes/second
or almost 65% of the ethernet bandwidth. UltraNet

sustained over 11.8 MBytes per second. However, with
UltraNet, only 10% of the total bandwidth of 125
MBytes/second was utilized, leaving another 110
MBytes/second of bandwidth for additional conversations.

Although this test shows the large aggregate capability of
UltraNet as a Server Network, probably more instructive
is how it performs when supporting actual file
applications. Disk-to-disk transfer rates are most
instructive in evaluating any network to be used for a file

server. Figure 13 summarizes the results of a test
performed by Cray Research on the ability of FTP to
transfer between two Supercomputers over UltraNet. The

m



Striped

(

Memory

Figure 13 - FTP Test Results Using UltraNet with 2 Cray's

Cray XMP had both striped (3X) and non-striped disks
available. The Cray YMP had only non-striped DD40
disks available. In this test, FTP was modified to have
buffers of up to 1 MByte in size to take advantage of the
transfer capabilities of the UltraNet.

Clearly, this test shows that generally speaking the
UltraNet was not a bottleneck in maintaining the high
disk transfer rates available on the Cray. Over the
network, the Cray YMP could write the striped disks on
the Cray XMP as fast as a user sitting directly on the
Cray XMP (23 MBytes/sec). Disk-to-disk rates between
the DD40 on the YMP and the DD49 on the XMP was
very close to the non-network rates (8 MBytes per
second).

Figure 15 summarizes this data. For memory-to-memory
tests, using the TSOCK application, it is observed that the
maximum transfer rates possible approach up to 92
MBytes per second for a single graphics application.
(Over 32 MBytes per second still left for other traffic.)
For transfer between Computer Server (Cray YMP) and
File Server (Amdahl 5880), UltraNet can sustain memory-
to-memory transfer rates approaching 22 MBytes/second
using striped BMC channels on the Amdahl (UTS) and
HSX channels on the Cray (UNICOS). Although testing
has not been performed as yet on the disk to disk rates on
the Amdahl, it is expected that near 20 MBytes/sec can
be achieved due to the software striping possible at the
NASA site on the UTS based Amdahl 5880 system.

Finally, it should be instructive to examine the network
performance of an actual installation using a high-speed ........
Compute Server (Cray 2 and YMP), file servers (Amdahl
5880) and workstation computer servers (SGI). At NASA

Ames Research Center, UltraNet is installed as a /,_
gigabit/second backbone across several buildings .._
connecting the supercomputers, file servers and more than
40 SGI workstations (all equipped with the Powerchannel

I/O option). Figure 14 diagrams the configuration at "Bin
NASA Ames Research Center.

Tests were run on a variety of these hosts to demonstrate
actual performance achieved in a variety of scenarios.
Each test was run in a heavily loaded system with over
100 users logged in and competing for resources.
Therefore, each run was repeated several times (variation
noted in the results) to give an idea of the range of results
possible. Dedicated testing should prove higher effective
data rates.

| work IM

/
8k_ N_P..A

Bk_g T-045

s_ N2_o

Figure 14 - NASA AmesGigabit/s Network Configuration
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Perhapsnotablealsois thetransferratesbetweenthedisk
ontheCrayYMPandthememoryof theSGIworkstation.
A user running an interactiveapplicationon the
workstationcansustaindatatransferat ratesof over4.5
MBytespersecondfromtheCrayYMPdisk. Thiswould
permita userto runa largesimulationon theCrayand
accesstheresultsasit progressesinteractivelyfromthe
SGIwithoutinterruptingtheCraysimulation.

Fordiskto disktests,FTPwasusedbetweenthevarious
computers. FTP betweenthe Cray and SGI disks
maintainedthemaximumdataratepossiblefor theSGI
disks(about1.5 MBytes/second)as demonstratedby
timingthe SGI disk rates(usingthedd commandin
UNIX). BetweentheCraycomputers,FTPtransferedat
somewhatlowerratesthanpossiblefromasingleCrayto
it's owndisk,in therangeof 2.5to 3.5MBytes/second
overthenetwork.However,it wasshownbyTSOCKdisk
todiskteststhatif theFTPbuffersizesareincreasedto 1

protocolprocessingprovidedbyanUltraNetprocessorand
thereforeseesmuch less performancethan other
applicationsovertheUltra/qet.However,theUltrawas
still abletoprovidefrom1to2.6Mlgytes/secondtransfer
rates,morethanavailablewith ethernet. However,
UltraNetcansupporta muchlargenumberof NFS
transactionsthanethernet(notshownhere).

it is expected that future modifications to NFS by Sun
Microsystems and improvements in UltraNet's ability to
handle the small packets of NFS transfers will improve
this NFS rate.

In summary, File Servers and Supercomputing
environments need high performance networks to balance
the I/O requirements seen in today's demanding
computing scenarios. UltraNet is one solution which
permits both high aggregate transfer rates and high task-
to-task transfer rates as demonstrated in actual tests.

or 2 MBytes the transfer rates approach that of the dd
rates on a single disk (without the network). UltraNet provides this capability as both a Server-to-

Transaction oriented file access provided by NFS was
also measured. Only NFS reads are possible at NASA
Ames. Users can create the files only on the same
computer they are using, but can read disks attached to
the other Cray using NFS over UltraNet. Transfer rates
were significantly better than what might--be achieved
using Ethernet, but were considerably lower than those
achieved using FTP. NFS is a very transaction oriented
protocol, uses the host stack instead of the network-based

Server and Server to Client access network giving the
supercomputing center the following advantages:

• highest performance Transport Level connections ( to 40
MBytes/sec effective rates)

• matches the throughput of the emerging high
performance disk technologies, such as RAID,
parallel head transfer devices and software striping;

02 1_ Memory
to Memory

Results
5O

"O
¢.-

8
Mass Storage Results

Figure 15 - Typical Application Test Results At NASA Ames Research Center (UltraNet)
¢
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• supports standard network and file system applications
using SOCKET's based application program interface
such as FTP, rcp, rdump, etc.

• Supports access to NFS and LARGE aggregate
bandwidth for large NFS usage;

This paper appeared in the Cray User Group Spring 91
Proceedings (London, England).

UltraNet® is a registered trademark of Ultra Network
Technologies, San Jose, California, USA. UTS is a

provides access to a distributed, hierarchical data trademark of Amdahl Corporation. UniTree is a trademark
server capability using DISCOS UniTree product; of DISCOS, GA Technologies, San Diego, California, and

Cray YMP, Cray XMP and UNICOS are trademarks of
Supports file server solutions available from multiple Cray Research, Inc., Minn, Minn.

vendors, including Cray, Convex, Alliant, FPS, IBM,
and others.
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Emerging Client-Server Model

File Server Uses for Sci & Eng

• Central File Storage

Move files between Storage Hierarchies & Compute Servers

Support DISKLESS nodes (remote record reads)

• Temporary or Workspace Storage

Distributed Processing (provide common buffers for large data sets)

Image/Graphics display (digital VCR)

Network cache to match high speed systems to lower speed

Wide Area communication buffering (similar to cache)

• Archiving to Reliable Storage Medium

Very large but frequent used files

All files for reliable long term storage

Mau Storm Worknh
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Networked File Server Requirements

File Management
• archive management
• spooling between hierarchies
• catalog management/file scheduling

• Disk Performance Technologies
• parallel disk head technology
• striped disks (software)
• striped disk controllers (hardware)
• striped file servers

• Network Performance
• high effective Throughput (pt to pt)
• low latency for transaction oriented applications
• connectivity to highest performance channels/busses
• standard protocols for heterogenous systems
• high aggregate bandwidth

Mass Storm Worksh

File Server Systems
- Evolution not Revolution

J centr i_lzed J
MilntTwne II

_ervm-,J

c ce._.,... _o_.=._o_.__ Future
w_._,,.. E3E3 [][] File
=_" [] [] [] " Server

work File _tystem_

FS,,_s,..._...L.._ Systems
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Trends in File Servers
• _oaclle H_ _'l_rllgo _ HO4N'

ixlllrliliiil_ 5 ICil"ill_

Ma_ Storage Workshop
NASA GSFC J_y _ I_11

High Performance Disk
Network Connection Strategies

Standard

DASD
Striped
Software

Special
DASD
Connected
By
LAN

PTD RAID

RAID

Special DASD

Connected to
Host

_i Special DASD

Connected
By

Channel
Switch

"__ _trl Nehe_Wt Tecltlo/ofl_

_il_J:_ "_Netwo_rk hlllilll _ Larp M5 Requlrm,n4ntl"

Mass Storl Wo_eh
NAs_as/g.gl_ 2_ f_,
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Distributed File Server Trends
Factors Which Will AffeCt cost�Performance Trends

• Smaller CPU's with medium I/O capabilitlei can control
Distributed File Systems

• Transport Based Protocol Engines can provide reliable
transport for network storage devicas

• Standards (ala HIPPI, FC, ',PI-3) create more competitive
marketplace for devices

• Standards (ala IEEE MS) create more competitive
marketplace for software

• Technology advancements continue in Improving
cost/performance of devices

Llba N_/tw_k Tac_no/_p/mJ"Natwock lleua4 few Large M6 Rmqulmntent="

Major Issues for File Transfer
• Files are getting substantially larger

• files today range from small to several GIGAbytes In size
• slow LAN performance limits feasibility of some file transfers
• LAN Is congested during transfers
• MTBF of hosts/disks/LAN can be less than file xfer time

• LAN utility is determined by EFFECTIVE performance
• EFFECTIVE Performance 7- 100 times slower than "wire" speed

• File transfer impacts valuable host resources
• As network "wires" get faster, It takes more CPU to be efficient

Current system structures sized for small transfers
• slow LAN's
• slow effective disk transfer rates

• application I/O buffers small
• system buffers small & require copies

_ll_J_ L_h N_tm_ Tec'/_o/og/u

/ '?4=¢,,v_'k lem, me Mr Large MS Requlree,mnts"
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Access Id_ heels

He(work Software

App41cetlon

CPU Speeds

VO _mde

Device Speede

File Server Performance

End to End Performance

Aggregate Performance

Connectivity Cholcee

InleroperabllHy

Distance IJtencles

Host IntegrMlon

The User Sees One
Level of Performance and Reliability:

Influenced by the slowest and
most unreliable In the chain

The Performance Chain

Apl_icetlon

Server Algorlth rne

System Algorithms

Network goftware

CPU Speeds

I/O Speeds

channel iq_ede

device speeds

device lstencles

allocation mathnde

block sizes

controller intelligence

controller memory

controller speeds

controller protocolo
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"Network Iswee far Lwge MS Requirement"

Network Performance Myths
You'd Have A Much Higher Performance

Network If You Only Had:

• Fiber Optlcs

• Swltches instead Of Busses

• A Llghter Welght Network Protocol

• A Faster Channel, ala HiPPI or ESCON

• Multiple Slmultaneous Data Paths

• A New Computer

• Wave Dlvlslon Multlplexlng

• A Faster Disk System

"im_e_B_ I/lira Nwhme_kTiict_o/_//w
tseuee tk/L_p MS Requirements"
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Gigabit/S NetWork issues

System Issues DOminate Performance Not Fabric

• Network ProblemS Dominated By Large Speed Range
-:-2i7_ _I - :' _-_- _ -_i_ _ _

• Applications D_etermine Realized Performance

• Hi_herSpeed;-Unc-over Many vend;r)system "limits" i

• Int-e_l-fation With Existing Network Technologies

i_ '- urn,N.h.,,.*T,._otoe_,. ,,,... Sto..pWo,*,,ho,.
"Nlhtock I_ for Large M5 Requlrernont=" NASA GSFC July 24, fro1

uliraNet asa ystem  olUtion i

• UltraNet Is Transport Lewl Service To Host

• Data Delivered Directly to User Suffer_F"ro_ChanNe| r

" Protocol Processing In Adapter-ReduceSHost CPU cycles._-

Decouples Host Transaction sizes From_Network Packet Sizes ___
=s

• Uses Large Packet Sizes When Between UitraNet Connected Sef'vers -=

PaCke_S_zes T Other N orkS:• Uses Standard o etw

• Fully Participates In Internetting Environment (RIP, ARP, SNMP)

"_ Urtrm Network Te_'hno/og/es

_N_ "hl_w=rk I=ll=_le fm Lm0e MS I_lulrement="
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UltraNet Topology

Ultra Neht, ork Technologm .

le_,Jel f_w t.ufts MS p_ulrermmts

M_ $1ora_ W_Op
NASA GSF¢" July 24, I_f

Server Network Concept
NASA Goddard

, _o,N" "_ = ,,
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• Server Network

Large Aggregate
and pt-pt xfer

rates for direct connected
servers

Connect multiple
buildings & other

networks at

gigabit/s rates

NASA GSFC July 24, f_|

Server Network Alternatives

_DI Only UltraNet and FDDI

Cllentl

_ LI_I Nehvo_t TechnologSee

m_ "NBtwodk lewee f_ Lwge MS Requlmmente"

Clients

Maao Sh_lge Wor/u_ap
NASA C.SFC July 24, la_l
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UltraNet as Server Network-the Path

t_!sil f_1

-.,t°°,,.° IIII
-'°°"_', ,--,................._i........_5"-'-_-"-g'

"lNl=tt_d4 I=_ far L_Sle MS Requlrmmmt=" NASA GSFC July 24, IBBI

UltraNet Server Model
Application to Application Performance Simply Modeled

From One Server to Multiple Server/Clients
FDDI Only gc_utlon Ultr_lel with FDDI Router Solution
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UltraNet Server Test Results
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Bandwidth Stress Test Comparison
Eight Computers each with 7 full duplex conversations

25

Minutes

Ethernet
Moved
3.67 Billion Bytes
in 27 minutes
using 2 segments

Ethernet

_m

UltraNet

-.83 Megabyte/second
measured Aggregate
per Ethernet Segment

(not all ran concurrently)

UltraNet
Moved
3.67 Billion Bytes

_ln
6 Minutes

11.8 MBytes/second
measured Aggregate

(all ran concurrently)
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Cray File Server
Networking using HIPP! Interface
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File Server FTP Performance
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Significantly More Users Can Be Supported with the Same Computing
Resources for File Transfer Operations Using a Faster Network
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UitraNet as Fiie SeWer Transport
• Provides Highest Pe_0rmance TRANsPoRT LEVEL connection

available 2 - 40 MBytes/second range for host to host transfers;

• Matches throughput of high performance emerging disk devices,
I.e. RAID, vendor strlpedd!sks _ _-_:_:_

; Supports standard_basecl_cations at Increased
speeds for FTP, rcp, rdU_, user wrlKen appiicat/ons _

• Supports host based NFS access - Improves network wide
bandwidth for large NFS internets

• UNITREE application supports UltraNet for Distributed File and
Archive Server Applications

• Other App|ications_ln_3"estfor Network Backup oVe-rUitraNet

• Supports several vendor based File Server Solutions:

Cray Superserver; Convex, Alllant, IBM HMS, FPS
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The Role of HiPPI Switches in Mass Storaoe Systems:

A Fiv9 Year ProsDecUve

14774

T. A. Gilbert

Network Systems Corporation

Vienna, Virginia

Introduction

New standards are evolving which provide the foundation for novel multi-gigabit per second data

communication structures. The lowest layer protocols are so generalized that they encourage a wide

range of application. Specifically, _e ANSI High Performance Parallel Interface (HiPPI) is being applied

to computer peripheral attachment as we]] as general data communication networks.

This paper introduces the HiPPI standards suite and technology products which incorporate the standards.

The use of simple HiPPI _point switches to build potentially complex extended "fabrics" is discussed

in detail. Several near term applications of the HiPPI te.clanology are briefly desa'ibed with additional

attention to storage systems. Finally, some related standards arc mentioned which may further expand the

concepts above.

The Hlqh Performance Parallel Interface

History

The HiPPI standard evolved from efforts begun and still lead by individuals at The Los Alamos National

Laboratory. Originally known as HSC or "High Speed Channel", HiPPI was derived from the Cmy

Research HSX supercomputcr channel.

The original framers of what has become the HiPPI standard had several objectives in mind which in

retrospect have been crucial to the rapid acceptance of this standard by many us¢rs and vendors:
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An interface capable of data transfer in the gigabit per second range. HiPPI is defined for 800

Mbps and 1.6 Gbps rates.

iS & iS- "

standard interface which could be implemented by a broad range of vendors without the need

for exotic or expensive technology. HiPPI physical layer interfaces can be built from off the

shelf components which have been available for two decades.

cl standard which is stratified such that the most fundamental common layers impose the least

possible restriction on the nature of the digital datastrcam. HiPPI is being proposed for use in

traditional networks, for the attachment of peripherals to host channels, for digital HDTV, and

for connecting isochronous streams of imagery and digitized voice.

HiPPI standards efforts are under the auspices of ANSI X3T9.3 which this year will finalize most if not

• all of the constituent standards relevant to the directions discused in this paper. Related or follow on

efforts are disc'used below.

The ANSI HIPPI Standards Suite

The X3T9.3 committee has defined six HiPPI component standards. Three are common to aI1 others and

comprise what may be likened to the media access layer in the ISO Open Systems Interconnection

protocol model. However, this analogy implies that HiPPI is but another data link component in the

traditional data communications hierarchy. It can serve that role but this understates its generality of

application as discussed below.

ft..

o o

HIPPI-LE

Link Encapsulation

HIPPI-MI

Memory Interface

HIPPI-IPI

Computer to
Peripheral
Channel

HIPPI-FP Framing Protocol

HIPPI-SC Switch Control
............ ooo° .... .........w.*.°° ° .... w_°....w............°n.....w..==...°.....=.....°..._..wo.°°

HIPPI-PH Physical Layer

m

h
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The six standards are:

HIPPI-PH - The physical layer definition which includes mechanical and electrical interface definitions.

It also specifies the signaling rates of 800 and 1600 Mbps. Important HIPPI-PH charaaeristics are:

800 or 1600 Mbps isochronous interface

parallel 32 or 64 bit wide data line interface

D 25 meter maximum cable length

Q simplex interface

[_ parity and LRC data protection

Q ready resume flow control

HIPPI-SC - An optional extension of the physical layer standard which defines a switch control

interface. HiPPI connections may be switched to achieve multi-point connectivity. Multiple addressing

modes are defined.

HIPPI-FP - Defines a common framing protocol for all other standards.

HIPPI-LE - The link encapsulation definition designed to support traditional data communication

protocols such as TCP/IP and OSI. LE essent_Lly creates an IEEE 802.2 LLC compatibility layer on top

of HIPPI-FP.

HIPPI.IPI - This is reaLly more of a place holder to designate the use of ANSI IPI2 or IPI3 channel

protocols over a HiPPI connection.

HIPPI-MI - Is a memory interface definition which provides for a communication controller to mediate

memory to memory data transfers. MI attempts to avoid the overhead in traditional protocols and create

mechanisms useful for cooperative p_ing.

HIPPI Technoloav

A handful of equipment vendors have aauaLly shipped HiPPI compliant products to date. However, many

more have announced intentions to do so over the next year. Products are available as of the first half of

1991 to begin implementing several of the advanced applications mentioned later. Examples of existing

products are described in this section.

July, 1991
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Computer Channels

IBM was the first computer manufacturer to announce and ship a HiPPI channel for their mainframe

products. Subsequently, other vendors in the technical computing market have begun to deliver HiPPI

channels. Most notable has been Cray Research who have also aggressively pursued software support in

their standard operating system UNICOS.

Peripherals

One of the earliest effects of the HiPPI standards effort was to stimulate peripheral manufacturers efforts.

Broad support of a high performance channel by the computer vendors immediately created a "plug

compatible" peripheral market. Disk arrays, tape cartridge drives and frame buffers are early examples of

announced product which also require the high data transfer rates achievable with HiPPI.

Switches

Network Systems has been an active member bf t_X3Tg.3 committee since its inception and was

perhaps the first vendor to ship a HiPPI compliant product in the form of a switch. HiPPI switches

provide for the very rapid connection of input channels to output channels. Currently, products support up

to eight input and eight output ports per chassis. Switches may be _ded to form larger fabrics as

described below. Thirty-two port switches have been announced for availability later this year.

Extenders

HiPPI's twenty-five meter cable length imposes a severe restriction on most applications. Several

companies have delivered fiber extenders for full rate HiPPI channel extension. Using either multi-mode

or single-mode fiber pairs, distances of several kilometers can be reached. Extenders may attach switches

to one another enabling switched high speed connections over campus distances.

Work has recently begun at Network Systems to couple I-IiPPI fabrics using SONET (Synchronous

Optical NETwork) facilities at the OC-12 signaling rate which is about 622 Mbps. This will initially be

targeted to metropolitan area distance requirements. As the technology matures, it is intended that this

interface would incorporate an ATM ceUifier and data rates up to OC-24 which is 1.244 Gbps. ATM will

support variable data rates and the creation of virtual cir_its to multiple remote destinations.

Gateways
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Traditional intcrnetworks have firmly entrenched the role of bridges and reuters in any but the simplest of

networks. As the potential applications for HiPPI grow to demand extended "fabrics", perhaps over

geographic distances, there wiU be a need for gateways engineered to operate at HiPPI rates.

Network Systems is currently developing a family of HiPPI gateways as part of its work in the Carnegie

Mellon NECTAR project. In NECTAR, the gateways are known as CABs for Communication

Accelerator Boards. Indeed, one of the projected uses for I-IiPPI gateways involves the interfacing of

existing bus based systems to the fabric; this was the original intent of the CAB in the NECTAR

architecture.

CABs will also exist within HiPPI networks to provides various types of bridging functions. For instance,

where long haul extenders are inserted into a network it may be prudent to interface each end via a CAB.

The CABs keep a permanent HiPPI connection up between them. Each CAB is prepared to accept HiPPI

connections from the user side for forwarding over the extender. This design avoids the latency necessary

to establish an end to end HiPPI circuit before the first word can be transmitted. The existence of the

CAB will generally be transparent to the user nodes.

Other functions proposed for CABs include security functions to enforce network level access control.

Current research is focused on ways CABs may be used to perform outboard protocol assist functions for

host computers.

Building Cross Doint Switch "Fabrics"

HiPPI is fundamentally a connection oriented interface standard. One must actually create a HiPPI

connection (via control circuits in the physical layer) before data can flow. This is true even for point to

point IIiPPI cable connections. The basic idea of a _point switch is familiar to anyone with even the

barest understanding of telephony. Any input port may be switched in some fashion to any not-busy

output port. Once connected, data may flow at the nominal port rate without regard to other connections

though the switch.

So far, Network Systems HiPPI switches are true crosspoint switches in that there are no shared data

paths. All ports may simultaneously move data at the nominal rate without any contention effects

providing for impressive aggregate throughput. Also, the switches are "non-blocking" internally which

means that as long as the output port is not busy any input port may connect regardless of other

connections in the switch.
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For near term applications in backend networking for supercomputers or attachment of peripherals, single

stage switches with four to thirty-two port pairs are probably adequate. However, the limits of board to

board connector technology means that we are rapidly approaching the limits of current switch

architecture. "rncrefor, requirements which dictate greater HiPPI connectivity wiLl probably use multi-

stage switches constructed by cascading existing switchea.

Cascading HIPPI Switches

The output port of a HiPPI switch may be connected to the input port of another (or the same) switch. At

each stage, the input port may be switched to any not busy output port of that switch. Switches arc

designed to propagate the necessary switching signals from input to output such that the existence of the

multiple switching stages is esscntiaUy transparent to the end points. Once a HiPPI circuit is established

through a multi-stage switch fabric, the only noticeable difference from direct cable connections would

be a negligible amount of additional data latency, l The process of creating a HiPPI switch connection is

dependent upcm the switch interpreting an in-band address designated by the originator. Note that in a

multi-stage switch configuration, each prior slage beo0mes the originator for each subsequent switch

stage until the end-point is reached.

tCurrcnt HiPPI switch products add approximately 160 nsccs of latency to data. This is roughly

comparable to the latency due to 25 meters of cable.
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h=a

HIPPI HIPPI
SWITCH SWITCH

Addressing

The basis for HiPPI connection switching is something called the "I-Field" in the HIPPI-PH standard,.

The I-FieM is the contents of the 32 bit wide address circuits of the HiPPI channel at the time the

connection request control circuit is raised. The high order octet carries control flags and the low order

twenty-four bits are used for the actual addreA_ing.

The HIPPI-SC standard defines two modes of addressing. Either may be used to create multi-stage HiPPI

switch connections.

Source Routed Addressing

In source routed addressing, each switch stage examines the several low order bits in the I-FieM

necessary to address an output port. For instance, an eight port box requires three bits to address ports 0

through 7.
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To support multi-stage switching, the switch can optionally rotate the field to bring the next N bits into

position for the next switch stage. Preservation of the path information is important for the last stage

switch. It may be set to automatically create a reverse HiPPI circuit for dual simplex connections. 2

Source routed address interpretation in switches will typically be performed in hardware providing for

very high performance switching. 3 The disadvantage of source routing is that the end point systems must

keep a record of the switch fabric topology. The route to each resource will be different for each from-

point complicating address table administration. For smaU networks, this has not been judged to be a

problem. But recently, requirements have started to surface for multi-thousand port HiPPI fabrics.

ISomOrphic Addressing

Most people are more familiar with isomorphic addressing than the source routing approach. This is the

same concept as in Ethernet networks. Each attachment to the network has a unique address which is

unrelated to the network topology and need not change when the node is moved to a new point on the

network.

Second generation switches support the use of isomorphic addressing which is selected with one of the

flag bits in the I-Field. The address portion of the I-Field is split into two twelve bit fields; a to address

and a from adds. The "to" address is interpreted by each switch stage to determine the next outbound

port. Obviously, isomorphic addling limits HiPPI switch fabrics to a maximum of 4096 addressable

nodes. 4

With isomorphic addressing, boundary nodes are relieved of the need to know about the network

topology. Instead they rely upon the collective knowledge contained in the switch forwarding tables. The

HiPPI standards do not specify how these tables are created or inserted into the fabric. This is the subject

of a current project at Network Systems concerned with switch management.

2Many of the planned HiPPI applications do not require duplex connections. For instance, frame buffers

are essentially simplex, write only devices. Connectionless protocols which use IEEE 802.2 procedures

also do not require immediate reverse connections.

3The original Network Systems P'd first generation switch is capable of establishing source routed

connections in 240 nsecs.

4Notice that for multi-stage switch arrays only boundary ports need to consume isomorphic address

space. Inter-switch ports may be addressed if necessary using source routed addressing modes.

|
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Switch Management

The switch management project is focused on the practical details of constructing and using arbitrarily

large switch fabrics. It is also directing switch features which contribute to the resiliency of the fabric

when inevitable failures occur.

Auto-configuration

The foregoing discussion of isomorphic addressing makes clear the necessity of some automatic means

for alarge multi-switch network to configure itself. By this, we mean the creation of the forwarding

tables using connectivity data received from neighboring switches. This is analogous to the techniques

used by spanning tree bridge networks to automatically discover the "best" path to a destination.

This process is also intended to support alternate pathing since most practical HiPPI fabrics will contain

many possible ways to route a connection from the originating port to a destination. Frequent updating of

the tables through the automatic process also provides for routing around failed components. Lastly, the

switch management features will provide a means for address resolution similar to that done in

internetworks.

None of the switch management features will preclude the use of the HiPPI network for attachment of

simple peripherals. Participation in advanced services by boundary nodes is optional.

Additional Services

Closely related to switch addre,_ management are the provision of two additional services under

consideration. Multi-cast delivery of data is an outgrowth of the address resolution function. It will be

possible for boundary nodes to be joined to a multicast group. A sending node may address a HiPPI

connection to a multi-cast group address. The switches will provide a best efforts delivery to each node in

the multi-cast group.

Network access control services will be provided through forwarding table management. This will allow

an administrator to restrict the possible connections from any boundary node.

HiPPl ADDIications

The HiPPI standards are stiU being finalized and related products have only been available for a short

time. There are many applications for which HiPPI has been proposed. Few of these have been proven for

"X
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practical application as of mid 1991. However, the following should be considered representative of the

potential breadth of use for this new technology.

Devlce Connections

Since HiPPI is directly descended from the Cray HSX channel, it seems obvious that it will be used as an

open standard computer to peripheral channel. Currentiy ava_hie disk array controllers capable of 500

to 800 Mbps transfer rates clearly demand HiPPI rates. High density tape cartridge systems can read and

write in the hundreds of megabits per second range. Some types of telemetry recording devices are being

adapted to H.iPPI which are capable of Gbps rates.

Another special type of peripheral is the frame buffer used to image animated high resolution displays of

complex scientific data. At 24 flames per second, this application require, over 700 Mbps data rates.

The availability of HiPPI switches leverages the advantage of a multi-vendor standard peripheral channel.

Any peripheral on a HiPPI switch fabric is potentially shareable by any other nodes on the fabric.

Although this sounds like the old Block Mux Channel switch often seen in IBM shops, the rapid

switching rates and high transfer rates make this a feasible application even in supercomputer

environments.

Backend Networks

The earliest "production" uses of HiPPI are expected to be computer to computer file blasting

applications. Standard protocols such as TCP/IP will be supported by most computer vendors who have

HiPPI channels on their hosts. This, in turn, will allow higher speed FTP and NFS based data access from

host based file servers.

There is a general misconception that TCP/IP is not capable of achieving gigabit per second network

speeds. However, multiple researchers have found that there is no intrinsic reason that TCP/IP should not

perform in the super gigabit range, s In most instances, poor implementation or operating system

interference have delivered disappointing network performance.

i

5Se,e "How Slow Is One Qig0bit Per Second?" by Craig Partridge; BBN Systems and Technology

Corporation, Report No. 7080, June 5, 1989.
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The availability of high performance networks based upon HiPPI is expected to stimulate vendor efforts

in improving protocol performance. Cray Research has, so far, been the leader in this effort.

Backbone Networks

Interestingly, the rapid connect processing of the HiPPI switches makes them suitable for the delivery of

short message traffic. It is entirely feasible to "dial-up" a HiPPI connection for each datagram. Each port

on current switch products can potentially deliver several million short packets per second.

Todays bridges and routers are not capable of forwarding millions of packets per second. However, HiPPI

switches are relatively inexpensive and provide a high performance "media" for the interconnection of

high performance bridge touters. Network Systems will deliver HiPPI interfaces for its bridge routers

towards the end of this year.

Isochronous Data Routing

A fascinating application of HiPPI involves the transfer of arbitrary digital information. As long as the

peak transfer rate requirement does not exceed the HiPPI burst rate of 800 or 1600 Mbps, virtually any

type of data can be carried. Continuous or bursty, chunked or non-protocoled, HiPPI imposes minimal

constraints on the datastream.

Examples of digital data types considered for HiPPI channels arc:

CI Digital High Definition 'IV

E} Digitized voice

E] Imagery

(21 Telemetry data

Potential Storaoe Subsystem Aoollcatlon

The client server model has been applied to files servers from PCs to supercomputers. Despite this

success it has serious flaws in the current implementations. One or more computers manage a catalog of

files on behalf of one or more client systems so as to facilitate sharing. However, the management

computer is also used to retrieve (read) the data from storage peripherals and send a copy (write) to the

client.

x,
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Theservercomputerisclearlyabottlenecktoperformance.Thisdesigndoesnot scale well and in the

supercomputer range literally requires a supercomputer to provide effective file service.

Since the advent of HiPPI switch attachable storage media such as RAIDS and cartridge tape systems, a

new file server model has begun to evolve. The obvious but essential idea being that the management
i=_ ;

computer and the client computers can share direct access to storage peripheralsl Access to catalog

information by clients need not be across the HiPPI fabric since it is a low bandwidth application.

Most who first consider this concept are aghast that the storage peripheral is left so exposed to

unmediated access. The fear of unauthorized a_ or worse, erasure of valuable data immediately

arises.

However, let's consider the following:

The catalog information will probably exist on private media for optimized access by the

server system.

D HiPPI is inherently a simplex media (with flow control). A "read-only" connection can be

established from the peripheral to the client system to prevent unauthorized erasure.

[:1 H.iPPI switch fabrics will support access control mechanisms such that connection to specific

ports may be restricted to specified clients.

_l Adequately intelligent peripherals may be instructed by the server _puter to stage data,

create a simplex connection to the client and then transfer the data as flow controlled via the

HiPPI connection.

Many objections can be raised about this concept but equally many solutions have been discussed. No

one has yet demonstrated such a system but the author has reason to believe that a commercial

implementation will be available in less than a year. The advantages, both technical and economic are so

compelling that it must be taken seriously.

Related Emerpino Standards

Although this paper has focused on I-IiPPI because it is here now, there are other standards that will

augment or in some cases replace HiPPI for similar needs.

Fiber Channel
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Fiber channel is also an emerging computer/peripheral interface spanning a wide performance spectrum

up to roughly a Gbps. Like HiPPI, it is also fundamentally a point to point, connection oriented interface.

Network Systems expects to see a demand for fiber channel to HiPPI bridges. Fiber Channel is also well

suited for multi-pointing via switches.

SONET

The Synchronous Optical NETwork standards have been adopted by most telecommunications companies

on a world wide basis. Signaling rates and multiplex framing standards have been defined from 51.84

Mbps (OC- 1) to 2.488 Gbps (OC-48). The large telephony market is expected to create a supply of

inexpensive SONET standard components which may be used for data oriented applications.

SONET is also seen as the basis for a national communications infra-structure capable of supporting

gigabit per second data applications. As previously stated, a HiPPI over SONET bridge is under

development at Network Systems.

ATM

Asynchronous Transfer Mode is associated with SONET and is also promulgated by the telephony

industry. Based upon cell relay concepts, ATM will eventually support the economic carriage of bursty

data over wide area or metropolitan virtual circuits.

Currently envisioned data applications hide the existence of the cell fabric from the user. The effect,

however, will be to allow the cost effective extension of gigabit scale networks over geographic

distances.

R.gtzf.l.ggl. m

The HiPPI standards and HiPPI switches are expected to have a significant near term impact on the

design and use of mass storage systems. The least optimistic projections recognize the availability of a

widely supported standard which offers an order of magnitude improvement over currently available data

rates for access to data. Additionally, the creation of an open computer peripheral channel standard is

stimulating the development of high performance, cost competitive peripherals accessible from many

computer platforms.

More far reaching is the possibility of new client server implementations for mass storage access. The

first step implementations are expected this year, with multiple vendor support for direct device access by
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1993. Related standards promise geographic access to mass storage libraries at gigabit per second data

rates by the mid 1990s.
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HIPPI

High Performance Parallel Interface

Proposed ANSI Standard

Developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory

800 Mbps and 1600 Mbps Data Rates
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HIPPI-LE

Unk Encapsulation

HIPPI-MI

Memory Interface

HIPPI-IPI

Computer to

Peripheral
Channel

HIPPI-FP Framing Protocol
i

HIPPI-SC Switch Control
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HIPPI-PH Physical Layer

H!PPI Physical Layer

Q 800 or 1600 Mbps isochronous interface

IZl Parallel 32 or 64 bit wide data bus

I_ 25 meter maximum cable length

O Simplex interface

L

12]1Parity and LRC data protection

CI Ready resume flow control
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HIPPI Signal Summary

REQVEST
CONNECT

DATA BUS 32(64) =,

PARITY BUS 4(8) ,t'
READY

PACKET
BURST

CLOCK

INTERCONNECT S->D 1(2) .

INTERCONNECT D->S 1(2) "

:i
Destination

L

HIPPI Switch Control

[] Optional extension of the physical layer standard

[] Provides for inband switching of an HIPPI channel

[] Uses physical layer =1Field"

[] Defines two addressing modes:

Source routed addressing

Flat or isomorphic addressing

[] Implemented in Network Systems HIPPI Switches
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8WITCH
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Output Ports

D E H Simulatenous Data Paths

A>B

Full Duplex
B>A

C>D

D>C
Full Duplex

E > F Simplex

F > G Simplex

G > E Simplex

H > H Loopback
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Switching Technology

13Time Division

packet, frame, cell, byte, bit

shared media, shared memory

13 Frequency Division

broadband CA'I'V

wavelength multiplexed fiber

13Space Division

cross-point switches

Frequency Division

_!!iii_i_i!i!ii_iiii_i_!iii!iii_iii_i_iii!i!!i_i_ii_ii_iii!i!_i!i_iiii_iiiiiiii_ii_iii_i:_"_`ii_iiy

Ill|llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

13 Well suited to circuit switched networks
6.

El Efficient use of media bandwidth

Q Considered outmoded for data

13 Will see renaissance in fiber wave

division multiplexing
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Time DivisiOn

13Two decade favorite of datacom

I_. Extremely flexible

Q Basis for all current networking

13 However, throughput limited by

packet switch memory bandwidth
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Space Division

Q Multipoint connectivity using patch

panels or switches

Q Imposes least constraint on signal type
or data format

E] Provides greatest aggregate bandwidth

(not limited by memory or media)

D Traditionally considered ill suited for

data due to switching time
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HIPPI Technology

[] Computer channels

IBM, Cray, DEC, etc.

workstations comming

O Peripherals

Disk arrays

Frame buffers

Tape cartridge drives

13)Switches

4X4 to 32X32 ports -=
i

CI Extenders

Fiber up to 10 km

Developing
HIPPI Technology

[] Extended switch "fabrics"

Hundreds of ports

Auto-configurati0n

Multi-cast for address resolution

Advanced management

[] HIPPI Gateways

SONET/ATM for wide area

Standard media like FDDI

=
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Q .8 & 1.6 Gbps data rates well matched to current high end systems

requirements

Q Connection oriented (as opposed to packet TDM) uses obviate elaborate

media access schemes

0 Flow control at the physical layer provides maximum throughput without

transport layer tuning

O Sub-microsecond switching provides multi-point connectivity

I_1Standard protocol implementations now in the HIPPI range (CRI UNICOS

TCP/IP > 500 Mbps over HIPPI)

Q Channel characteristics allow device connection directly to network
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HIPPI Back-end Networks

[3

[3

TCP/IP is first target protocol.

FTP and NFS upper layer protocols for file server
applications. ' ...... '

TCP/IP performance optimization required by almost
all vendors.

Cray UNICOS ToP/iP_is expected to deliver 500-600
Mbps TCP memory to memory over HIPPI (YMP to
YMP).

I

/

Traditional Backend
File Server Architecture
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,(,wntched Computer Device Irltq.=n:_Lce

13 Vendor independant channel standard•

13 IPI-3 over HIPPI to support intelligent device
controllers.

13 HIPPI compatnble disk array controller available now.

13 HIPPI frame buffers available in 1H91.

13 Promise of new visualization architecture.

f
I

2,
/

Shared Periptlq =rals

HIPPI
SWITCH

,...,,....-

I
11

=

7

Disk Array
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Control

Path

Evolving Architecture

Path Disk Array

Catalog Management

Access Control

HIPPI Backbone for FDDI Networks

13 Rapid acceptance of FDDI will create connectivity
problems similar to those experienced with Ethernet.

13 MultipleFDDI networks will face performance versus
cost trade-offs when universal connectivity is needed.

13 HIPPI "fabrics" apprear to offer a cost effective
solution for the design of high performance large
private inter-networks.
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HIPPI Switch Backbone

[3 DX - P8 switch interface allows multi-gigabit per
second FDDI backbone.

HIPPI Switch Packet Throughput

PP5
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Packet Size (oclets)
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HIDpI as Interconnect Star)cl_ard

I::3 Low cost, high performance.

El Physical layer does not restrict upper layer
application.

1:3 Connection oriented approach will support
"non-protocoled" data streams.

0 Potential application to digital voice and imagery.

leO0:

1400"

1200-

Standard Media Data Rates

Emwnet Tokm FDOI HIPPI Fiber SONEI"
0C-24
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Future Gigabit
Wide Area Networks

Single Mode Fiber

Summary

[] HIPPI standards based products will begin to deliver

multi-gigabit per second performance for computer
applications in 1991.

13Within two years, new hardware and software will

revolutionize high performance storage server
architecture.

13Within five years, gigabit scale wide area access to

data repositories will be technically feasible.
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THE NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE DATA CENTER

- AN OPERATIONAL PERSPECTIVE -

Ronald Blitstein, ST Systems Corporation/NSSDC

Dr. James L. Green, NSSDC

ABSTRACT

The National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) manages over ii0,000 data

tapes with over 4,000 data sets. The size of the digital archive is

approximately 6,000 GBytes and is expected to grow to more than 28,000 GBytes by

1995. The NSSDC is involved in several initiatives to better serve the

scientific community and improve the management of current and future data

holdings. These initiatives address the need to manage data to ensure ready

access by the user and manage the media to ensure continuing accessibility and

integrity of the data.

This paper will present an operational view of the NSSDC, outlining

current policies and procedures that have been implemented to ensure the

effective use of available resources to support service and mission goals, and

maintain compliance with prescribed data management directives.

INTRODUCTION

The NSSDC is a heterogeneous data archive and distribution center operating

in a dramatically changing scientific and technological environment. For most

of its thirty year history, it has operated as a batch-oriented library providing

custom support for the ingest and distribution of data. Its rate of growth, as

measured in volume of data held and request activity have been steady but modest

when compared with expected future activity. The NSSDC responds to approximately

3000 requests for data per year. Some requests are supported through on-line or

near-line capabilities, but many are filled through the replication and

distribution of data tapes or images. During the past five years, over 8500

individual requestors have been provided data, with over thirty percent of them

repeat customers. The average volume of data distributed with each request has

increased dramatically from 900 MB to 1500 MB during this period. As a data

archive, the NSSDC has established policies for media and data management that

strive to ensure the continued integrity and availability of its data holdings.

These policies cover the ingest, archive, maintenance, and migration of data, as

well as the management of the supporting documentation, software, and metadata

necessary to meaningfully access and use the data.
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INGEST AND ARCHIVE ENVIRONMENT

All data currently received at or generated by the NSSDC enter the archive

through a data ingest process. This process requires that two copies of each

data volume are made to the current "technology pair" (described below) of media

identified by the data center. A copy is retained locally and the other sent off

site to the backup archive currently maintained at the Washington National

Records Center (WNRC). After the copies are made and validated, the original

data volume is not retained. This procedure ensures that the data are written

to new, archive-quality media and enables the NSSDC to accurately track each

creation date.

As an integral part of the ingest process, entries are made in catalog and

inventory data bases. These data bases tra6k spacecraft, experiment, and data

set attributes of Value to researchers and browsers of the NSSDC's data holdings.

Additionally, media-specific information is entered which enables the data center

to locate and retrieve desired data files and manage media characteristics,

usage, and maintenance actions necessary to ensure the continued integrity and

technological currency of the media.

The concept of "technology pair" is one developed by the NSSDC in response

to the accelerated Obsolescence of recording media resuiting from the rapid

development and introduction of new storage technologies. The frequency with

which new technologies are being introduced makes it difficult to identify and

evaluate the archivability of any one media/format before another enters the

marketpiace. The concept defines the archivabiiity of new media in terms of

several factors. These criteria evaluate the appropriateness of any media

through the extended lifecyc!e expected of an archive facility.

o Degree of standardization

o Availability of hardware/software

o Error detection/correction

o Integrity as a function of age

o Capacity

o Transfer rate

o Compatibility with robotic load devices

The NSSDC has identified two technologies, 9-track/6250 bpi and IBM 3480

cartridges, as its current media of choice for institutional archival purposes.

Additionally, the data center has installed capability to support near-line

archival of data on 12-inch WORM platters, each with a capacity of 2 GB or 6.2

GB. As a new medium is selected, acquired, and installed to support the full

spectrum of operational requirements, it will replace the oldest technology then

in place (eg. 9-track). Together with the other currently supported medium (eg,

E
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IBM 3480 cartridge), will then comprise the new technology pair. This

conservative approach ensures that unforseen problems with new media do not

jeopardize thetotal archive holdings, and that orderly migration of data from

one media to another is supported.

Historically, the NSSDC was often resource constrained and the ability to

generate and maintain a backup copy of all data was often beyond its reach. This

occurred during periods of relatively low rate of change in the technological

environment, and the "push" from the commercial sector to adopt new media

technologies did not exist. Most of the data ingested at the NSSDC during this

period came from missions in progress, and the project scientists provided back

up capability with their copies of the data. Today's policies reflect a new

philosophy in stewardship, where the total responsibility for data management

lies with the primary archive data center. To implement these policies, the

NSSDC has taken actions to maintain the integrity of its current holdings and

prepare for the massive amount of data from future missions. These actions

include a comprehensive data restoration effort, migration of data to near-line

accessible media, improvement in research tools, and proactive involvement in the

data management planning of future missions.

DATA RESTORATION

Through its data restoration effort, the NSSDC is currently migrating its

older data holdings to new technology pairs. Success in this effort has been

outstanding. To date, data recorded on approximately 25 percent of the media

volumes in the archive have been migrated with greater than 98 percent of the

integrity preserved. These media volumes were in 7-track and low density 9-track

formats, many 20 years old or more. The success of this effort was unexpected,

and many feared that the data would be "lost on earth". But as a result of

basically sound storage procedures and the development of an appropriate set of

procedures, a more optimistic view is emerging.

The development of data and media management guidelines is very important.

A great deal of the success in the data restoration effort can be attributed to

the environmental conditions in which the data were archived. NSSDC is

continually reviewing its policies in these areas to gain increasing benefit from

advances in technology and collective knowledge. Current areas of interest

include:

o Pre-certification of archival tapes

o Use of specialized off-site archive facilities

o Increased use of robotic near-line storage for media maintenance

o Error detection and correction

o Data compression
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NEAR-LINE DATA ACCESS

The NSSDC is responding to an ever increasing number of scientific

inquiries by placing requested data in an public-access retrieval account on the

NSI wide area network. Two strategies are being employed to provide this high

level of data retrieval, near-line and on-line mass data storage. An example of

the success obtainable from effectiveiy managed near-line storage can be found

in the data management for the International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) mission.

The NSSDC has loaded all the IUE data, consisting of over 70,000 unique star

images and spectra, in the IBM 3850 Mass Store device operated by the NASA Space

and Earth Sciences Computer Center. An interactive system on the NSSDC VAX

cluster allows remote users to order data from the electronic Merged Observer

Log. This order is processed off-line, where the data of interest are located

on the mass store, transferred over the network from the IBM to a public VAX

account and a message sent to the requestor that the requested data are ready for

retrieval. This process typically takes less than one work day to complete. The

use of the mass store is being phased out, and the IUE data will soon be

available through a automatic near-line retrieval capability on the NASA Data

Archive and Delivery Service (NDADS) optical disk juke box. In its final

configuration, NDADS will manage data, meta data, and documentation, all stored

within the same system.

On-line access of NSSDC-held data is currently possible for smaller, often

requested data sets. The NSSDC On-line Data and Information Services (NODIS)

provides public access to data sets that can be researched, viewed, and retrieved

by a requestor during a single interactive NSI-net session. Both Earth and space

science data are currently available in this manner, including Nimbus Ozone and

merged OMNI data, as well as access to the NASA Master Directory.

RESEARCH TOOLS

Z

m

=

Proper data management is only part of the picture. To facilitate the

research of data, the meta data needs to be afforded an equal level of support.

The researcher needs to know of the existence of possible data of interest, and

how to use it once located. Through tools developed by the NSSDC, the researcher

is able to spend less time and effort on these actions, and more time doing

scientific research on the data. NSSDC is involved in the development and

dissemination of NASA-wide directory and catalog information, and has installed

versions of its Master Directory in numerous data centers throughout the world.

Once located, the data and their formats must be understood if useful

research is to be conducted. NSSDC has promoted the correlative use of data

across missions through sponsorship of Coordinated Data Analysis Workshops
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(CDAWs). In support of these workshops, Common Data Format (CDF) tools have been

developed and implemented to allow the researcher to focus on the content of the

data and develop meaningful relationships among data having different resolutions

and areas of coverage. With CDAW 9.4 held recently, the latest in CDF and

graphical display tools were demonstrated.

Another important research tool is data browse. Browse capabilities have

been built into the data organization strategies used extensively for data

available on CD-ROM. The NSSDC currently maintains approximately two dozen

titles on this medium, supporting research in the Earth, space, and planetary

sciences.

PROACTIVE DATA MANAGEMENT FOR FUTURE MISSIONS

Data archives have a responsibility to manage future as well as current

data holdings. Through its experiences in data restoration, on-line access, and

tool development, the NSSDC is sensitized to problem-avoidance strategies for

future missions. The data center has developed a cost model to estimate the

resource requirements of data ingest, archival, management, and distribution.

It is using data from this model to identify future missions requirements for

inclusion in the appropriate Project Data Management Plan (PDMP). The PDMP is

a multi-lateral agreement that is executed for all future NASA missions. Data

management issues addressed by this plan includes the level of service to be

provided by the archive, the nature, volume, and frequency of the data to be

ingested, the type of media, expected request activity, etc. This process is

enabling the NSSDC to reliably estimate future costs for these missions; a

critical element when one considers the very large volumes of data that missions

such as EOS and the Space Station will generate. PDMPs have been developed for

several of the newer missions, including Magellan and Gamma Ray Observatory.

SUMMARY

The course of future scientific research can not be predicted, nor can the

data needs of this research. As a national data archive, the NSSDC must not only

ensure the continued integrity of the data intrusted to it, but must also ensure

the continuing evolution in its ability to provide the correct data to the user

in the correct way. As the volume of its data holdings increases, the shift from

specialized service to a uniform spectrum of generic services must continue. The

NSSDC is pursuing this goal through various initiatives in mass storage,

networks, media management, tool development, and standards advocacy.

As is often true, the hardware capabilities and the technological

sophistication necessary for very large mass storage systems is rapidly being
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developed. In short duration project environments, the selection, installation,

and implementation of viable systems is relatively easy. But in the view of an

archival data center, such as the NSSDC, the massive volume of non-homogeneous

data from hundreds of missions for which it is responsible make this a very

difficult procedure. The selection of high capacity storage media must be

accompanied with corresponding strategies to ensure the integrity of the data for

many years. Th@ current media transfer rates and the requirement for the

generation of backup copies e_fectively doubles the volume of data to be managed.

Higher density storage wlthout accompanying capabll_ties in robust error

detection and correction that provide lossless recovery of data may be

inappropriate for permanent archives. Frequent migrations of data from one media

to another, especially if accomplished in a true automated fashion, are

attractive alternatives to the manual processes widely used today, but pose

enormous requirements of inventory and catalog data bases that have visibility

across all the various archive systems in Use in any facility (or even across

facilities in a distributed archive environment).
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Improvement in Research Tools

Proactive Involvement in Data Management Planning for Future
Missions
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Introduction

The NSSDC is a heterogeneous data archive and distribution facility
responsible for:

• Ingest

• Archive

• Distribution

Data Holdings:

• 110,000 data tapes

• 4000 data sets

• Six TBytes

r__c NATIONAL
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Ingest and Archive Environment

Data ingest Procedures

• Routine generation of two copies of all incoming data

° Use of precertified tapes

• Off site storage of backup

Metadata management to ensure useability of data

• Directory and catalog information

• Format information

• Inventory information
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Technology Pair

Purpose:

• The selection of two media technologies for data archival

Criteria:

• Degree of standardization

• Availability of hardware/software

• Error detection/correction

• Integrity as a function of age

• Capacity

• Transfer rate

• Compatibility with robotic load devices
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Technology Pair (cont.)

Current technology pair at NSSDC:

• IBM 3480 cartridge (primary)

• 9-track/6250 bpi (backup)

Migration strategy:

• Select new media technology

• Identify new technology pair

• Migrate data to new media

• Discontinue support for older media
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Data Stewardship

Charter:

• The total responsibility for data and media management lies with the
primary archive data center

The NSSDC is addressing this responsibility through:

• Data restoration

• Migration of data to network accessible media

• Improvement in research tools

• Proactive involvement in data management planning for future
missions

__ NATIONAl.
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Data Restoration

Purpose:

• The systematic migration of data from older media to current technology
pair

Older media:

• 7-track

• 9-track/low density

• Many tapes are greater than 20 years old

Status:

• Twenty-five percent of media volumes completed

• Greater than 98 percent of data integrity preserved

P=

Z
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Data Restoration (cont.)

Experience:

• Storage environment of critical importance

• Frequent cleaning of drives necessary to avoid tape damage

• Problems have been manageable

• Use of precertified tapes recommended
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Migration of Data to Network Accessible Media

Increase public access retrieval on NSI wide area network

• Near-line storage - IUE example

Use of IBM 3850 mass store to manage over 70,000 images

Image size is typically one MByte

- VAX interface to provide image ordering capability

- Manual extraction and staging of data on FTP account

• On-line storage- NODIS

- Used for small, often requested data

- Captured VAX account provides browse and retrieval
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Migration of Data to Network Accessible Media (cont.)

Other Initiatives:

• NASA Data Archive and Delivery System (NDADS) optical disk juke box

• Mass Data Storage and Delivery System (MDSDS) six TByte system

• Increased network bandwidth
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Improvement in Research Tools

Through the use of tools the researcher is able to spend more time analyzing
the data content, rather than the data formats

• Coordinated Data Analysis Workshops (CDAW)

• Common Data Format (CDF)

• Data browse
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Proactive Involvement in Data Management Planning for
Future Missions

Adoption of problem avoidance strategies to anticipate future requirements:

• Cost model developed to estimate resource requirements for data archival

• Early participation in Project Data Management Plans (PDMP)

• Research into auto ingest of future data deliveries

• Involvement in EOS data system development/evaluation

• Sponsorship of data management conferences and committees

• Participation in the establishment of standards for data and media

r__c NATIONAL
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Stmamaz3r

The NSSDC is a heterogeneous data archive and distribution center

operating in a dramaticaUy changing scientific and technological
environment.

A conservative but forward-looklng approach to data management is

necessary to avoid situations that could Jeopardize the integrity and

avaflability of its data holdings.

Its 25 years experience in data and media management enable the
NSSDC to proactively participate in the challenges of the EOS era.
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EOSDIS DADS REQUIREMENTS
by J. Berbert and B. Kobler

ABSTRACT

A brief summary of the EOSDIS Core System (ECS) DADS requirements is given,
including the ECS relationship to EOSDIS Version-0, phased implementation of ECS,
and data ingest, archive, and distribution daffy data volumes anticipated at each of the
7 Distributed Active Archive Centers (DAACs).

EOS GOALS

The Earth Observing System Data Information System (EOSDIS) Data Archive and
Distribution System (DADS) is part of the Earth Observing System (EOS) program. The
EOS program goals are given in Fig. 1. In short the goals are to acquire, access, and
analyze Earth Science data as NASA's contribution to the Global Change Research
Program.

PHASED IMPLEMENTATION

The full capability of the EOSDIS DADS is built up in a series of steps, as indicated in
Fig. 2. Version-0 (V0) implementation began in 1990 with an estimated data volume of 5
Terabytes (TB) and is expected to grow to 33 TB by 1994.

Version-1 WI) and Verslon-2 W2) are part of the separately funded EOSDIS Core System
(ECS). A request for proposals (RFP) for the 10 year contract to build the ECS was
released by the Government on July 1, 1991. During V1 implementation the ECS
archive is expected to grow from I0 TB to 40 TB, and the number of active DADS is
expected to grow from I to 7. the 3 DADS at GSFC, Langley, and Marshal are to be
operational for the Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission (TRMM), which is
scheduled for launch in 1997. The V2 implementation of ECS is primarily to support
EOS-A1 with its order of magnitude increase in data products the first year and a
subsequent increase of about 330 TB, or one third Petabyte (PB), per year, thereafter.

EOSDIS V0

The contribution anticipated from V0 and the specific relationship of V0 to ECS are
given in Fig. 3. It is anticipated that V0 will provide significant heritage to ECS through
prototyplng efforts and by working towards interoperability amongst existing data
systems.

ECS SEGMENT AND DAACS

A logical system architecture for ECS is shown in Fig. 4 (taken from the ECS RFP
Statement of Work (SOW)). The 3 ECS segments shown are the Flight Operations
Segment (FOS), the Communications and System Management Segment (CSMS), and
the Science Data Processing Segment (SDPS). The SDPS includes the Distributed Active
Archive Centers (DAACs) and the Information Management System (IMS). A DAAC
includes a Product Generation System (PGS) with a collocated DADS and a distributed
part of the IMS.

DAAC LOCATIONS

The locations of the 7 DAACs are shown on the Fig. 5 map. They are at Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), EROS Data Center (EDC),
Langley Research Center (LaRC], National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC), Alaska
SAR Facility (ASF), and Marshall Flight Center (MSFC).
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DAlDS FUNCTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS

The 5 major DADS functions, namely Ingest, Archive, Process Orders, Manage System,

and Distribution, are given In more detail in Fig. 6, along with some of the key
performance requirements for Ingest and distribution. A key performance
requirement for Ingest Is to be capable of accepting Level-0 (L0) data from the Customer
Data Operations System (CDOS) at a high data rate. Key performance requirements for
Distribution are to provide data products ready for network distribution within an
average of 5 minutes of receipt of product order, and ready for physical rneclia

distribution within 24 hours of receipt of product order. Also, the capabilities for both
network and media daily distribution rate must be equivalent to daily ingest rate.

DADS INTERFACE

: 15 : iI

Fig. 7 is the conceptual D_S Context Diagramlaken foITn theRFP Requirements

Specification. This Illustrates the multitude of data exchange Interfaces for DADS data
ingest and distribution. Some entities on this diagram not previously identified are the
Affiliated Data Centers (ADCs), Other Data Centers (ODCs}, Earth Probe Data Systems
(EPDSs), Science Computing Facflities (SCFs), and International Partners (IPs).

DATA VOLUMES PER LEVEL

In Fig. 8, the total DADS daily data volumes, for the platforms EOS-AI, TRMM, and
SAR are given for the data processing levels, L0, LIA, LIB, L2, 1.3, and L4. SAR is the
EOS Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) platform, which is a separately funded option on
the ECS contract. These daily data volumes are taken from the ECS Requirements

Specification, Appendix C. As can be seen from this figure, the amount of data to be
ingested, archived, managed, and distributed expands significantly from the amount of
L0 data received from CDOS. For this set of platforms, the expansion f_ictor is 316.

The total daily data contribution from TRMM is 18 GB/day, or 6.6 TB/year, which is
small compared to EOS-AI, but large enough to fill 6 StorageTek Near-LIne Library
Units (Silos) per year, each Silo containing 6000 3480 type cartridges. Moreover, the
total daffy data contribution form EOS-AI is 895 GB/day, or about 50 times the TRMM
contribution. SAR adds 591 GB/day, or about 33 times the TRMM contribution.

DATA VOLUME PER DAAC

In Fig. 9, the total DADS daily data volumes, for the same 3 platforms, are given for

each of the 7 DAACs. The 5 DAACs at JPL, LaRC, NSIDC, ASF, and MSFC vary in size
from 3.5 to 8.3 GB/day, which is equivalent to 1.3 to 3.0 TB/year, or 20 to 45 TB In the 15
year EOS data collection period. Thus, these 5 DAACs could be calledTera-DAACs.

The other 2 DAACs at GSFC and EDC are roughly 2 orders of magnitude larger, and with

EOS-A alone, each grows to a size of 2 to 3 PB over the 15 year EOS-A lifetime, thereby
qualifying as Peta-DAACs.

It should be noted that the data V6Iu_e§ given in Figsl 8 and=9 do not :include additional

data volume required due to backup of hard-to-replace data products and due to
reprocessIng of selected data sets. However, this is partially offset by the fact that CDOS
provides the disaster backup for I£) data, so that it is necessary for the DAACs to archive
LO data for only a year.

MEDIA REQUIREMENTS AT GSFC FOR EOS-Ai

In Fig. 10, the d_ydatavolume of 4_ GB/day at the GSFC DAAC for the EOS-A1

platform is converted into a daily media requirement for several types of physical
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media, ignoring utilization efficiency. For 3480 type cartridges containing 200 MB of
data, this translates into 2445 cartridges per day, enough to fill a 6000 cartridge
StorageTek silo every 2.5 days. With the newer 3490 cartridges, having double the data
density, it takes 5 days to fill the silo. The D 1 and D2 tape technologies reduce the daily
number of cartridges required by about 2 orders of magnitude. It is anticipated that
technological progress toward higher density data recording will continue over the next
7 years prior to EOS-A1 launch, resulting in a physically smaller and more manageable
archive at that time than would be possible with current technology.

TRANSFER RATES

A potential bottleneck for timely EOSDIS DADS operations, is in the available data
transfer rates for read/write devices compatible with available storage media. Data
transfer rates available for drives compatible with the types of media considered in Fig.
10 are given in Fig. 11. With a transfer rate of 3.0 MBps, as is available for 3490 type
cartridges, a single image file of 327 MB requires 109 seconds to physical read, again
ignoring efficiency factors. Technological progress toward faster data transfer rates
may be achieved prior to EOS-A1, but progress in this area has not been as rapid as in
the area of higher density data recording.
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EOS (EARTH OBSERVING SYSTEM) GOALS ARE TO
DEVELOP AND OPERATE:

a) An observing system to acquire essential, global Earth
science data on a long-term, sustained basis and in a
manner which maximizes the scientific utility of the data and
simplifies data analysis.

b) A comprehensive data and Information system to provide
the Earth science research community with easy, affordable,
and reliable access to the full suite of Earth science data
from EOS and internationalpartner observatories, NASA
Earth Probes, and selected Earth science data from other
sources.

c) As the cornerstone of the Mission to Planet Earth Global
Change Research Program, an Integrated scientific research
program to investigate processes in the Earth System and
Improve predictive models.

I.e. TO ACQUIRE, ACCESS, ANALYZE EARTH SCIENCE DATA

PHASED IMPLEMENTATION

Activities 190011|:1 1|92 1883 11141111s 1999!1997 1998 1909 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004

LJ I
V0 Data Volume 5 TB 33 TB

t .....

V0 A. ......,-.... ___ --- _.........

Vl DII_I Vol_fllt I 10TB 30 TI_ 3_ TB 40 TB

v, ] i --
Vl_ R1 RI.1 R2 1t2.1 R3

Vl Aclve DAD6 1 2

V2 Dlsm Volum

V2

V21_

OtherEmahprobee

ECS(1o_.,,) ---_- I
(e4. Lend.t)

OPERATIONS(HRS_)A_ | 8
_Jm

(DAYS/WEEK) 5

3 7

50 TO 400 TB 1200 TB

1 -V
R4 R5 R6

EO6-A1

,,i..... [- v
I

12 16 16 24 24 24 24

S 7 7 7 7 7 7

EO6-A2

L..............
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EOSDIS VO

V0 TO PROVIDE:

o Interconnection of existing data systems at DAACs

o Prototyping of selected tasks in distributed IMS,
networking, standards

o Some additiona| Earth Observation data sets to be
added to the eXisting Data Systems Under V0

V0 RELATIONSHIP TO ECS

o Provides early experience/information/results for
potential Inclusion in ECS design

o ECS contractor tOconnect ECS to V0 and provide a
level of interoperability

o Selected data sets from V0 to be copied for Inclusion
into ECS

Fig 3

EO$

[ i

Shadedareasare
ECS responsibility

Figure 1.4.1 1. FCS Logical System Archilccture

mg4
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F_gure"/.2.2-1 SDPSPhysicalArchi_.clure

_5

DADS FUNCTIONS

INGEST- ReceiveNalidate data products and data from CDOS,
PGS, SCFs, other DAACs, ADCs, ODCs, EPDSs, IPs, Users,
and others

ARCHIVE- Store data and data products on archive media

PROCESS ORDERS - Fulfill product orders provided by IMS,
Retrieve data from archive, subset, reformat, stage for
delivery. Support reprocesslng

MANAGE SYSTEM - Monitor and report status and accounting
Information to SMC, operate File Storage Management System
with hierarchical archive, schedule operations according to
SMC directives, monitor media BER (10"*-12) and provide for
data restoration/migration, backup selected data

DISTRIBUTION - Distribute data and data products to PGS,
SCFs, other DAACs, ADCs, ODCs, EPDSs, IPs, Users, and
others via networks (5 minutes) and by Physical media (24
hours). Provide daily distribution rate capability equivalent to
daily ingest rate

Pl_(z
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Fig7

i
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DADS Daily Data Volume
by Location (Log Scale)

100.

Fig8
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DADS Daily Data Volume
by Location
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Transfer Rate for Various Media
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N93- 14777

The Preservation of Landsat Data

by the National Land Remote Sensing Archive

John E. Boyd
U.S. Geological Survey

EROS Data Center

Sioux Falls, SD 57198

ABSTRACT

Digital data, acquired by the National Landsat Remote Sensing Program, document nearly
two decades of global agricultural, environmental, and sociological change. The data have
been widely applied and continue to be essential to a variety of geologic, hydrologic,
agronomic, and strategic programs and studies by governmental, academic, and
commercial researchers. Landsat data have been acquired by five observatories that use
primarily two digital sensor systems. The Multispectral Scanner (MSS) has been onboard
all five Landsats, which have orbited over 19 years; the higher resolution Thematic Mapper
(TM) sensor has acquired data for the last 9 years on Landsats 4 and 5 only. The National
Land Remote Sensing Archive preserves the 800,000 scenes, which total more than 60
terabytes of data, on master tapes that are steadily deteriorating. Data are stored at two
locations (Sioux Falls, South Dakota and Landover, Maryland), in three archive fo,'mats.

o

The U.S. Geological Survey's EROS Data Center has initiated a project to consolidate and
convert, over the next 4 years, two of the archive formats from antiquated instrumentation
tape to rotary-recorded cassette magnetic tape. The third archive format, consisting of
300,000 scenes of MSS data acquired from 1972 through 1978, will not be converted
because of budgetary constraints.

The data consolidation and conversion project will transcribe approximately 55,000 reels of
high-density tape to 1,500 cassettes, ensuring that the data will be readable for the next 10
years. Some of these data, less than 10 percent, will not be reproducible because of the
deterioration of the magnetic coating binder, the physical edge damage to the tape, or the
demagnetization of the recorded data. The archive conversion activity will involve several
computation and data manipulation tasks, in addition to rerecording the data. For example,
to ensure that the archive inventory accurately specifies the location and quality of every
retrievable scene, data will be spatially referenced after they are transcribed. Transcribed
images will be assessed visually for cloud cover and data quality, and a numerical rating will
be entered into a land information data base along with other catalog metadata, such as
acquisition date and time, solar illumination angle, latitude and longitude, and sensor gain.

A subset of each scene will be created during transcription by sampling every 64th element
of the original data. The resulting archive of 500,000 browse images (325 gigabytes of
data) will be made available to researchers through an interactive land information system.

This data preservation project augments EDC's experience in data archiving and
information management, expertise that is critical to EDC's role as a Distributed Active
Archive Center for the Earth Observing System, a new and much larger national earth
science program.
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LANDSAT DATA PRESERVATION

Converslon of Landsat Thematlc Mapper
and Multispectml Scanner Data In the

National Satelllte Land Remote Senslng Data Archive

Conference on Mass Storage Systems and Technologles
for Space and Earth Science Applications

July 23-25, 1991

John E. Boyd
EROS Data Center

U.S. Geologlcal Survey
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EDC Land Information System Impacts

• Approximately 900,000-scene catalog of U.S.-held worldwide Landsat coverage

• Additional 2,000,000-scene catalog of International ground station TM/MSS data,
complied from contributions from 11 of 16 worldwide Landut ground stations

• Catalog Includes guide, Inventory, and fairly extensive metadata

• Online digital browse data will be added to a Global Land Information System
(GLIS) currently under development, as archive converalon operations progress

-350 GB of TM digital browse data (3 bands, -1/64 subsampling)
-460 GB of MSS digital browse data (3 bands, -1136 subssmpling)

• Currently, digital browse are planned to be archlved In two optical disk jukeboxes;
they will be available to IBM-compatible PC and Unix workstation Inquiry and display

|O(l_ - 12 - II1 U_IF_
TMACS 'no

Center Pivot Irrigation, Saudi Arabia

Lam_ MSS _ge
_ember ;_5,197_
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LANDSAT
DATA

Deteriorating
Magnetic

lhpe

I_ANDSAT ARCHIVE

MFD1A ('()NVI:I'IS1ON Wll.l.:

• PRI_,V,I'RVI I)ATA

• RI-DI]('I PIIYSIUA1 ARf'ItlVt

RPA(T IW M(H_,I TflAN OW';

Conversion Objectives

• Transcribe data from high density tapes (HDTs), readable only by scarce obsolete
Iongitudinsi-track Instrumentation recorders, to cassette-format rotary-heed recorders

• ltunscribe HDT data to new media before known physical degradation of master
tapes results in significant (and lfitolerable) loss of Irreplaceable scene data

• Msintaln data Integrity during transcription to 1 bit error per 100,000,000 bits
recorded, by Incorporating deeply Interleaved Reed-Solomon error correction code

Msintaln long-term data Integrity by using a fully enclosed cassette to pmtsct the
I-Inch-wide tape from edge scall0Ping, which too-frequently occum on open-reel HDT

Shrink the physical volume of the archive by a factor o1 approximately 100, as s
result of the high media density and the stacking of multiple HDTs on one cassette

• Record 3 physical HOT formats (14- and 28,trsck) In a single rotary-heed format

|oopoe - 1;I *_I U_N IIr_
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Project Goals

• Ensure availability of the 20-yearLandsat data archive to:

-- tmdltionai _demi '& _tate _en_ programs, researchers, and commercial users

-- Intarnatlonal global change research community

-- Earth Observing Systems science Investigators

• Maintain data integrity at the highest possible level through conservative

implementation of recording tachnologles and meticulous archivalprocedures

• Commit to a program of periodic archive trenscrlptlon to new media, at 5-7

year Intervals, to avoid future technological obsolescence and data degredatlon

EDI4eOe. 1;I. I)1
TM#CS
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Amhlves to be Converted or Transcribed

Data lSipe: Acquired: Volume: Scenes:

MSS-WBVT '72 . 78 9.5 TB 310,000 26,000

MSS-P '79 - '80 2_ TB 65,000 2,S00

MSS-A '81 - '91 7.2 TB 240,000 5,790

TM-A '84 - '85 3.5 TB 15,000 1,400

TM-R '82 - '91 40.0 TB 175,000 16,600

MSS-X-CCT '72 - '78 1.3 TB 43,500 12,500

TM-P-CCT '82 - '91 2.6 TB 8,790 35,000

EI_ - t:l - it

_ACl

IJ_IEIX:
'110

Comparison of Storage Technologies

COMP_:ISONOFmGH-DENSI'rYS?ORAGETECHNOLOGIES

Technology (GB) (¢ / MB) Cost Imprv iVolume lmprl Archival i Exchange

i

.................................................................... J................................................................................................................................. i.........................

CCT 0.15 5.0 _ Reference Reference Excel i Excel
..................................................................... ; ..................................... i....................................................................................................... _............................

t 1 i

3480 0.20 2.5 i 2 X 5 X i Excel i Excel
...................................... ; .............................. ; ........................... i................................................................................................ +...............................

' i i

14-Tk HI_ 2.3 ?.0 0.7 X 8 X Good _ None

+ +
: +

; I

Optlmd Disk 6.0 5.0 1 X .i 25 X Excel + Fair
....................................... +.................................... J .................................................................. !

I

DCRSI 48.0 0.3 17 • 300 • Elmel Poor

+

Digital D_I 75.0 0.1 50 X 475 X Good_ i Poor
........................................'.-..................................i......................................................................+...................................................... "...............................

Optical Tape 1,000. 0.7 7 X 2500 X Good_ + Poor
........................................ ++.................................... :,.......................................................................... i .................................. +:............................... ; .......................

: i , + +: i .....

- 12 - I)I
TMACI 110
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Capacity Comparison of Familiar Media
iii i

The following number of copies of the M/W Dictionary can be stored on these media:

• 2 on a standard 10.5-Inch, 6250-bpi computer.compatible magnetic tape

• 9 on one 5.25-Inch CD-ROM optical disk

• 35 on one 8-mm Exabyte-type cartridge magnetic tape

• 100 on one 12-inch double-density WORM optical disk

• 800 on one DCRSl-type or medium-sized DD-2 cassette magnetic tape

• (Merrlam-Webster 9th New Collegiate Dictionary: 50-MB text + 10-MB illustrations)

EDSP_ - 12 - III UIS_IEDC

TMAC$ 1"10

Desirable _Characteristics of a
Digital Cassette Recorder System

• High data density -- 48 glgabytes per cassette

• High data transfer rate -- 108 megablts per second

• Acceptable bit-error rate -- 1 error in 10 -8 bits recorded

• Low tape stress & quick rewind -- 1,700 ft. rather than 9,200 ft. of tape

• Easy tape handling and no edge scalloping -- strong, light polycarbonate
cassette

• Archival quality tape formulation -- 10-year-lifo minimum w/gamma ferric oxide

• Incremental recording and playback -- 8-MB I/O buffer permlta variable-rate

operation

• Rapid data Identification and retrieval -- IRIG timecode or date-block

addressing

3-160
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TMACS
TMIMSS ARCHIVE CONVERSION SYSTEM

mm ,

LANHAM HDT DATA TRANSCRIPTION
1] HDT ARCHIVE MANAGEMENT

2) HDT CLEANING AND F_qECISION WINDING

3) DATA TRANSCFUPTION TO DIG CASSE"rT"E

4) HDT DATA ERROFI MONITCRING & _RK

HDT P_ECISION Ct [ANER e. WINDERS

(OFFLINI:I

I[mil_ - :HI - 01

EDC ARCH!VE / BROWSE GENERATION

1) SOENE FRAMING and DATA BASE CREATION

2) ANALYTICAL lnd VISUAL DATA VERIFICATION

3) SUBSAMPLED IMAGE BROWSE GENERATION

4) ONLINE USER INQUIRY TO OPTICAL DISK UBRARY

U_/EDC

Space Compression Resultingfrom Da{a Conversion

Data Current Converted Current Converted
Sensor Volume No. Tapes No. Tapes Sq. Ft. Sq. Ft.

TM 43,500 GB 18,000 1,050 -10,000 50

MSS 10,000 GB 8,200 250 1,200 15

MSS-WBVT 91500 GB 261000 225 - 5t000 15

63,000 GB 52,200 1,525 - 16,200 80

• Note: Conversion of MSS Wldeband Video Tape (WBVT) currently is neither
funded nor scheduled, but USGS vigorously has sought a supplemental FY92
appropriation.

"110
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Archive Conversion -- Rates and Volumes

* Assume:

• TM archive growth of -25 scenes per day during the next 12 months

• Final TM archive size to be -200,000 scenes contained on -19,000 HDTs

• 250 workdays per year X 2 years required to complete the archive conversion

• HDT playback to be ½ realtlme rate -- 42.5 Mbit/sec, or 5.3 MB/sec

• Then:

• A production goal of 40 HDTs to be processed per 2-shift day

• -420 scenes and 97_000 MB to be transcribed to DCRSI media, dally

• -2.2 DCRSI cassettes to be recorded, dally

. HDT transcription requires: 18,300 seconds (5.0 hours) of capstan time, dally

• HDT precision clean and rewind requires: 10 hours dally, st 15 minutes per tape

ED_POll • 12 • gZ USOS/EOC

TMAC$ TIO

_ _D;_a ConversionM_;estone Chart

Txsx/ xc-rrm_ ........ J rrel _ }'_
0110_!03_04Oz:,OsiOsE04OzEO_Os'04Qz !02103104

.....................................................................................................................................................................i-T-t-: i_ i i i i .; i _
I_ltVEI_ON

i i i _ _ _ i .! _ _, _ _.
............................................................................................................................................. _.--.-;....-..i -.-t--------_.---.---' .--'--. ÷ .: _ " * , -- " ......._ ..........

TM DATA OA & BROWSE _TION AT EDC

MSS ARCHIVE CONV., DATA OA & BROWSE GEN. - EDC

1972 - 1978MSS WB'v'TARCHIVECONVERSION

.......[--":,-i ..............i---_==_._,_',__ _ .-._i.-_ ._i..........
i i i i _ ! i _ i : ' :

•-i--i...............,......................i--__ ................,•

........._--_------'-- _---'-_ --' --_- !---i.. , . , , , ,...........[-- _

EO_IP_4 - 12 - I)1 USGSIEID(:

TMACS 110
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Status of Emerging Standards for-
Removable Computer Storage Media

and Related Contributions of NIST

by

Femando L Podio

National Institute of Standards and Technology

Computer Systems Laboratory
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Abstract

Status of Emerging Standards for Removable Computer Storage
Media and Related Contributions of NIST

by

Femando L Podio

Standards for removable computer storage media are needed so that users may

reliably interchange data both within and among various computer installations.
Furthermore, media interchange standards support competition in industry and prevent

sole-source lock-in. NIST participates in magnetic tape and optical disk standards

development through Technical Committees X3B5, Digital Magnetic Tapes, X3B11,
Optical Digital Data Disk, and the Joint Technical Commission on Data Permanence.
NIST also participates in other relevant national and international standards committees

for removable computer storage media.

Industry standards for digital magnetic tapes require the use of Standard Reference

Materials (SRMs) developed and maintained by NIST. In addition, NIST has been
studying care and handling procedures required for digital magnetic tapes.

NIST has developed a methodology for determining the life expectancy of optical
disks. NIST is developing care and handling procedures for optical digital data disks

and is involved in a program to investigate error reporting capabilities of optical disk
drives.

This presentation reflects the status of emerging magnetic tape and optical disk
standards, as well as NIST's contributions in support of these standards.

Keywords: comPuter storage media, interchange standards; magnetic tapes, media
interchange standards; magnetic tapes, Standard Reference Materials; optical disks,

life expectancy; optical disks, media interchange standards; optical disks, error rate;
test methods standards.
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Status of Emerging Standards for
Removable Computer Storage Media

and Related Contributions of NIST

Fe_ Podio

Protect Leader for
Olxical SIorage Research
301J975-2947

National Institute of Standards and Technology
Computer Systems Laboratory

Scope of Talk

This overview is on the status of emerging interchange

standards for computer peripheral storage technologies which
utilize removable optical disks and magnetic tapes
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Computor Storage Media Interchange Standards

Media- optical, magnetic, mechanical, etc.

Physical format - track location, data code, etc.

Logical format - volume labels, files structures, etc.

Test Methods Standards

Why do we need standard testing methods for
media characteristics?

When media interchange standards are
adopted, standard test methods for

testing media characteristics are

needed -for _nformance testing.
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Data Permanence Standards

A general data permanence testing methodology does not exist

There are no standards regarding longevity that can assist

managers in planning how long the information may be stored
on removable computer storage media.

NIST Participation in Standards Committees
for Removable Computer Storage Media

_t

_t

_t

_t

Technical Committee (TC) X3B11 Optical Digital Data Disks

Member and Chair, Test Methods Project Group

Joint Technical Commission on Data Permanence
Member and Technical Liaison with TC X3B11

NIST/NASA Working Group (Test Methods and Specifications for

356 mm Ruggedized Rewritable Optical Disk Media)
Chair

Technical Committee (TC) X3B5 - Digital Magnetic Tapes

Member and Supply Standard Reference Materials

ISO/IEC JTC1/SC23 Optical Digital Data Disks

ISO/IEC JTC1/SC11 Digital Magnetic Tapes
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Technical Committee X3B11

Optical Digital Data Disks

_r

Media Interchange Standards

Test Methods Standards

Label and File Structure Standards (X3B11.1)

46 principal members

Meetings every two months

Work coordinated with ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC23

Status of X3B11 Projects

356 mm (14 inch) WORM

Letter ballot passed TC X3B11.

TC X3B11 resolving comments on first Committee Document
10885 (CD 10885).

Next step is DIS (Draft International Standard) status
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Status of X3B11 Projects

_t 300 mm (12 inch) WORM

Next generation standard.

There are two proposed incompatible formats:

CCS (Continuous composite servo).

ECMNTC31/TG300/91/8 (first draft 300 mmm, CCS, 05/91).
r

SSF (Sampled servo). LMSI proposed the MASS format.

TC X3B11 working in ISO towards an ISO standard (the ISO

document will be used as the ANSI standard).

Status of X3B11 Projects

* 130 mm (5 1/4 inch) WORM

3 draft standards approved by X3B11. One new project using
MO media: _

Continuous Composite Servo (CCS). ISO/IEC 9171 - A
X3B11/90-125

Sampled Servo 4/15 Modulation (SSF). ISO/IEC 9171 - B

Sampled Servo High Capacity. ANSI X3.191-1991

CCS format using MO media, (CCW). New approved
project
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Status of X3B11 Projects

* 130 mm (5 1/4 inch) Rewritable (MO media)

One draft standard

CCS format

The ANSI document will be

aligned with ISO/IEC 10089 - A

ISO/IEC 10089 - A

X3B11/90-165

Status of X3B11 Projects

86 mm (3 1/2 inch) Rewritable CCS

CCS similar to 130 mm Rewritable

The document was aligned with ECMNTC31/91/32.
The ISO document will be used as the

ANSI standard (ISO CD 10090). Expected release of the ISO
standard: June 1992.

86 mm (3 1/2 inch) Rewritable DBF

X3B11/91-050.
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TC X3B11 Test Methods Projects

Size

356 mm (14 Inch) WORM

300 mm (12 inch)
WORM

130 mm (5 1/4 inch)
WORM - CCS

130 mm (5 1/4 inch)
WORM - SSF

130 mm (5 1/4 inch), MO, CCS

90 mm (3 1/2 inch), MO, CCS

90 mm (3 1/2 inch). MO, DBF

Status

Approved as an ANSI Standard: X3.199-1991

Call for editors

Document in preparation.

Document in preparation.

X3B11/91-032 will go for public review.

A new project will be requested shortly.

New project. A Base Working Document is
expected by August.

Test Methods for Media Characteristics of
356 mm Optical Disk Cartridge - Write-Once

ANSI Standard: X3.199-1991

Imbalance

Apparent Axial Runout
Residual Focus Error

Drop Test
Dead Weight Strength
Double Pass Retardation

Signal Characteristics

Optical Disk Write Power
Read Power

Narrow-Band Signal-to-Noise Ratio

Cross-Talk

Radial Runout
Residual Tracking Error Signal
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Proposed American National Standards

Test Methods for Media Characteristics of 90 mm and 130 mm

Rewritable Optical Disk Data Storage Cartridges
with Continuous Composite Servo (CCS)

Moment of Inertia
Imbalance
Axial Runout and Acceleration
Radial Runout and Acceleration

Drop Test
Refractive Index
Thickness
Baseline Reflectance and

Reflectance Uniformity
Resolution (only for 130 mm)
Signal Imbalance

Erase Characteristics
Write Characteristics
Read Characteristics

Figure of Merit
Narrow-Band Signal-to-Noise Ratio
Cross-Talk
Prerecorded Characteristics
PEP Cross Track Loss

c-

_r

_t

_t

Approved ISO/IEC Standards
for Optical Digital Data Disks

ISO 9660

ISO/IEC 10149

ISO/IEC 9171, Part A

Volume and File Structure of CD-ROM

120 mm (CD-ROM)

130 mm WORM CCS

ISO/IEC 9171, Part B 130 mm WORM SS 4/15

ISO/IEC 10089, Part A 130 mm RWRT CCS

ISO/IEC 10089, Part B 130 mm RWRT SSF, 4/15 Modulation
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Data Permanence Standards

Joint Technical Commission on Data Permanence

IT9-5 (ANSI) and Subcommittee 84 (AES)

Task Groups

TG I

TG II

TG III

TG IV

TG V

Definitions

Storage and Handling

Transfer

Optical Systems and Media

Magnetic Systems and Media

TC X3B11 Technical Liaison : F. Podio

Joint Technical Commision on

Data Permanence Task Group IV

Optical Systems and Media

* Standards, test methods, recommended practices and

specifications pertaining to the life expectancy and retrieval of

information recorded on optical systems.

* Currently developing a standard for life expectancy of CD's.

* Call for editors for similar documents for other types of optical
media.

* Next meeting: October 21 and 22, 1991 - Tucson, Arizona

* Technical discussions on:

Quality parameters and prediction methods
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NIST/NASA Working Group

Scope, of Tasks

Development of a set of Test Methods and

specifications for 356 mm (14 inch) Ruggedized

Rewritable Media (sponsored by NASA, Langley Research
Center).

Participation

Government and Industry.

Status

NIST Special Publication SP500 - 191" 'r]'est Methods for

Optical Disk Media Characteristics (for 356 mm Ruggedized
Magneto-optic Media".

NIST/NASA Working Group

Test Methods for Media Characteristics of 356 mm
Ruggedized Rewritable Media

Operational Environment Test
Non-operational Environment Test
Storage Environment Test
Environmental Qualification
Mechanical and Physical Characteristics
Substrate Characteristics
Recording Layer Characteristics
Preformat Characteristics
Media Lifetime
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Technical Committee X3B5

Digital Magnetic Tape

* Media Interchange Standards

* Label and File Structure Standards

* About 50 principal members

* Meetings every three months

* Work coordinated with ISO/IEC JTC 1/SC11

Status of X3B5 Projects

12.65 mm (0.5 in) Wide Open Reel Magnetic Tape

Category ANSI ISO ECMA

Logical Format

(Label and

File Structures)

X3.27-1987 1001:1986 13-1985

Media Standard

(Unrecorded)

X3.40-1983 1864:1985

(CD 1864)

62-1985
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Status of X3B5 Projects

12.65 mm (0.5 in) Wide Open Reel Magnetic Tape

Physical Format Standards

ANSI ISO ECMA

200 cpi

800 cpi

1600 cpi

3200 cpi

6250 cpi

X3.14-1983

X3.22-1983

X3.39-1986

X3.157-1987

X3.54-1986

1862:1975

(a 1986)

1963:1990

3788:1990

5652:1984

62-1985

62-1985

62-1985

Status of X3B5 Projects

12.65 mm (0.5 in) Wide, 1491 CPMM (37871 cpi)

Magnetic Tape Cartridge "3480 Technology"

Category ANSI ISO ECMA

Logical Format

(Label and
File Structure)

X3.27-1987 1001:1986 13-! 985

Media (Unrecorded) X3. i 80-1990 9661 "1988 12Q-1987
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Status of X3B5 Projects

12.65 mm (0.5 in) Wide, 1491 cpmm (37871 cpi),
Magnetic Tape Cartridge "3480/3490/3490E Technology"

Physical Format Standards

ANSI ISO ECMA

GCR, 18 tracks,

200 MBytes

GCR, extended

format, 18 tracks

GCR, 36 tracks,
parallel serpentine

X3.180-1990

X3B5/90-342

(3rd draft)

9661:1988 120-1987

TC17/91/6

(2nd draft)

Status of X3B5 Projects

8 mm (0.315 in) Wide, Helical Scanned
Magnetic Tape Cartridge

Category ANSI ISO ECMA

Physical format

Media (unrecorded)

X3.202-199X

(dpANS)

X3.202-199X

(dpANS)

DIS 11319

DIS 11319

145-1990

145-1990
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Status of X3B5 Projects

3.81

Physical Format
Standards

mm (0.150 in) Wide, Helical Scanned
Magnetic Tape Cartridge

ANSI ISO ECMA

DDS-DC Format

DDS Format

DATA DAT Format

Media Standard

(Unrecorded)

X3B5/90-323

(1st draft)

X3.203-199X

(dpANS)

X3.205-199X

(dpANS)

X3.201-199X

(dpANS)

Status of X3B5

DIS 10777

DIS 11321

DIS 11321

Projects

TC 17/91/5

139-1990

146-1990

146-1990

TC17/91/5

i

19 mm (0.748 in) Wide, Helical Scanned
Magnetic Tape Cartridge

Category

1st pdp, Unrecorded

ANSI

X3B5/91-178

(1st draft)

ISO ECMA

|
F
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Status of X3B5 Projects

New Projects

Media and physical standard for 12.65 mm (0.5 in)

Helical Scanned Cartridge, 20 GBytes capacity,

3480 form factor

Media standard for D-2, 19 mm Helical Scanned Cartridge

(Metal T-film)

Media standard for DD-2, 19 mm Helical Scanned Cartridge

(Metal T-fUm)

Physical format standard for 12.65 mm (0.5 in), 36 track,

parallel serpentine (400 MBytes capacity). "3490E technology"

(CrO_)

Approved ISO/IEC Standards
for Magnetic Tapes

lit ISO/IEC 1864

ISO/IEC 1862

ISO/IEC 1863

ISO/IEC 3788

0.5 in Open Reel Magnetic Tape,

(Unrecorded)

0.5 in Open Reel Magnetic Tape,

200 cpi, (Physical Format)

0.5 in Open Reel Magnetic Tape,

800 cpi, (Physical Format)

0.5 in Open Reel Magnetic Tape,
1600 cpi (Physical Format)
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Approved ISO/IEC Standards
for Magnetic Tapes

_r

ISO/IEC 5652

ISO/IEC 9661

ISO/IEC 1001

0.5 in Open Reel Magnetic Tape,

6250 cpi (Physical Format)

0.5 Magnetic Tape Cartridge,

"3480 Technology", (Unrecorded and
GRC, 18 Tracks, Physical Format)

0.5 Magnetic Tape Cartridge,

"3480 Technology",

(Label and File Structure)

Related Contributions of NIST

* ActiVe Participation in Standards Committes

•* Optical Media _Research Program

Digital Magnetic Tape Program
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NIST Optical Media Research Program

Standards

Data Interchange (Participation in TC X3B11 and ISO/SC23)

Test Methods (Leadership in TC X3B11 Test Methods Project Group)

Data Permanence (Technical Liaison between JTC and TC X3B11)

NIST/NASA Working Group (Chair and technical editor)

NIST Optical Media Research Program

Research and Development

Methodology to determine the life expectancy of optical media.

Care and handling of optical media.

Test methods for media characteristics.

Program for investigating error reporting capabilities of optical disk
drives.
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Optical Disk Laboratory

Optical disk drives

Electronic Instrumentation

Automatic measuring systems for media characteristics

Optical inspection systems

T/H chambers and ovens with computer control

Access to scientific computers (modelling)

Aging Tests

Aging tests were run on 300 mm
media.

Over 5000 hours of testing

Three groups of disks:

* 80C, 90% RH

(12 inch) WORM

* 70-C, 9O% RH

* 60C, 90% RH
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NIST Testing Methodology for Determining

the Life Expectancy of Optical Disk Media

Some conclusions:

Life expectancy values strongly depend on several factors:

* the test methods for the quality parameter(s)

* the aging methodology

* data patterns written
* the areas measured

* amount of data tested

* statistical methodology (i.e. number of disks,
samples, etc)

* End-of-life definition

number of

A complete specification of these conditions is essential in any
comparison of life expectancy values

Program for Investigating Error Reporting
Capabilities of Optical Disk Drives

* Workshop held August 5th, 1991 in Colorado Springs, CO

* Creation of an Government/industry Working Group

* Demonstration platform
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Optical Disk Drives Error Reporting Considerations

Most optical disk systems do not report sufficient information to
the host on error rates, error distributions, etc.

Error rate information would include parameters such as the
total number of correctable errors, maximum number of errors

per interleave, and the location of these errors.

This information would provide data managers with a better

understanding of the status of their data.

Monitoring the status of data recorded on optical media is
particularly important because of its anticipated use for the long-

term storage of valuable data.

NIST Government/Industry Working Group

Technical representatives from Government and industry.

* Document StandardiZed method(s) of reporting error rate

information (NIST guideline/standard).

* Contributions to relevant standards committees.

Meetings Concurrently with TC X3B11

(Optical Digital Data Disks).

First meeting: October 7, 1991, Phoenix, AZ.

Target date for NIST publication: end of FY92.
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Demonstration Platform

Demonstration of the state of the art in error rate

monitoring and reporting techniques as well as the

interface capabilities to U.S. Government managers.

* Two hosts:

SUN SPARCstation IPC

Compaq 386/25e

Optical disk drives.

Adapt the demonstration platform to accommodate next

generation drives with enhanced error reporting

methodologies.

NIST Digital Magnetic Tape Programs

World source for digital magnetic tape Standard Reference Materials
(SRMs)

Appraisal of potential risks associated with storing data on 12,65 mm
(0.5 inch) CrO 2 "3480 technology"

* Literature search

* Consultation with users and manufacturers

* Development of reasonable measures for the proper use of the 3480
tape cartridge

handling of digitalFederal agencies technical support for the care and
magnetic tapes
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Standard Reference Materials for

Digital Magnetic Tapes (SRMs)

SRM are materials that NIST produces that are calibrated

against a generally accepted Master Standard

For magnetic tapes, some properties cannot be directly specified

in standards (e.g., output signal amplitude is dependent on head
used in drive)

Therefore reliable interchange of data requires that the tapes be

designed and manufactured on the basis of a comparison to a
known and accepted SRM. Currently, NIST is the world source
for these SRMs.

_t

Standard Reference Materials for

-Digital Magnetic Tapes--(SRMs)

Parameters measured by NIST

Output signal amplitude

Typical current

Resolution

Overwrite

Peak shift
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SRM Tapes Provided by NIST

SRM 1600

SRM 3216

SRM 3217

SRM 3200

SRM 6250

SRM 3201

Proposed SRM 3202

Under development

Under development

3.8 mm, 63 ftpmm cassette

6.3 mm, 126 ftpmm cartridge

6.3 mm, 126 ftpmm cartridge

12.65 mm, 8/32/126 ftpmm open reel

12.65 mm, 356 ftpmm open reel

12.65 mm, 262/394 ftpmm cartridge

12.65 mm, 972 ftpmm cartridge

6.3 mm, 394 ftpmm cartridge

6.3 mm, 492 ftpmm cartridge
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ABSTRACT

NOAA has 11 terabytes of digital data stored on 240,000 computer tapes. There are
an additional 100 terabytes (TB) of geostationary satellite data stored in digital form on

specially configurecl SONY U-Mat!c videotapes .at the Universffy of Wisconsin. There
are over 90,000,000 non-digital form records in manuscript, film, printed and chart
form which are not easily accessible. The three NOAA Data Centers service 6,000
requests per year and publis h 51000 bu!letins which are distributed to 40,000
subscribers. SeVenteen CD-ROMs have been prodUCed. Thirty thousand computer

tapes containing polar satellite data are being copied to 12 inch WORM optical disks
for research applications. The present annual data accumulation rate of 10 TB will
grow to 30 TB in 1994 and to 100 TB by the year 2000. The present storage and
distribution technologies with their attendant support systems will be overwhelmed by
these increases if not improved. Increased user sophistication coupled with more
precise measurement technologies will demand better quality control mechanisms,
especially for those data maintained in an indefinite archive. There is optimism that the
future will offer improved media technologies to accommodate the volumes of data.
With the advanced technologies, storage and performance monitoring tools will be
pivotal to the successful long-term management of data and information.
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1.0. Dat8 Management in NOAA

Management of environmental data and information resources is becoming an
increasingly visible and important issue for the scientific community. This is of
particular importance to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA),
which routinely measures and collects large amounts of environmental data and
information in its own work, and is also officially charged with maintaining
environmental records for the Nation. Through its activities over time, NOAA has
become the steward of a treasury of Earth systems data and information--the most

comprehensive, long-term, and up-to-date environmental description of the Earth that
exists today. This treasury contains answers to urgent environmental questions facing
the Nation. The success of all NOAA's scientific work, and the national priorities which

it supports, depends on the accountability and accessibility of environmental data and
information. These data and information must be accurate, complete, stable and fully-

integrated across the spectrum of NOAA's organizational functions, and they must be
made easily accessible, in a timely and cost-efficient way. Throughout this effort to
provide resources to meet the NOAA missions of managing data for global change
research and for enhancing warning and forecast services, there will be a continual
inherent process to migrate and protect data held in the NOAA archives.

2.0. NOAA Data Management Operations:

The NOAA Centers respond to requests from a broad community of research, legal,
engineering, individuals, insurance, business, consultants, and manufacturing. About
6,000 requests per year are received for digital data. Within the next two years as
global change research increases, this should grow to 9,000. The current data files
stored on computer readable media have a volume of 11 terabytes stored primarily on
240,000 computer tapes. There are 100 TB of GOES data at the University of
Wisconsin copied in digital form on specially recorded SONY U-matic video tapes.
There are analog, i.e., non-digital, holdings having a volume equivalent to over 50 TB
in a digital domain. With the conversion of some of the analog data to digital format,
and with new sources of digital data, the digital holdings will grow by 1996 to about 35

TB not counting source level data from GOES. The rapidly expanding quantity of data
will force a different approach to managing data and information within the centers.
The use of an integrated mass storage systems with appropriate file management will
be essential to manage the archive, storage hierarchy and data migration processes.

New mass storage hardware and software technologies will have to be developed and
adopted and the current archives copied. If a mass storage system is not developed,
the data centers will require immense tape storage areas and reduce the access
mechanism from data granules to physical volumes of data.

In accordance with the NASA/NOAA Memorandum of Understanding for remotely
sensed earth observations, data processing, distribution, archiving and related science

support, EOS data is intended to be archived at the NOAA data centers. The EOS
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data from prototype operational instruments used for NOAA operational purposes, will
be an inherent part of NOAA's data archives. As part of the EOS pathfinder activity,
NOAA is migrating the environmental satellite data from the operational polar orbiting
satellites from computer tapes to 12 inch SONY optical write once, read many
(WORM) disks. Also, there are selected special sensor microwave data from the Air
Force Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) of interest to EOS scientists.

Initially, 8 terabytes of data will be migrated to optical disk.

The computing capacity at the centers is provided by mainframes, workstations, and
personal computers (Pcs). In the aggregate, tFiesystems clc) not have the capacity to
handle the anticipated archive, the growth in data ingest and dissemination, and
expanded quality control, analysis and reprocessing requirements in the coming years.

The computational capacity will need to grow from 10 MFLOPS at the beginning of
1991 to over 300 MFLOPS by 1996, i.e., a factor of 30:1. On-line disk •storage should
grow from 60 GB to over 500 GB during this period. The Configurations are evolving
from a central processor surrounded by dedicated terminals to a fully distributed client-
server architecture which can expand in response to workload demands.

2.0. NOAA Data Centers: There are three National Data Centers and over a dozen
centers of data in NOAA. The data centers are structured as formal archive centers

and serve at this Nation's world data centers for their respective disciplines. The
following provides a description of the centers and their activities.

2.:1. The National Climate Dat_ Center (NoDC) in Asheviile, North Carolina was

established in 1950. The National Archives and Records Service, in compliance with
the Federal Records Act of 1950, specified that NCDC's climatological records be
permanently retained, it has been designated as a World Data Center (WDC)-A for
Meteorology. it also operates the SatelliteData-Service Division which manages the

high volume satellite data. The Center is responsible for ingest, quality control,
archiving, managing, providing_user access, and performing-analysis of data which
describes the global climate system. The NCDC also supports major new programs
such as the National Weather Service Modernization, Climate and Global Change, the

Coast Watch Initiative, and the Level-0 Earth Observing Systems (EOS) path finder
effort. In 1992, new data sources from foreign satellites will be introduced. The center

has a staff of 290 full time employees (FTEs), 100 contract and 190 federal employees.
Each working day results in 160 orders from 360 user contacts. Annually, about 5,000

bulletins are prepared and supp!ied to 40,000 subscribers. Much of NCDC's data (by
physical volume) is in the form of paper records such as ship logs, and although
manually accessible, is not readily usable, and they appear to be deteriorating. There
are fifty thousand cubic feet of paper records at NCDC. There are also film and other
non-machine readable information stored in the National Archives.

NOAA has a contract with the University of Wisconsin to collect and archive data from
the NOAA geostationary operational satellites (GOES). The GOES data collected from

=
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1978 to the present, is recorded and stored at the University of Wisconsin's Space
Science and Engineering Center. To date, the GOES data are stored on 25,000
Sony U-matic beta video (19mm commercial video standard) video cassettes in 4 GB
increments. Access to the data is not highly efficient because some of the cartridges
are offsite in the state records office, and because the data must be reingested as a
satellite readout. The GOES archive represents the largest amount of data anywhere

in the NOAA system to be rescued and be made more readily accessible. To improve
access, the center is engaged in a pathfinder study on mechanisms to improve the
access to the data.

2.2. The Nstionel Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) in Boulder, Colorado was
established in 1972. Its mission is to manage solid earth and marine geophysical data
as well as ionospheric, solar and other space environmental data; and to provide
facilities for World Data Center-A for Geophysics which encompasses Solid Earth
Geophysics, Solar-Terrestrial Physics, Marine Geology and Geophysics, and

Glaciology. The center has a staff of 60 FTEs.

NGDC has over 300 databases including 54 million (M) Ionograms, 2.5M
magnetograms, 12 million flight miles of aeromagnetic data and 10 million miles of
ship track data. There are 25,000 magnetic tapes partly at NGDC in Boulder and
partly in Asheville at NCDC. About 2000 tapes per year arrive from originators outside
of NGDC. Their goal is to keep all of the ingest tapes and maintain two additional
copies for use in normal center activities (3 copies total). About 14,000 tapes have no
backup. There is a requirement to copy 12,000 tapes a year for routine migration.
NGDC relies on the error checking provided by the tape copying system and

supplements this with printouts of beginning/end of record data and record counts.

NGDC began the NOAA CD-ROM program four years ago. Its first CD-ROM title was

"Geophysics of North America". The center now has a total of 12 CD-ROMs
completed or underway. This effort should change the distribution system for data
from its tape orientation and probably deflect some use of the network to obtain data.
During 1990, distribution of data by CD-ROMs has increased both the number of
requests for digital data and the annual amount of data distributed by the center. The
distribution of data by CD-ROM puts the data into a form highly convenient and useful
to Pcs and workstations.

The National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) under contract to NGDC operates
the World Data Center-A for Glaciology. The role of NSIDC is to acquire, archive and
disseminate data relating to all forms of snow and ice. It provides data to about 500
requesters per year from a digital archive data base of about 15 GB (300 standard

tapes); 7GB are from the NIMBUS-7 Scanning Multi-channel Microwave Radiometer,
and 3 GB are Special Sensor Microwave/Image (SSM/I) data. Many of the NSIDC
datasets are redundantly held at other NOAA data centers. A daily volume of 1 GB of
data from the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) Operational Unescan
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System (managed by NGDC) will be forwarded from the DMSP readout site to NSDIC

on EXABYTE tape. A similar means is being developed to distribute a weekly data
volume of 800MB between the Joint Ice Center (JIC), in Suitland and the National
Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) in Boulder. The NSIDC has been designated as
an EOSDIS Distributed Active Archive Center (DAAC). As such, it will build up its
computational and archival ability to meet EOSDIS defined mission goals. As a DAAC,

the NSIDC will relocate to the University of Colorado campu s.

2.3. The National Oceanographic Data Center (NODC)has been in operation since

1961 as an interagency, facility under the U.S. Navy, and became a part of NOAA in
1970. Its mission is to manage OCeanographic data. It has operated as a World Data
Center-A (WDC-A) for Oceanography since 1962. NODC has a staff of 85 FTEs.

NODC's files include data collected by U.S. federal agencies; state and local
government agenciesl Universities an_reSearCh institutions:, foreign government
agencies and institutions; and private industry. Currently, NODC maintains a digital
archive of both in-situ and satellite-sensed ocean data in excess of 30 GB. A potential
equivalent of 10 GB of digital data are currently maintained in analog form such as
data reports, manuscripts, and analog instrument recordings. With the establishment
of NODC data management responsibilities for ocean observing satellites, including
non-NOAA geostationary and orbiting platforms; new global collection efforts, including
the Global Ocean Flux Study (GOFS), the World Ocean Climate Experiment 0NOCE),
and the Climate and Global Change Project; and new U. S. coastal ocean studies,
including CoastWatch and the Coastal Ocean Program, the archive is expected to
increase twenty fold between FY90 and FY95.

NODC has a large amount of analog data. A tablet digitizer is used to annually
process 10,000 expendable bathythermograph traces (XB'I') to 2 MB of data. NODC
has a contract with the Navy to annually process 100,000 similar traces. Mechanical
bathythermographs (MBT) onglass slides (300,000) _await conversion and are

expected to result in 1_,5GB of data. Acoustic Doppler Profiling, done from University
and NOAA ships, is expected to be a new source of data. There are perhaps 20 ships
that may be equipped with these profilers. At the present, only a few are capturing the
data for archiving purposes. Each profiler should provide 10 MB per ship month. In
the future, 100 ship months per year of these data could be archived.

The NOAA Coastwatch Data Management, Archive, and Access System (NCAAS) now
under development will result in expansion of the archive, related quality control, and
retrieval and distribution activities based on SONY12 inch WORM Optical Disks.
NODC also is responsible for the NOAA Library and there is interest in digitizing some
of its data and metadata holdings.

NODC is responsible for the NOAA Earth System Data Directory, and interfacing it with
the larger NASA based master directory effort. This is part of the catalog
interoperability effort which is underway among other government agencies and
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foreign data centers. The master directory is also needed to fit with the EOSDIS
version 0 effort where the catalog interoperability will perform relevant IMS (Information

Management System) functions. NOAA's master directory is VAX based, with
specially written software, and the ORACLE Data Base Management System.

A prototype database system has been developed to provide NODC users with direct
access to an on-line, interactive data archive. It maintains a data base of over 23
million marine observations from 310,000 ocean stations. Access to the data is

obtainable through spatial or temporal searches with arbitrary combinations of
instruments, platforms, and parameters. By FY 1993, NODC plans to add all of its

vertical profile data (Nansen, Bathythermograph, C/STD, etc.) to the POSEIDON

system.

2.4. NOAA Centers of Data include those data collection and operations elements

performing observations and monitoring services as part of NOAA's recurring mission
responsibilities. Listed below are the principal centers:

Discipline Title Lg(;:eti0n

Bathymetry,
Nautical charts,

Geodesy

Charting and Geodetic
Services

Rockville, Maryland

Climate Climate Analysis Center Camp Springs, Maryland

Fisheries National Marine
Fisheries Service

Seattle, WA; Woods
Hole, MA; Miami,FL;

Bay St. Louis,MS;
San Diego, CA

Ice Navy Joint Ice Center Suitland, Maryland

Lake Data Great Lakes Ann Arbor, MI
Environmental Research Lab

Oceanography Center for Ocean

Analysis and Prediction

Monterey, CA

Oceanography Ocean Products Center Suitland, Maryland

Pacific Ocean Equatorial Pacific Seattle, WA
Data Information Collection
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Particle

Deposition Data

Air Resources Lab Silver Spring, MD

Sea Level University of Hawaii Honolulu, HI

Snow and Ice National Snow and Ice
Data Center

Boulder, CO

Tides National Tide and
and Water Level Data Base

Rockville, MD

Trace Gases Global Monitoring for
Climate Change

3.0. Digital Data Request History_ and Projection

Boulder, CO

The support for global change by the NSF has increased about 35% per year since
1987 and is expected to increase for FY 1992. NOAA's global change funding has
roughly doubled each year since 1989. Other agencies are also increasing their global
change funding. The overall funding for all agencies has increased seven times from
FY89 to 1991. From this, one could expect a large increase in the number of data

requests at the centers. However, in the aggregate, there has only been a modest
increase in the number of requests for each of the last two years ('89 and '90), and
the projections are, therefore, based on this modest rate of increase. Another view is
that the secondary distribution of data from scientist to scientist may be on the
increase because of the ease of transmission over networks, coupled with a desire to
obtain a dataset that has had use in a familiar science project. Possibly this
secondary distribution masks the size of the actual data dissemination.

The biggest impact on the number of requests and volume of data distributed has
been from the introduction of CD-ROMs. This indicates that the increased use of

CD-ROMs for data distribution provides a means for rapid deployment of the data

among members of the research community. Secondary distribution of data from
scientist to scientist may be on the increase because of the ease of transmission over
networks, coupled with a desire to obtain a dataset that has had use in a familiar

science project.

4.0. Mass Storage/File Management Requirements

As the amount of data iScreases and the NOAA mission focuses on improving i

accessibility of data for global change research, there is an urgent requirement to
develop mass storage systems with file management software at the centers to
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improve archive management, provide vastly improved access mechanisms, and to
reduce the amount of media and associated space requirements. Moreover, the mass
storage system is the heart of a file management system. For the immediate purpose
at hand, a mass storage system should include the following:

4.1. Hi_rar_:hicsI File Director

A hierarchical file directory is needed that permits, as a minimum, the acceptance of
UNIX file names. The directory needs to maintain the access and update history
information for the file. The directory should allow for handling mixed media within a
single search, for cross indexing between devices, and for recording data set
utilization records for future knowledge based system applications. This directory
must interoperate with a number of different data base systems passing query

information through during interoperable data searches.

4.2. A hierarchy Qf storage leveL8

The mass storage system should support a hierarchy of storage levels with increasing
physical capacity and decreasing performance at the bottom, and decreasing physical
capacity and high transfer rates at the top (as viewed from the user client processes).
At the top, this permits the evolution to direct access electronic storage, so that the
mass storage becomes a truly integrated part of a computing environment.

4.3. File Management Software

The file management software should offer options for data compression. It should
permit the use of checksums as an overall error control mechanism. Data conversion
software should be available to migrate the data from one physical media to another,
as generic files, without disturbing the data content. The software would sample files
on a statistical basis reading them to verify that they were still intact and that the media
had not deteriorated beyond the point where only soft data checks were obtained. In
the event that sufficient degradation was detected during this sampling process, the
files would be migrated to new media with a corresponding directory update.
Migration would also be triggered during normal accesses whenever too many soft
errors occur.

Migration of files from archival or working media to a buffer storage area would occur
following the initial access to permit data to be more rapidly retrieved from the faster
devices in the storage hierarchy. The migration and actual location of the data should
be presented to the user/application programs in a transparent manner including, as
an option, presentation to client processes in a manner simulating direct retrieval from
the ingest media if desired. To accomplish this transparency, the file management
software should provide for the ingest of data from existing media and distributed to:
standard half-inch magnetic tapes in all densities and formats, EXABYTE, DAT, CD-
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ROMs, optical disks, video cassette recording technologies, digital optical media, etc.
An encapsulation of the ingested media's data should record the presence and
location of permanent data errors, physical record lengths in bytes, the presence and
location of ingest media specific flags, such as tape marks, end of tape flags, etc., so
that upon access, the data can be handed to processing programs that need to be
aware of the different media. The file management software should be able to handle
any of the existing data formats and to invoke conversion rou{ines to a standard if one
is adopted. The ability to move files from the mass storage to e requester's media in
the original format should be provided.

4.4. Network Access and Networking

The NOAA centers should be coupled to the internet, at internet backbone rates, and
eventually to the National Research and Education Network (NREN). W_th 740
universities, laboratories and industrial sites now on the network, and 75 more
expected in the 2nd half of 1991, the internet is widely available to the scientists
involved in global change and EOS. There are 16 NSFnet backbone sites. Two of
these, the University of Maryland and NCAR, are in close proximity to NOAA data
centers. Where large data volume data transfers are required, conventional
conveyance services would probably suffice with economic considerations determining
the mode of conveyance.

5.0. Considerations

The system life under the NOAA mandate to manage data for long-term global

change research purposes is open ended. The value of data increases with age for
use in performing long term environmental change research. Global patterns are
known to be subtle over time, even when viewed in a rapidly changing environment.
Today's collection of environmental data is pitifully small and of too short a duration
compared to the amount required to filter out the statistical noise over an extended
time domain.

The operational requirements are influenced by incremental science requirements
established as the knowledge of the relationships between instrument responses and

conversion to physical units became better known from the results of research and
development of more sophisticated processing algorithms. Because the development

of sufficient knowledge to fully understand the earth observation responses is an
accretive and repetitive process, the entire data set will require repeated reprocessing

to adequately describe the data for long-term documentation and preservation.
!?

Aggregation Of similar_but different and sometimesdisparate data types is also an
important feature to include. A well understood aggregation principle will allow for
compartmenting the data across the media domain in a "most" convenient form for
vastly improving the access mechanisms. This will become increasingly important as
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the longevity of the archive increases. Aggregation implies some degree of
redundancy, but in a positive sense, in that redundancy of particularly critical data sets
reduces the risk of data loss over time.

Votume management may require compression mechanisms to reduce the over-
volume of data as it ages. Critical data and information will require the application of
Iossless data compression where data sets are reduced in volume. When permitted,
other means can be used to reduce data volume with controlled data loss as achieved

through sampling, or through small-loss data compression techniques or a
combination of the techniques to yield much higher compression ratios. This may
particularly attractive for managing very high volume image data sampled in the visible
spectra.

The technological gallop of the last several years continues to accelerate and new
storage and processing technologies are obviating the need to consider destruction of
cumbersome data through full scene sampling, scan sampling or reduction to gross
descriptive parameters which describe the sum of the parts in abbreviated form.
In order to take advantage of improved and less costly storage technologies, there is

a plan to migrate the data periodically as the volumes dictate and the technology
allows and with each migration to yet developed capabilities, it becomes even more
feasible to consider placing all of the data in a near-line access environment. The
migration process will require content processing to re-develop the cross reference
inventory information to include additional content description information as part of
the inventory metadata file to increasingly document the data as it ages. Data
migration is an essential element in developing a never-ending data life for the sake of
offering an extended time baseline data set essential for detecting global scale
changes.

A wide variety of media will be used for distributing data and information to users. The
large number of formats used by the NOAA data centers means that many conversion
procedures will be needed. It would be better not to convert the data in the archives
themselves, but to write procedures which can be invoked in a demand fashion. In
this way, the data can be left in its original form while confidence is gained in the
accuracy of the conversion. If any problems arise in the converted data, the original
data will not be contaminated. The problem becomes one of reworking the
conversion routine and alerting previous users of the defect rather than trying to fix a
partially scrambled dataset. The downside is that there will be an additional processing
cost when the data is requested. Another problem with the standard data format
concept is that many researchers who submit data to the data centers will probably
never conform to a standard format. Insistence on a format may become an

impediment to releasing the data to a center for distribution.
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6.0. _Assumptions and Constraints

Factoring today's technology advancement timescale for the purpose of being both
realistic and conservative, the period of migration to exploit new technologies and
avoid system obsolescence to extend the validity of the data and information is
established at no less than every 10 years. A suggestion was recently made that the
migration rate be a function of the expected half life of the medium used. For the
3480 tapes, the manufacturers agree that 10 years of full performance life should be
expected, thus the half life for migration purposes would be five years. The criteria for
accepting a new technology as a candidate for data migration is; improved archival
qualities, the per data byte storage cost must be one half the previous, the physical
storage requirements be at least five times less, and the data transfer rate to move
the data from the media be no slower than that of the older media. And, finally, the
data migration step will include data processing to derive or extend content description
data to be used for the purpose of validating the preservation state of the data and for
reinventoring the data to add content information developed through the accretion of
user knowledge and experience.

Another assumption is that all of the data will be reprocessed three times during a 25
year cycle. This reprocessing cycle may coincide with a data migration step since all
of the migration will include a content review during the passage of data from one

medium to another. The development of reprocessing algorithms will not be charged
as a data management system task but will require that the data management system
be able to put significant quantities of data on-line or at-hand for "live" ingest mode
processing.

7.0. Conclusion

To continue managing data as we do today would eventually require a facility to
accommodate an enormous number of media units to hold the data volumes projected
for the future. As the new data continues, the added function of migrating data from
degenerating media (from a systems as well as physical viewpoint), will compound the
storage requirements as the annual data volume accumulates by the hundreds of
trillions of data samples each year. If acceptable mass store systems are not
continually developed to match the data growth and data management requirements, _
the logistics would be overwhelmed and the system would fall apart never to be
recovered again because of the enormous cost to recover an inevitable backlog.

The data only has value to the research community if it is conveniently and efficiently
accessible. If the data were placed in a warehouse environment, which would
ultimately have to happen if nothing was done, it would soon lose its value and
possibly its identity because of the cost to acquire it and eventually would be lost
because of the huge cost to locate, ship back, copy and return the data copies as the
data volume grows beyond manageable proportions. This is aside to the issue of data
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loss due to media deterioration. The only acceptable solution would be through

development of a system capability to provide highly efficient and sophisticated data
management capabilities which would accommodate online data sources. In order for
this to happen, advanced media technologies have to be employed along with

advanced sophisticated data management software to eliminate the manual interfaces
where possible to provide the data in a ready mode for user interaction at the
subsetting level. The data value increases dramatically when placed in this type of
environment as the access to the system can provide instant gratification and

encourages repeated and expanded data query activities. This, in turn, accelerates
the research progress and enhances the research results thus broadening the value of
the data to the advancement of science and knowledge.

To physically compress the data through the implementation of high capacity media
coupled with the systems capability to control and index these data in an online or
near-line environment offers a significant reduction in the requirements to house the
archives both in terms of physical space and recurring energy and labor expenses.
The closer on line the data are placed, the less labor is required to physically mount
data either in the appropriate archive slot or onto the processing system. As
electronic access become more fully integrated into the system, direct labor service
categories will be eliminated. A major cost avoidance to be reckoned with is the cost
of adding increasing large physical facilities as the data volume grows at the projected
rates. The pace of implementation of new technologies should allow shrinking of the
space requirements to match the increase of data accumulating in the facilities.
An indirect benefit of space compression through improved storage technologies
would be realized form compressing the facilities requirements sufficiently to consider

replicating the data in distributed locations as a risk reduction measure.

The broadest benefits are in terms of what the value of the data is to the world of

environmental change. Without a responsibly managed data record of scientific
measurements over time, there would be no baseline to objectively determine if the

environment we live in is really changing, how much, and at what rate. Without these
data, economies would be based on subjective opinions and in some cases, hear say.

Public policy would more often than not be misguided and consequences of
enormous proportions could occur to our physical well being either through economic
collapse or through direct physical changes. Even today, global change scenarios
portend potential devastating effects to our coastal cities and this country's agro-
economies. But, do we build dikes and seek alternate water sources if we are not

really sure what, if any, impacts there are? Without the data, no one knows, so any
investment in mitigating a potential problem is an economic risk. The other question
is; even if we know, can we afford to take avoidance action? Or better yet, is the
cause due to environmental causes or due to a much broader cyclic processes. One

thing is certain, there is a great potential for change based on the knowledge at hand
today, and sound economic planning based on knowledge may be sufficient to avoid
economic collapse. In a Nation with a trillion dollar economy, the risks are too great
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not to invest an insignificantly small percent of this economy to acquire the maximum
amount of knowledge possible and establish this knowledge base as soon as
possible. In the case of environmental data, data is knowledge; there can never be
enough data, and the data record can never be long enough. But where there is
data, it must be systematically managed to be of any value at all.
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DATA MANAGEMENT

_ZLLIAH H. CALLICOTT

OFFICE OF SYSTENS DEVELOPHENT
DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS DZVZSION

NATIONAL ENVZRONHENTAL SATELLITE,

DATA AND INFORHATZON SERVZCE
NATZONAL OCEANIC AND ATMOSPHERIC ADHZNZSTRATZON

NSSDC CONFERENCE ON MASS STORAGE SYSTEHS AND TECHNOLOGZES

FOR SPACE AND EARTH SCZENCE APPLICATZONS

NASA/GODDARO SPACE FLIGHT CENTER

GREENBELT, _ARYLANO

3ULY 25, 1991

DMA MANAGEMENT PROCESSES

O INGEST

O QUALITY CONTROL

O CATALOG

O ACCESS

O PRESERVATION
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INGEST,

0 THREE DISCIPLINE CENTERS AND U.S. WORLD DATA CENTERS:

O

NATIONAL CLIMATE DATA CENTER - ASHEVILLE, NORTH CAROLINA
NATIONAL OCEANOGRAPHIC DATA CENTER - WASHINGTON, D.C,
NATIONAL GEOPHYSICAL DATA CENTER - BOULDER, COLORADO

SIXTEEN CENTERS OF DATA:

SATELLITE DATA PROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION - SUITLAND, MD
NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE - SILVER SPRING, MD
NATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL CENTER - CAMP SPRiNGs, MD
CHARTING AND GEODETIC SERVICES - ROCKVILLE, MD

CLIMATE ANALYSIS CENTER - CAMP SPRINGS, MD
NATIONALMARINE FISHERIES SERVICE - SEATTLE, WA; MOODSHOLE, HA;

MIAMI, FL; BAY ST Louis, MS;
SAN DIEGO, CA

NAVY JOINT ICE CENTER - SUITCAND, MD
GREAT LAKES ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH LAB - ANN ARBOR, HI

CENTER FOR OCEAN ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION - MONTEREY, CA
OCEAN PRODUCTS CENTER - SUITLAND, MD
EGUATORIAL PACIFIC INFORMATION COLLECTION - SEATTLE, WA
AIR RESOURCES LABORATORY - SILVER SPRING, _D

UNIVERSITY OF HAMAII - HONOLULU, HI
NATIONAL SNOW AND ICE DATA CENTER - BOULDER, CO

NATIONAL TIDE AND WATER LEVEL DATA BASE - ROCKVILLE, 140
GLOBAL MONITORING FOR GLOBAL CHANGE - BOULDER, CO

NOAA CENTERS

o DIGITAL HOLDINGS INCLUDE: 11 TB ON 240,000 COMPUTERTAPES

o IN-SITU DATA INCLUDED IN ABOVE: 2 TB

o GOES DATA HE_ AT THE uNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN: 100 TB ON 25,000 SONY
U-HATIC BETA TAPES

o SERVICE OVER 7,000 REOUESTS FOR DATA AND INFORMATION PER YEAR

o ANNUALLY PRODUCE5,000 BULLETINS TO 40,000 SUBSCRIBERS

o OVER 90.000,000 PAGES OF NON-DIGITAL DATA AND INF0_TION
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II4tEDIATE DIGITAL VOLUHE GROWTH
(VOLUMES IN BILLIONS OF BYTES)

1991

CLIMATE DATA CENTER 520

0CEANOGRAPHZCDATA CENTER 30

GEOPHYSZCALDATA CENTER 450

SATELLITE DATA SERVICES 10,400 14,200

GOES DATA ARCHIVE

ACCUMULATIVE TOTAL:

1992 1993 1994 1995 ;996

570 840 1,300 2,130 3,420

160 200 260 280 370

540 650 780 930 1,110

18,000 21,800 25,600 29,400

107.000 113.000_.20_

118,400 128,470 139,690 158,740 178,140 198,300
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O

O

PRESERVATION

NORA MISSION TO HANAGETHE ARCHIVES ON A PEP_ANENT BASIS AS A
NATIONAL TRUST

ALTERNATIVES FOR PRESERVING DATA ON AN INDEFINITE BASES:

- FIND A MEDIA THAT IS INDELIBLE INDEFINITELY

.., MANAGE ACCESS SYSTEM INDEFINITELY

... ENSURE MEDIA LONGEVITY (ENTOMB MEDIA AND SITE)
,,, RECURRING 0UALITY CONTROL

,,. LIFETIME SYSTEM MAINTENANCE
,,, MIGRATE ON DEMAND
... OPERATE ARCHIVE CENTER(S) AS DEEP ARCHIVE

- ASSUHE A 10 YEAR SYSTEH AND TECHNOLOGYCYCLE

... RECURRING MIGRATION OF 10 YEAR OLD MEDIA CONTINUALLY
LOOKING AT DEVELOPING TECHNOLOGY ADVANTAGES

... KEEP TWO COPIES, ONE ENTIRE DATA SET ENTOMBED,
ONE IN ACTIVE ARCHIVES AT DISTRIBUTED DISCIPLINE
ARCHIVE CENTERS

... MAINTAIN PORTIONS OF THE DATA AT THE ACTIVE CENTERS ON-LINE,
THE REST NEAR-LINE

... THE MASTER COPY KEPT NEAR-LIE WITH SUFFICIENT ON-LINE

CAPABILITY TO SERVICE ACCESS REOUESTS AND FOR MIGRATION
PROCESSING

O

ARCHIVE INTEGRITY

MEDIA PERFORHANCECONTINUALLY MONITOREDTHROUGHERROR DETECTION
AND CORRECTION INFORMATION PASS BACK

- PROCESSING ON-DEMAND

- SCHEDULED MEDIA MAINTENANCE

o MIGRATION OFFERS OPPORTUNITIES TO:

- UP-TO-DATA CATALOG FACILITIES
- INCLUDE LOW-LEVEL DATA INVENTORY DESCRIPTIONS

WITHIN CATALOG INVENTORY FILE
- IMPROVE DATA AGGREGATION TO MEET CURRENT SCIENCE REQUIREMENTS
- COMPACT STORAGE AND DATA TRANSFER THROUGH THE USE OF

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGIES
- REGENERATION OF SYSTEMS AND DATA EXERCISES THE DATA

FOR ITS HEALTH
- ENABLES INCREASED ON-LINE ACCESS FACILITIES
- OPENS NEW DOORS FOR DATA ACCESS AND TRANSFER

o OUALITY CONTROL:

- ANALYZE DATA TO ENSURE CREDIBILITY DURING INGEST
- MONITOR MEDIA PERFORMANCE TO ENSURE RELIABILITY OVER TIME
- MAINTAIN LOG OF ACCESS ACTIVITIES TO BUILD DECISION HISTORY
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Notes for

Storage Needs in Future
Supercomputer Environments

the presentation by:

Sam Coleman
Lawrence Llvermore National Laboratory

July 25, 1991 at the

NASA Goddard "Mass Storage Workshop"

Introduction

The Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory (LLNL) is a Department of
Energy contractor, managed by the
University of California since 1952. Major
projects at the Laboratory include the
Strategic Defense Initiative, nuclear
weapon design, magnetic and laser fusion,
laser isotope separation and weather mod-
eling. The Laboratory employs about 8,000
people. There are two major computer
centers: The Livermore Computer Center
and the National Energy Research
Supercomputer Center.

As we increase the computing capacity of
LLNL systems and develop new applica-
tions, the need for archival capacity will
increase. Rather than quantify that in-
crease, I will discuss the hardware and
software architectures that we will need to

support advanced applications.

Storage Architectures

The architecture of traditional super-
computer centers, like those at Livermore,
include host machines and storage systems
linked by a network. Storage nodes consist
of storage devices connected to computers
that manage those devices. These comput-
ers, usually large Amdahl or IBM main-
frames, are expensive because they include
many I/O channels for high aggregate
performance. However, these channels and

the devices currently attached to them are
individually slow; storage systems based on
this architecture will become bottlenecks
on HIPPI and other high-performance
networks. Computers with the I/O-channel
performance to match these networks will
be even more expensive than the current
machines.

The need for higher-performance storage
systems is being driven by the remarkable
advances in processor and memory tech-
nology available on relatively inexpensive
workstations; the same technology is
making high-performance networks pos-
sible. These advances will encourage
scientific-visualization projects and other
applications capable of generating and
absorbing quantities of data that can only be
imagined today.

To provide cost-effective, high-perfor-
mance storage, we need an architecture like
that shown in Figure 1. In this example,
striped storage devices, connected to a
HIPPI network through device controllers,
transmit large blocks of data at high speed.
Storage system clients send requests over a
lower-performance network, like an
Ethernet, to a workstation-class machine
controlling the storage system. This
machine directs the device controllers, also
over a lower-performance path, to send
data to or from the HIPPI network. Control
messages could also be directed over the
HIPPI network, but these small messages

PRECEDISIG PPtGE BLANK NOT RLMED
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would decrease the efficiency of moving
large data blocks; since control messages
are small, sending them over a slower
network will not degrade the overall per-

formance of the system when large data
blocks are accessed (this architecture will
not be efficient for applications, like NFS,
that transmit small data blocks).

Workstations

C(

COl

Lower-Performance Control Network

Striped
Devices

i  rchiVe k

Workstation

Class Machine

A High-Performance Storage Architecture
Figure 1

To make the architecture in Figure 1
efficient, we will need the following
components:

• Programmable deVice controllers
imbedding relatively high-level
data-transfer protocols;

High-performance, possibly striped,
archival stora_.dgv_es to match
performance of _ifi__Pi network,
These devices Should be faster than
the D1 and D2 magnetic tapes being
developed today.' ".....
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High-capacity media, with at least
the capacity of the largest D2 tape
cartridges;

Robotics to mount volumes quickly;

Devices and systems that are more
reliable than the 1-in-10 lz error

rates quoted today; and

Devices that are less expensive than
the current high-performance de-
vices.
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In short, we need reliable, automated
archival devices with the capacity of Creo
optical tapes (one terabyte per reel), the
performance of Maximum Strategy disks
(tens of megabytes per second), and the
cost of 8ram tape cartridge systems (less
than $100,000).

As a step toward the Figure 1 architecture,
we are investigating the architecture
shown in Figure 2; we will connect existing
storage devices to our Network Systems
Corp. HYPERchannel, controlled by a
workstation-based UniTree system. Even
though the hardware connections are

E
t
h
e

r

I1
e

t
S

Crays

UniTree

Workstation

Mover

DX

Control

Data

Cray Disks

HYPERchannel

STK 3480 Tapes

Amdahl 6380 Disks

An Interim Storage Architecture at LLNL
Figure 2

available today, the necessary software is
not. In particular, there is no high-level
file-transport software in the NSC DX
HYPERchannel adapter. As an interim
solution, we will put IEEE movers' on our
host machines, allowing direct file-
transport to and from the storage devices
over the HYPERchannel. The UniTree

workstation will provide service to client
workstations and other network machines.

This is acceptable, in the near term,
because most of the archival load comes
from the larger host machines. This
architecture will replace the Amdahl

mainframes that we use to control the
current archive.

Software Needs

To implement high.performance storage
architectures, we need file-transport
software that supports the network-
attached devices in Figure 1. Whether or
not the TCP/IP and OSI protocols can
transmit data at high speeds is subject to
debate; if not, we will have to develop new
protocols.
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From the human client's point of view, we
need software systems that provide
transparent access to storage. Several
transparencies are described in the IEEE
Mass Storage S'ystem Reference Model
document: t

Access
Clients do not know if objects or
services are local or remote.

Concurrency
Clients are not aware that other
clients are using services concur-
rently, ,_ .....

Data representation ______::-_
Clients are not aware that different
data representations are used in
different parts of the system.

Execution
Programs can execute in any location
without being changed.

Fault
Clients are not aware that certain
faults have occurred.

Identity
Services do not make use of the

identity of their clients.

Location
Clients do not know where objects or
services are located.

Migration
Clients are not aware that services
have moved.

Naming
Objects have globally unique names
which are independent of resource
and accessor location.

Performance
Clients see the same performance
regardless of-t_e location of objects
and services (this is not always
achievable unless the user is willing
to slow down local performance).

Replication
Clients do not know if objects or
services are replicated, and services
do not know if clients are replicated.

Semantic

The behavior of operations is inde-
pendent of the location of operands
and the type of failures that occur.

Syntactic
Clients use the same operations and
parameters to access local and re-
mote objects and services,

The IEEE Reference Model
...... = ......

One way to achieve transparency is to de-
velop distributed storage systems that span
clients environments. In homogeneous
environments, like clusters of Digital
Equipment Corp. machines, transparency
can be achieved using proprietary soft-
ware. In more heterogeneous super-
computer centers, standard software,
running on a variety of machines, is
needed. The IEEE Storage System Standards
Working Group is developing standards
(project 1244) on which transparent
software can be built. These standards will
be based on the reference model shown in

Figure 3. The modules in the model are:

Application
Normal client applications codes.

Bitfile Client
This module represents the library
routines or the system calls that in-
terface the application to the Bitfile
Server, the Name Server, and the
Mover.

Bitfile Server

The Bitfile Server manages abstract
objects called bitfiles that represent
uninterpreted strings of bits.

Storage Server
The module that manages the actual
storage of bitfiles, allocating media
extents, scheduling drives, requesting
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volume mounts, and initiating data
transfers.

Physical Volume Repository
The PVR manages physical volumes
(removable disks, magnetic tapes, etc.)
and mounts them on drives, robotically
or manually, upon request.

Mover
The Mover transmits data between two
channels. The channels can be connected
to storage devices, host memories, or
networks.

Site Manager
This modules provides the administra-
tion interface to all of the other modules
of the model.

Biffile
Mover

Biffile
Mover

Applications Bitfile Bitfile
Client Server

Physical
Storage Volume

Server Repository

Name
Server.

All Modules
Control

Data

Volumes

The IEEE Mass Storage System Reference Model
Figure 3

The key ideas that will allow standards
based on the reference model to support
transparency are:

The Mover separates the data path
from the control path, allowing the
controller-to-network path shown
in Figure 1.

The Name Server isolates the map-
ping of human-oriented names to
machine-oriented bitfile indenti-

tiers, allowing the other modules in
the model to support a variety of
different naming environments.

The modularity of the Bitfile Client,
Bitfile Server, Storage Server, and
Physical Volume Repository allows
support for different devices and
client semantics with a minimum of
device- or environment-specific
software.
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I would like to encourage people attending
the Goddard conference to support the IEEE
standards effort by participating in the
Storage System Standards Working Group.
For more information, contact me at:

Sam Coleman
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Mail Stop L-60
P. O. Box 808
Livermore, Ca. 94550
(415) 422-4323
scoleman@llnl.gov

Until standard software systems are
available, there are steps that the storage
industry can take toward more _frahsparent
products. The Sun Microsystems Network
File System and the CMU Andrew File
System provide a degree of transparency.
Work on these sys]ems to improve their
security and performance, and to provide
links to hierarchical, archival systems,
will improve their transparency. I would
suggest that software vendors strive to
provide operating-system access to
archival storage systems, possibly through
mechanisms like the AT&T File System
Switch ....

To learn more about all of the storage
issues that I have mentioned, I would
encourage you to attend the 1lth IEEE Mass
Storage Symposium in Monterey,
California October 7-10, 1991. For
details, contact:

Bernie O'Lear
National Center for Atmospheric
Research
P. O. Box 3000
Boulder, Colorado 80307

Reference

11 Coleman, S. and Mille rl S., Editors, A
Reference-Model for Mass Storage
Systems, IEEE Technical Committee on
Mass Storage Systems and Technology,
May, 1990.

=
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Storage Needs in Future
Supercomputer Environments

Sam Coleman

Livermore Computer Center

July 25, 1991

NASA Goddard

UnlvePslty of California

[_[_[__Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory
NASA SC 7/25;91

The Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory

• Department of Energy contractor
." Managed by the University of California
• Founded in 1952
." Major projects
• Strategic Defense Initiative
• Nuclear weapon design
• Magnetic and laser fusion
• Laser isotope separation
• Weather modeling

•" 8,000 employees, $1B budget
," Two computer centers
• r Livermore Computer Center
• National Energy Research Supercomputer Center

University of Caltl'ornta

[_[__ Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory
NASA SC 7/25/91
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Traditional Supercomputer
Storage Architecture

_twork

University of California

L_ Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory

eeoc

NASA SC 7/25/91

Problems with the Traditional
Architecture

•" Expensive

/

HYPERchannel, Ethemet

University or California

L_ Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory

Slow

NASA SC 7/25/91
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The Need for Higher-
Performance Storage

L

• Rapidly increasing CPU performance

• Exploding main memory sizes "

" High-performance networks

: .Scientific visualization

," New applications (e.g. Mission to Planet Earth)

University of California

_ Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory NASA SC 7_91

A High-Performance
Storage Architecture

Workstations

Lower-Performance Control Network

Unlve_slty of Callt'ornla

I II II1 Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory

Workstation
Class Machine

NASA SC 7/25/91
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What is Needed

• Programmable device controllers
• For protocols above IPI-3

" Striped devices (RAID) .
," HIPPI-spee_ archi#ai devices

." Faster than D1, D2 tapes
• Striped tapes?

• Higher-capacity media

• Increased reliability

• Cheaper devices, maintenance

Un[veFsltp Ol' Calitornla

L_ Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory

NASA SC 7/25/91

ln the Meantime .....

Crays

Workstation

Control

Data

Cray Disks

HYPERchannel

STK 3480 Tapes

Untverstty or Callt'ornta

L_ Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory
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_ Software Needs

Support for network-based devices
Q

• Direct data paths

• High performance protocols

• Transparent, distributed systems

Network-wide naming environments

Performance transparency

Device-, location-, operating system-, network-
independence

•" Portable, Standard Software!

University of California

L_ Lawrence Uvermore
National Laboratory

NASA SC 7/25/91

The IEEE Mass Storage System
Reference Model

• Applications

University or california

L_ Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory

Bitfile
Mover

Biffile
Mover

Bitfile Bitflle Storage
Client Server Server

L

Name
Server

All Modules

Physical
Volume

Control

Data

Volumes

I

NASA SC 7/25/91
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, The Significant Modularity

Data control modules

Applications
Client Server

Interface Logic

Name
Server

arate servers support
rent clients, devices

Name Servers can support
different naming environments

slty of California

!Lawrence Livermore

National Laboratory
NASA SC 7/25/91

In the Meantime .....

• We need to go beyond FTP

Sun Network File System

Need to Improve security, performance

Andrew File System (AFS, IFS) _•

Need to Integrate with archival systems

File systemswit_h(Vi_Uai file system)

Need to prOvide hierarchical, archival storage

University or California _

I II II] Lawrence Livermore
L',-_I National Laboratory

NASA SC 7/25)9i

M
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Summary of Important Issues
for Future Storage Systems

• High-performance architectures

• Network-attached devices

Device striping technology

Transparent, distributed software architectures

• Software standards

• Open Systems

University or California

[_[_[__Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory
NASA SC 7/25/91

To Learn More

." Attend the 11th IEEE Mass Storage
• Symposium

October 7-10, 1991

Monterey Sheraton Hotel, Monterey, CA.

Arranged by

Bernie O'Lear

National Center for Atmospheric Research

P. O. Box 3000

Boulder, Colorado 80307

Untverslty of California

L_ Lawrence LivermoreNational Laboratory
NASA SC 7/25/91
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Requirements for a Network Storage Service

Suzanne M. Kelly and Rena A. Haynes

Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM

INTRODUCTION

Sandia National Laboratories provides a high performance

classified computer network as a core capability in support of

its mission of nuclear weapons design and engineering, physical

sciences research, and energy research and development.

The network, locally known as the Internal Secure Network (ISN),

was designed in 1989 and comprises multiple distributed local

area networks (LANs) residing in Albuquerque, New Mexico and

Livermore, California. The TCP/IP protocol suite is used for

inter-node communications. Scientific workstations and mid-range

computers, running UNiX-based operating systems, compose most

LANs. One LAN, operated by the Sandia Corporate Computing

Directorate, is a general purpose resource providing a

supercomputer and a file server to the entire ISN.

The current file server on the supercomputer LAN is an

implementation of the Common File System (CFS) developed by Los

Alamos National Laboratory. Subsequent to the design of the ISN,

Sandia reviewed its mass storage re_lirements and chose to enter

into a competitive procurement to replace the existing file

server with one more adaptable to a UNIX/TCP/IP environment.

The requirements study for the network was the starting point for

the requirements study for the new file server. The file server

is called the Network Storage Service (NSS) and its requirements

are described in this paper. The next section gives an

application or functional description of the NSS. The final

section adds performance, capacity, and access constraints to the

requirements.

APPLICATION DESCRIPTION

This application description section defines the functions and

capabilities of the NSS. After describing the NSS perspective,

NSS functions are developed from both the end-user and

operations/maintenance viewpoints. NSS characteristics are also
described.

NSS Perspective

The NSS shall support a hierarchy of data storage. The storage

levels shall include an on-line facility and an archival

facility. A back-up capability for both on-line and archival
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files is also required. The on-line facility will be the primary
storage system for the NSS. As files age or space limit
thresholds are crossed, files will be migrated to the slower
access, but denser archival facility. Access, capacity, and
performance requirements for the on-line and archival facilities
are given in the next section. Both on-line and archival data
access must be functionally transparent to end-users; for
example, if files are migrated from one facility to another, the
user should not need to know the facility name to access the
files. The NSS shall have the capability of ensuring that the
most active user data resides on the storage level with the
fastest access time appropriate for the file size.

NSS Functions

The NSS will provide data storage, retrieval, and access services

to two major classes of customers. The first class represents

the end-users of computing systems at Sandia. This set of

customers is primarily concerned with the functionality and

flexibility of services provided. End-users are also interested

in the ease of use and accessibility of the services as well as

the integrity of their data. Besides actual computer users, this

group includes processes on other network service nodes that
utilize NSS facilities.

The second class of customers represents the operations and

maintenance personnel. This set of customers is primarily

concerned with the reliability and performance of the NSS as well

as maintainability issues. Other areas of concern for this group

include accounting, security, and space management functionality.

The following sections describe the functional requirements of

the NSS from these two points of view.

End-User Functional Requirements

The NSS shall support a standard set of functions for user file

access within a UNIX environment. User files shall be maintained

in logically hierarchical directory structures, and users will be

able to create and delete their own tree structures.

Many UNiX-based systems have a signed 32-bit field for

calculating file offsets. Based on this constraint, the required

maximum file size is at least 2.1475 gigabytes (231 bytes). The

supercomputer may generate files an order of magnitude or more

larger than 231 bytes, but current industry standards do not

support directly accessing such large files. A size limit of 231

x i0 bytes is desired for the NSS so that as industry standards

change, the NSS will be able to support larger files.

NSS data files shall have the capability of being opened, closed,

read from, or written to, from within a user program via the

Network File System (NFS). If any extensions to NFS are needed,

they should be limited to the NSS software, but security
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constraints may require changes to NFS software on other nodes.

File access from a network node will permit record-level I/O and

will not require that a file be staged entirely to/from local

data storage. All physical storage levels on the NSS shall be

transparent to the end-user except for perhaps an initial access

time, e.g., mount time associated with accessing an archived
file.

File-transport-level access to user data will be provided within

the context of the File Transport Protocol (FTP) supported from

TCP/IP. This level of access will guarantee delivery of the

entire file to the destination node's local storage area or

return an error. FTP must meet security requirements as

specified in the next section. While the user interface to the

FTP shall be consistent on all nodes, the FTP may utilize

additional protocols besides TCP/IP.

The basic philosophy of the NSS is to treat files as bit streams.

Only the standard FTP and NFS data formatting features will be

supported. Automatic encryption and compression routines will

not be available on the NSS.

Independent of the hierarchical storage levels of on-line and

archival is a back-up capability. The back-up capability will be

used in two modes:

l. An operational back-up of the on-line disks will be taken to

permit recovery in case of media failure. These back-up

copies will remain in the Central Computing Facility.

• Users may request specific files or subtrees of files to be

backed up. The file(s) may be in the on-line or the archival

facility. In a periodic (perhaps nightly) run, these files

will be copied to the back-up media and subsequently sent to

off-site storage. An option should allow the back-up media

to be segregated by user id.

In addition to file access and back-up capabilities, the NSS will

provide end-users with file management functions. These will

include the capabilities of retrieving user file/directory

information; setting, changing, and retrieving user

file/directory access permissions, including ownership;

establishing and changing some accounting information at the file

or subtree level; creating, deleting, and renaming user

files/directories; and copying or moving files or subdirectories

to another directory in the user's hierarchy or to a directory in

another user's area if permissions allow. (Note that rename and

move are two distinct logical functions although both are

accomplished with one command in the UNIX environment. ) The

capabilities of automatically maintaining file revisions

(versions), marking files as undeletable or deletable, and

comparing files are also desired. The file information that will

be maintained and can be reported on includes file name, user id

of owner, accounting information, date and time created, date and
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time last accessed, date and time last modified, file type,

number of links to the file, and file length in bytes. Date and

time last accessed should only be updated when accessed by a non-

system process. If a file is a link file, then the resolved path

name will also be available. Information shall be available on a

single file basis or on multiple files, for example, by using

wildcard notation in the query. Wildcarding at the directory

level is required. Options will be available to sort the file

information output and to obtain user subtree information.

Access permissions on files should allow the owner of a file to

specify read, write, or execute permissions for specific users or

groups of users. Access permissions may be specified on a single

file or multiple file (for example, on a subtree of files) basis.

A universal, or public-type, read access mechanism is desired.

The user interface to NSS file services shall be readily

available on any UNIX system that has access to the ISN.

Knowledge of the network topology shall not be required for file

access from the user level. Shell level commands will permit

wildcard or template specification of files. Redirection

capabilities are desired so that a file transfer can be initiated

from one node for delivery to a process on another node, but

security constraints may restrict this redirection capability.

The preceding paragraphs have dealt primarily with the NSS

capability, flexibility, and ease of use requirements for end-

users. The NSS shall also maintain the integrity of users' data

and provide protection mechanisms to detect and prevent the

corruption of data. File-level locking capabilities during write

operations are required, andrecord-level locking mechanisms are

desired. NSS availability shall be on a twenty-four hour basis

365 days a year except for periods required for system
maintenance.

Operations Functional Requirements

There will be no dedicated operator attending the NSS, although

there will be a centralized operations center where the NSS can

be monitored. Due to this unattended nature of the NSS, any

normal movement between on-line and archival storage levels shall

not require operator intervention. The centralfzed operations

center will handle exception conditions. Except for importing

and exporting back-up media, the back-up process should also be

automatic.

A single master file directory shall be maintained for all files

known to the storage system, including files in archival storage.

It is desirable for this directory to be maintained as a tree

structure. The master file directory will be journaled and

archived, and utilities will be ayai!abl e to recover the master

file directory-_n case of data corruption or catastrophic

failure. Operations personnel will be able, in a privileged
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mode, to access, list, and modify the contents of the master file

directory.

Capabilities for backing up and restoring the on-line storage, as

well as specific user files or subdirectories, will be provided.

Utilities to print or dump individual data files will also be
available. The NSS must allow other network nodes to be able to

mount at the NSS directory level as well as at the file system
level.

The NSS file management software shall maintain a hierarchy of

storage levels where files are stored based on file size and

frequency of use. Space management and file migration utilities

shall be available for discretionary use by operations personnel.

Automatic aging and migration capabilities with configurable

parameters that operators can modify shall be provided as well as

tools for monitoring storage and access performance.

Since reliability is a key concern for operations, the NSS shall

include external and internal redundancy features. The NSS must

continue to operate in a degraded mode upon a single subsystem

failure such as an operator console or a disk controller.

Performance tools shall also be provided to allow operations

staff to monitor and obtain statistics on file accesses,

effective transfer rates, and media access.

To support integrity as well as reliability, the NSS shall

maintain an audit trail of file operations, permit access to

files only after access rights are verified, and maintain

recovery files that permit recovery of the master file directory
without loss of data.

Any recovered or unrecovered hardware or software errors shall be

recorded in an error log along with the date and time of

occurrence and additional diagnostic information. Utilities

shall be available to analyze error logs and produce reports for

operational staff.

Since the NSS will operate within the secured SNL environment,

security features described in the next section will be

supported. Operations personnel will be able to obtain logs of

security events, and alarm mechanisms will be activated if

security violations are detected.

Support for accounting functions is required to enable operations

staff to charge customers for NSS usage. This support will

include utilities to determine space/time utilization for files

at each storage level as well as networking or data channel

usage. Accounting algorithmsl will be modifiable and different

storage levels will be charged according to the cost for storage

/retrieval services. The ability to easily obtain and modify

accounting information for files, subdirectories, and files

within subdirectories is required.
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The evolutionary nature of the ISN requires software maintenance

staff to have the ability to maintain and extend the software

initially provided in the NSS. The software development

environment shall allow interactive development of site specific

utilities and extensions. Documentation provided shall include

high level design documents, detailed internals documentation of

the operating system and the file management software, and

operations reference manuals. User reference manuals are also

required to be available. Source code for the file management

software shall be provided in machine readable form to Sandia

software maintenance personnel. Source code for the NSS

operating system is desired, but is required if security features

or the file management software require hooks or modification to

the operating system. In addition to the source code, any

compilers, assemblers, or loaders needed to convert the source

code into machine executable code is required. The associated

"build macros" or equivalent are to be supplied. Software

support tools including high-level language compilers, editors,

debuggers, and computer assisted software engineering tools shall

also be provided.

NSS Characteristics

- =

This section describes the characteristics of the NSS, including

the hardware and system software environments.

The hardware environment shall include sufficient processing,

memory, and support peripherals/subsystems to generate and run

the normal operating system in addition to the file

management/control system and any performance or diagnostic

programs. Hardware expansion to support at least 300 gigabytes

of on-line and at least 5 terabytes of archival storage shall be

field upgradable. Expansion recommendations will be defined in

terms of cost per increment, time for installation, impact on

installed hardware and software, and procedures for installation.

Memory shall be field upgradable to double its initial capacity.

All memory components, initial and expanded, shall be protected

by at least single bit error correction and double bit error

detection and reporting.

Support peripherals shall include a tape unit, a printer, two

operator consoles, and at least 3 system programmer terminals.

The tape unit shall support 1600 and 6250 bpi, and accommodate

2400 foot reels.

The operator console will be the primary operational interface to

the system. A hardcopy capability is desired for all operator

input from and output to this console. Hardware to support a

remote operator capability is required to provide status

information and limited operator commands to operations personnel

supporting the NSS. The NSS hardware environment will include

all interface hardware to support communications to the ISN, as
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well as any equipment that may be needed to support an optional

direct link to the supercomputer.

The system software environment for the NSS will include all

software necessary for operating, controlling, modifying, and

maintaining NSS functionality. It is desirable that the

operating system be UNIX-based. In any case, the NSS shall be

compatible with UNIX network nodes and shall support POSIX (IEEE

1003.1-1988) file operations from these nodes.

SYSTEM DESIGN CONSTRAINTS

This section discusses significant factors that bound, or

constrain, the design of the NSS. Areas that bound the design

include the network interface, performance, capacity, and

security.

Network Interface

The NSS is to be located on the supercomputer LAN portion of the

ISN. A Network Systems Corporation (NSC) DX-technology

HYPERchannel is the network backbone for the supercomputer LAN.

IP routers from NSC and cisco Systems, Inc., provide connectivity

to other distributed LANs. The NSS must support connections to

at least two NSC "N" series adapters. These adapters will be

used for communicating with other nodes on the ISN. One

exception is that a dedicated link may be required between the

NSS and the supercomputer. The following subsection specifies

performance requirements for file transfers between the NSS and

the supercomputer which may not be achievable using the

HYPERchannel backbone and its TCP/IP protocols.

Performance

Performance values will differ depending on the characteristics

of the network node accessing the NSS. In the case of the

supercomputer, it is assumed that the NSS is the limiting

partner, and, therefore, the performance values are required

goals for the NSS. For other nodes, the particular node

architecture or the network topology are assumed to be the

limiting factors. Therefore, the NSS is to support the stated

performance requirements for the non-supercomputer nodes but the

actual performance may vary.

File transfer performance figures are specified assuming the file

resides in or is destined for the on-line storage facility. The

particular implementation of the archival system will drive its

file transfer performance figures. For example, a possible

implementation of the archival system may require that a file be

staged onto on-line storage before it can be transferred. If

this is the case, the performance figures from archival storage

are the sum of the on-line performance figures plus the transfer

rate between the on-line and archival storage.
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Record-level access is to be provided by NFS. Performance

figures are assumed to be more driven by the design of NFS rather

than NSS I/O channel speeds, for example. Thus, it is believed

to be impossible to dictate a meaningful record-level performance

figure, as it may be incompatible with NFS design constraints.

File-level access can be grouped in two classes: i) transfers

to/from the supercomputer, and 2) transfers to/from non-

supercomputer nodes. Performance requirements for each of these

groups are specified.

Supercomputer file-level transfers will include transfers of

large files (greater than i00 megabits) and other files (less

than I00 megabits). For files containing less than i00 megabits,

the transfer must complete in at most 3 seconds. For files

greater than I00 megabits in size, the user-perceived, disk-to-

disk, transfer rate of ONE file must be 50 megabits per second,

which may require the dedicated path mentioned previously.

File transfers between the NSS and non-supercomputer nodes will

use FTP/TCP/IP. The NSS must support individual file transfer

rates (user-perceived) of at least i0 megabits per second, which
is consistent with the communication bandwidth of the distributed

LANs.

As mentioned previously, the user-perceived file transfer rates

are not specified for archived files. However, it is mandatory
that the effective transfer rate between one on-line device and

one archival device be at least i0 megabits per second. To

provide for future archival technologies, higher I/O bandwidth,

up to 200 megabits per second is desired.

Other transactions to the NSS, such as Is (list), must be

responded to within two seconds. Like record-level access

discussed previously, this performance will be probably be

constrained by software design issues rather than channel speeds,

etc. However, this requirement will probably require that file

administrative information be stored on on-line disk rather than

archival media.

Capacity

The determination of on-line capacity requirements is based on a

performance objective. For the current file server, this

objective has been to maintain a 95% on-line media "hit" rate on

file retrievals. This objective has been consistently met by

storing files on on-line disks for 30-120 days. Thirty days is

used for the smallest files and 120 days is used for the largest

files. After 30-120 days of inactivity, a file is moved to

archival media.

The same objective of a 95% on-line media "hit" rate for

retrievals will be used for the NSS. The current system manages

this performance with 90 gigabytes of formatted on-line capacity.

k
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The NSS will be configured with i00 gigabytes of on-line storage

initially and additional storage will be added as needs dictate

and funding is available.

Archival capacity requirements were also estimated based on the
characteristics of the current file server. The ratio of

archived data to on-line data has been i0 to i. Therefore, the

NSS will initially be configured with 1 terabyte of archival

storage.

Back-up media must be removable. Therefore, the total back-up

capacity is theoretically unlimited. However, each storage unit,

e.g., tape, must hold a minimum of 150 megabytes. In order to

back up the largest files, multiple volumes must be supported.

Security

The NSS must enforce the following security rules.

i. Users must be authenticated before accessing the system.

. All processes will have a classification level associated

with them.

. Processes may not access data for which they are not

authorized.

• Processes may not read data that
classification.

is at a higher

• Processes may not write data that is at a lower or higher

classification.

. Access to classified or sensitive data must be audited.

Audit information must include user id, type of access, date

and time of access, and file name. Both authorized and
unauthorized accesses to classified or sensitive data must be

recorded.

• Access to classified data requires two independent levels of

controls. One of these controls can be the user logon

password. The second type of control can be a file access

key, access control list, or equivalent mechanism. File

access keys must be protected at the classification level to

which they permit access.

, Hardware protection mechanisms must prevent processes from

accessing physical memory locations outside of their program

images.

. Software mechanisms mu'st assure that left-over data on

magnetic media cannot be retrieved by an ordinary process.
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i0. All devices and media, e.g., tapes or printed material, that

contain classified data must be labeled. Approved procedures

for removing data must be followed before declassifying or

removing any storage device/media that contains classified

data.

The NSS must provide an access control capability for every file

in the system. This includes files residing on the on-line or

archival facilities as well as files placed on back-up media.

The NSS must distinguish between multiple (at least four)

classification levels of data. The capability of maintaining a

category of information for all files on the NSS is also desired.

This capability should allow several categories (from 4 to 64)
for each classification level.

The NSS must be able to identify the processing level of a user

making a file system request. Process classification levels are

identical to those defined for data classification levels. The

processing level will be used as well as the access control

capability to decide whether ho grant or deny access to data

stored on on-line, archival, or back-up media. The policy to be

used for granting access to data is as follows:

I. Users may only access data to which they have been permitted.

2. Even if a user has permission to access a file, read or

execute access will be granted only if the user's

classification level is greater than or equal to the

classification level of the data.

3. Even if a user has permission to access a file, write,

update, or delete access will be granted only if the user's

classification level is equal to the classification level of
the data.

These policy rules will apply to file attribute accesses as well
as to file data accesses.

An audit trail of all NSS activity, except for successful is

commands, is required. This activity includes file management

requests, privileged mode accesses or logons, and logons from

system programmer terminals. Log entries must contain at a

minimum:

date and time of request,

type of request,

user id,

requesting node,

requesting process classification level,

file or directory name, and

file or directory classification level.
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Protection mechanisms must be available to protect privileged

access to the NSS. In general, the NSS will not run user codes.

Privileged operator commands should require a special access

mechanism, e.g., logon or password, before executing. Privileged

access to the NSS will be limited to a minimum number of Sandia

personnel required for NSS operations.

Since the NSS will be a node on a DOE accredited packet-switched

network, security features will be available in the networking

software. The security features will include the capability of

determining a packet security classification level. This

information must be checked with NSS request classification

level, and any detected violation of access security policy will

be logged and a security alarm will be activated. Additionally,

some application level utilities, e.g., telnet, may not be

available on the NSS.

A security alarm feature is required to identify and highlight

actions or requests that could be penetration attempts, i.e.,

security events. An example of a security alarm is to send a

highlighted, unscrollable message to an operator console when a

security event is detected. Security events must be logged in

the audit trail as well as activating the security alarm.

Security events that will activate the security alarm will

include violations of Sandia data security policy, violations of

privileged access policy, and violations of network security

policy.
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CLOSING

Ben Kobl_r

MR. KOBLER: That concludes our conference. I thank you all for attending and for
sticking it through to the end.

I am not going to try to summarize three days of proceedings in just a few minutes; but I
did want to leave you with Just a couple of thoughts.

One is that I think the understanding of the underlying chemistry and physics of media
is important; and that is one of the things we have tried to emphasize here at this conference.
Let's not forget about that as we select the media that we will be putting into our deep archives.

The second point is that as we buiid Some of these media solutions into systems -- first
into local systems and then into wide-area systems -- I am hopeful that we will be getting to the
point where we can manage the wide-area networks under much tighter controls than we are
able to do today, so that we can, hopefully, build and take advantage of some of the distributed
RAID technologies that were mentioned during this conference,

And then the third point, which wasn't really emphasized very much during this
conference, but which is important, is that as we put this data into the archive we want to be
sure that we will be able to get to the data later; and as the data volumes increase, we want to be
intelligent about how we manage that data, so the concept of building intelligent front ends is
going to be important in the future.

With that, iet me conclude by Just thanking the program committee for putting together
an excellent program. I would like to Just mention their names: John Berbert, Sue Kelly,
Elizabeth Williams, A1 Dwyer, P.C. Hariharan, and SanJay Ranade. Thank you for attending.

(Applause)

(Whereupon, at 3:30 p.m., the conference was adjourned.)
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TRANSCRIPTS

DR. BHUSHAN: Thank you, Dr. Halem. The keynote address this morning will be given by Mr.
Fred Moore. Fred Moore has been a Corporate Vice President of Strategic Planning since May
1990. Mr. Moore came to Storage Technology Corporation 14 years ago as a systems engineer
and has since held positions including Vice President of Systems Marketing and Director of
Worldwide Product Marketing and Director of Marketing Systems Engineering. Mr. Moore has
published numerous articles and has spoken on five continents at industry conferences.
Before joining Storage Technology, he worked for the Public National Bank in Dallas and the
University of Missouri as a systems programmer.

Mr. Moore received a Bachelor Degree in Mathematics and a Master's Degree in
Computer Science from the University of Missouri in 1989, and his alma mater honored him
with an Arts and Science Distinguished Alumni Award. Mr. Moore?
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DR.BHUSHAN:Thanksagainfor a really interestingpresentation. Thenext talk is
entitled"OpticalDisk andTapeTechnology,"and it will begivenby Dr. RobertFreese,who is
the Presidentand co-founder of Alphatronix, Inc. After earning a Ph.D. in Optical Engineering
from the Institute of Optics at the University of Rochester and a B.A. in Physics from
Kalamazoo College, Dr. Freese spent six years leading 3M's erasable optical recording efforts,
where he built and operated the world's first computer-controlled erasable optical media.

Before his work in erasable optical technology, Dr. Freese supervised the research
activities of 3M's erasable optical technology. Dr. Freese received the 1989 Distinguished
Inventor Award from the Intellectual Property Owners, Inc. Foundation for his contribution to
the development of erasable optical media.

In April 1991, Dr. Freese and his founding partners were honored with an Entrepren_eur
Excellence Award for Outstanding Achievement in 1990-1991 from the North Carolina Council
for Development. He has received numerous other awards.

Without further ado, Dr. Freese.

DR. FREESE: Thank you. _erybody who promises to read the paper, please applaud
nOW,

(Applause)

(Laughter)

DR. FREESE: We have some time for any questions or comments.

PARTICIPANT: [Inaudible)

MR. SAVAGE: Forever.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. FREESE: Let me take a minute and see ff I can paraphrase your question. The
subject of your question dealt with: What is the definition of "forever" for the various types of
data which might exist in the world? What is your opinion of forever? Did I get the question
right?

MR. SAVAGE: I think that's the way I interpreted the question. In my company and in
my industry, the word "foreve¢ is forever. As long as the oil business lasts, as long as the
mining business lasts, we will consider that data to be extremely valuable because it's stuff that
we gathered out of the earth. It's good stuff; it isn't going to change. The scientific world is
always going to be interested in that data.

Forever means forever; and to the:National _chives, forever means forever. I mean,

that's not a question of 50 years; it's forever. And I think that the data that you are going to be
collecting with EOS--a great majority of it, especially the first level of the data that you store
before you start Jacking around with it and interpreting it--the uninterpreted first clean copy
of the data that you acquire should be your archive.

You can take it and do anything you want with it; you know, process it and make
interpretations, but I think that is forever. We would never want to lose the logs that we got
from sailing ships of hundreds of years ago. We want to keep that stuff alive forever. Really,
forever; and it is possible to do this.
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But asI say,ff youwant to keepit forever,youhavegot to protectit.
to protect it.

DR.FREESE:A questionin theback?

PARTICIPANT."

MR.SAVAGE:

PARTICIPANT:

MR.SAVAGE:

Youhavereallygot

How largeis your archiveat Shell

rll saythat it is vergingongoingovertwo million reelsand cartridges.

Howmanybytesor terabytesor exabytes?

I estimatethat it is--whenI washout all the empty parts of the tapes and
everything--I estimate that there are 300 terabytes there. But you guys are talking about single
satellltes that will be accumulating data; so, that's the accumulation of 25 or 26 years.

You guys are talking about single satellites that will collect that much data in a year.
So. I_e got a big problem; I don't manage this stuff myself. Shell has a big problem of managing
what I call this very large digital data archive.

You guys are going to have a problem that is much bigger. You know, you have got to
approach it systematically. You have got to understand the magnitude and the horror of what
your mission is. That's the word I'm trying to get over to you.

Don't belittle this problem. It is an extremely difficult problem, and it is going to be a
very costly one. If you really want to keep that data forever, you are going to have to pay the
piper.

DR. FREESE: Additional questions?

(No response]

DR. FREESE: Very good. Thank you very much.

(Applause)
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DR.BHUSHAN:Sofar this morning,wehaveheardabout magnetictapes,opticaldisks,
and optical tapes.Our final presentationthis morning is on magneticdisk; it will be givenby
Dr. John Mallinson, who receivedhis M.A. Degreein Physics from University Collegeat
Oxford.HeJoinedAMPin Harrisburg,Pennsylvaniain 1954to work on the theory and design
of all magnetic lodging elements. In 1962, heJoinedthe Ampex Corporation in California,
wherehe heldmanypositionsconcernedwith the understandingand developmentof magnetic
recordingsystems. From 1976to 1978,as a managerof hybrid recordingin the DataSystem
Division,hewas concerned with initial design of 750 megabit-per-second digital recorders.

From 1978 to 1984, he supervised the Magnetic Recording Technology Department,
High Density Head Publication, Coding and -- Theory, and Exploration of Advanced Concepts
of various areas of recording.

In 1984, he was appointed as the Founding Director of the Center for Magnetic
Recording Research at the University of California, San Diego. Since 1990, he has been the
President of Mallinson Magnetics, Inc. He has published over 60 papers on a wide variety of
topics in the magnetic recording field.

DR. BHUSHAN: Let's take a moment for questions

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. MALLINSON: The question is regarding my not making any reference to the
increasing density of large-scale integration silicon memory devices like DRAMs and things,
And Mr. Moore had a table on that, I think, didn't you? It showed it all depended on the line
size that you can get from diffraction; and he remarked that when the line size gets below a
quarter of a micron, extensive retooling to something--I don't think he said what--but let's call
it X-ray llthography or something is required.

The figures that I have seen on these projection of areal density of LSI devices and
magnetic recording show that in the LSI devices, the areal density is doubling every two years.
And if one assumes that it continues to double every two years, without regard to this glitch
about running out of ultraviolet diffraction and having to move to X-ray or synchrotron light
or something like that, if it continues llke that, then the figures that I have seen show that the
crossover occurs in the year 2007.

Why is this as far out as that? It's basically because LSI is so expensive and disk
recording is so cheap at the moment. At the moment, you can have 2 gigabytes of storage for
$2,000; 1 glgabyte of LSI at the moment costs $.5 million; 2 gigabytes of LSI costs $I million.

So, there is an enormous leeway from $1 million to $2,000 to be made up. And I
personally, having been trained as a physicist, am more skeptical that the LSI people--the
semiconductor people--can go on through this diffraction limit without change in slope than I
am that magnetic recording can continue to do what IX,e Just been talking about because
recording doesn't depend on diffraction. It's that change of philosophy at the end that I was
mentioning.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. MALLINSON: No. The question is: Was there any indication in the IBM
demonstration that they were doing optical track following? The servo in that demonstration
was one man with his hands on a micrometer. In fact, it's the only part--the track following
was the only part of the IBM demonstration which was, as they say, "flaky".

{Laughter)
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DR. MALLINSON:Theydid everythingelse. Theywererecording 50 tracks, one after
the other; they weregoingback and changingdata and tracks. But the track followingservo
wasaman.

PARTICIPANT:Thiswasdemonstratedin 1989;wheredoyou think they arenow?

DR. MALLINSON:Well, I don't know. IBM is a very closed-mouthcompany. I don't
knowthe answerto that question. I doknowthat in the springof 1989,I wentup thereto givea
talk on areal densities in magnetic recording and told them that I reckoned that thin film
media of today should support 1.6 gigabits to the square inch and not a man-Jackof them
blinked.

(Laughter)

DR.MALLINSON:But I guessI nowknow that half a dozenof themwereactually doing
it at that time. The Hitachi experimentthat was reportedat the INTERMAGConference five
weeks ago was 2 gigabits to the square inch; and they didn't do it all. They did the writing of
many tracks at 17,000 tpi; the inserting of several different data tracks, the measuring of the
signal-to-noise ratio, the measuring of the crosstalk.

But they didn't implement the signal processing channel; they did not do the Viterbi or
the EDAC. They Just looked at an oscilloscope eye pattern and said: Gosh, that looks like a
detectable eye pattern.

(Laughter)

MR. YEAGER: I'm Tim Yeager from NOAA. (Inaudible)

DR. MALLINSON: The question is: Do I have any idea about supercomputer disks? And
the answer is no; I have no idea about supercomputer disks. What's special about
supercomputer disks?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. MALLINSON: All I know about supercomputer disks is that they run at 6 megabytes
a second--48 megabits. They run at twice the normal data rate.

PARTI CIP,_NT: (Inaudible)

DR. MALLINSON: Oh. Well, parallel transfer disks; it seems to me to be just a matter of
doing it. Parallel transfer disks have been made--and I said it in the written version of the
paper--that will support the full CCI component digital video. That is the 216 megablt per
second.

I'm not really answering your question; I don't know about supercomputer disks.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. MALLINSON: The question is: As the flying height decreases, is there some
implication on the head crashes and the stability of the disk? Yes, you are exactly right; that is
the whole issue. How low dare you run the head and still avoid nondestructive crashes?

On the question of head crashes, I might add that it seems to me that, once upon a time
in the late 1950s or early 1960s, the name "head crash" was a very appropriate name because
you did, indeed, go through the disk drive; and there's a mess inside it. The head had crashed.

But I'm told now that the name "head crash" is a generic term now, or "disk crash" is a
generic term, that refers to anything that has happened to the disk drive. And over 90 percent
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of the time, what has happenedto the disk drive is, as you might guess, the high power
componentof the drive motoror the smoothingcapacitoron the drive motorhas failed.

Disk drivesaresold at the moment--forinstance,a Maxtor disk drivesayson it: Mean
time to failure: 100,000 hours. Mean time to repair: 22 minutes. Well, in 22 minutes, I submit
that a11 the service man can do is run the diagnostic routine, find that the capacitor on the
drive motor has failed, and replace that, or he can replace one PC card. I don't think in 22
minutes he can even replace a head, let alone the disk.

So, I'm told that actual head disk crashes are a very rare event; and most of the disk
crashes are other failures, to do with selected circuitry.

DR. BHUSHAN: Any other questions? Yes?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

ZC 2 _5 2 : : - _ TL Y

DR. MALL_" The question is: What about the life of the magnetic storage
material? It's a long, long story. The most stable magnetic storage materials are those that are
based on iron oxide because iron oxide, after all, is the highest or the lowest oxidation state of
iron. It can't do anything. •

So, the next question is: What happens about the plastic binder system in tapes? The
answer on that seems to be that if you keep the tapes at the correct temperature and humidity;
and the correct temperature and humidity is something like it ought to be in this room, which
means 40% humidity and 650 Fahrenheit, that the binder system will stay in equilibrium.
And in that case, all you need do is rewind the tapes occasionally because tapes relax their
tension with storage. With the disks, people worried a great deal, with the onset of thin
metallic disks, which started in 1986 or 1987, that these thin metallic disks Would corrode.

But they are overcoated with materials; I listed some of them: carbons, zirconia. And I
think the general opinion is that--as Dr. Freese was saying about optical disks--thin metallic
disks have only been out since 1987. I think the general opinion is that if you keep them in a
reasonable environment, they will last for a long time.

A disk drive is not a hermetically sealed enclosure; it is almost hermetically sealed.
There is a little pressure-equalizing hole in it somewhere which might be ten-thousandths of
an inch in diameter, with a filter behind it. And that is Just to stop changes in barometric
pressure flexing the box.

That's all I can tell you about it.

DR. BHUSHAN: All right. Thank you.
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DR. REAGOR:Goodafternoon. I would like to welcomeyou back to the mass storage
conferencethis afternoon. Our first speakerfor the programis Mr. Harriss Robinson. Harriss
has a long, distinguished career that I will share a little bit with you. He receivedhis B.A.
Degreefrom the University of Illinois at Urbana/ Champaign in 1941, serving in the U.S.
Army Signal Corps during World War II, having graduatedfrom the Commandand General
Staff Schoolin 1944, and then goingon to the University of ChicagoSchoolof Businessand
Marketing.

Mr. Robinson has held executivepositions in Motorola, RCA,Westex, User, Kraft,
AeroJetElectrosystemsand Datatape. With Datatapefor the last 11years, he has managed
severalof their major magnetictapemassstorageprojects.

Today,he is with us to shareinformationon magnetictapes. PleasewelcomeHarriss.

DR.REAGOR:Thankyouverymuch, Mr. Robinson.Dowehaveanyquestionsfrom the
audience?

(Noresponse)

DR.RF__GOR:Okay.

MR.ROBINSON:What? Noquestions?Thankyou.

PARTICIPANT:Actually, mayI askyou onequestion?

DR REAGOR:Herewego.

PARTICIPANT:(Inaudible)

MR-ROBINSON:No. D-2 is avideotape,nota Datatape.

PARTICIPANT:And R-90is avisual --

MR-ROBINSON:R-90is a digital data tapewhich theywant to call a DD-2, digital data
2, as opposedto videodigital recorder. There'sa differencebetweena video recorder and a
digital data recorder; and Ampex is taking their video digital recorder and making a data
recorderout of it. And I'm surethey'll doa goodJobwith it.

DR. MILLER: I'm StephenMiller from SRI. (Inaudible)

MR.ROBINSON:Yes.

DR. MILLER: In the digital DD-2 or DD-1, you haveto get up to error rates that are
usablein computers-- (inaudible)

MR.ROBINSON:Yes. Let metalk about that. Most of our companieshavea problem.
That is, in orderto introducea newmachineand get it on the market in a reasonableperiodof
time at a reasonablecost--onlymillion,,;,not hundreds of millions--we generallyusebroadcast
videorecordersas our starting point for a laboratorymachine.

So,the videorecordersthat havebeenavailablein our companyare the D-1 video and
the D-2videorecorders,both ofwhich useerror concealmentin their processing.So,theymay
makea flx out of placeoncein awhile,but youcan'tseeit becauseyour eyeintegratesthewhole
picture. Youwouldneverknowthereis aproblemthere.
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Now,wecan't useerror concealmentin computermachines;wehaveto do the besterror
correctingwecan,and then wehaveto do read afterwrite and rewrite in order to getvery good
data.

Now, in the case of the D- 1 video machine, it had a composite video; they broke up the
scanning track. I mean, a component video; they broke up the scanning track. So, there were
four audio tracks and two video tracks on the same path, each slot.

Well, we changed that in the ID-1 Committee to a continuous track on the ID-I; and we
introduced Reed-Solomon error correction so that we could handle computer data. In the case
of the D-2 video recorder by Ampex, it's a composite digital machine with error concealment.

Now, Ampex has modified that machine to incorporate their digital data electronics.
They put in Reed-Solomon encoding and decoding, and they have done other things to make it a
digital machine. There are probably three levels of error correction--RS 4/5 and something
else.

Our only difference with Ampex is that it's just their machine; they are the only one
that makes it. And if I read Dr. Mallinson's writings earlier, the biggest problems with
obsolescence in media is to have a machine to play it on.

So, one of the ways you get that is to have several manufacturers of the same machine to
the same standards.

DR. REAGOR: Thank you very much. You had mentioned earlier about users that may
have large data systems on file. The company I work for, Bell Communications Research,
which is the research arm for the Bell regional companies, basically probably has one of the
largest data fries in existence in terms of every telephone call that has been made in this
country--the to, the from, the date, the time--are stored for ten years minimally. And all that is
on magnetic tape right now.

MR. ROBINSON: I'll be around to see you.

(Laughter)

DR. REAGOI_ It's many, many hundreds of thousands. I'll get into that tomorrow.
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Our next speakeris Ms. CaroleHogan. She'sthe Directorof TechnicalDevelopmentfor
the Distributed ComputingSolutionsDivision of GeneralAutomics. BeforeJoiningDISCOS,
Ms.Hoganwasemployedat the LawrenceLivermoreNationalLaboratories,whereshedirected
the original developmentof a portion of the softwarethat becameUnitreeStorageSystems.

In addition to her careerwithin the computingenvironment, she is also a member of
the StateBar of California and practices law. I find it interesting that the title of her talk is
"Storage Management and File Systems." From a lawyer's standpoint, that is one of the major
things we have in our firm in terms of the volume of data that we want to access from time to
time.

Carole, would you like to Join me?

MS. HOGAN: I think the only thing that was missing from the introduction is the fact
that the title is actually Storage Systems Solutions.

(Showing of viewgraphs)

MS. HOGAN: There are several. Maybe I should say that before I answer questions,
someone said we could have a break until 2:00 if there were no questions.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible]

MS. HOGAN: No, I'm talking about file data as well as directories. The storage system
should provide the capability to do what a site wants it to do. If you want to back up copies of
your files, then, for example as an implementation choice, provide the interface to the user to
write multiple copies of the same file to the storage system and guarantee that those separate
copies reside on separate media.

And I don't mean disk versus tape; I mean on different tapes.

MR. MILLER: If that is a high-speed data path, why not have the control -- (inaudible)

MS. HOGAN: You can. You can. It may be a cost choice at a particular site. They may
choose, because they have got an existing Ethernet and because the bandwidth of their high
speed channel is not that wide, to simply send the control over the Ethernet.

MR. MILLER: So, again, you're saying that the software will allow you to do it either
way?

MS. HOGAN: The software will allow you to do it either way. The software should be
configurable to your site in that way.

MR. MILLER: Is it necessary to come through all this or can you redirect around --

MS. HOGAN: That's an implementation choice, I_e had discussions with a lot of users
on that issue. Many prefer--in fact, some prefer--that if the data is actually on on-line tape,
they want it cached directly to the highest layer--for example, magnetic disk in the examples I
have been using--to bypass the intermediate layers and to just land on the disk cache, and then
to go from there to migrate back down through the layers.

But again, that's an implementation choice.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MS. HOGAN: Yes. Somebody today does.
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PARTICIPANT:(Inaudlble)

MS.HOGAN: Is theresomeonein the audiencewho will admit to providinga network-
attacheddisk array?

(Noresponse}

MS.H_: I guessnot.

(Pause)

MS.HOGAN:Another question?

PARTICIPANT:That will be available?

MS.HOGAN:That will beavailable. Therewasanotherquestion?

PARTICIPANT:{Inaudible)

MS.HOGAN:It's comingto a hard -,

(Laughter)

MS.HOGAN:I'm not trying to becute. Otherquestions?

PARTICIPANT:(Inaudible}

..... MS.H_: Yesl Thequestionwas: Is transparencyimpdrtant[o usersastheyusethe
storage system? Yes, transparency is. There are severaltypes of transparency. There is
location transparency,for example.Usersgenerallyshould not needto know--although many
want to know--onwhich layer in the hierarchy their file maybe locatedat anygivenmoment.

That informationshouldbe transparent,that is, invisible to them. There'ssuch a thing
as naming transparency,that a file is giventhe samename and accessedby the samename,
regardlessof whatpoint in the networkyounamethefile.

PeiTormancetransparency. We talked about performancefrom the storagesystem
approximating that of local disk. If it could equal that of local disk, then you would have
performancetransparency. Userswouldnot know that the file wasstored remotely. We don't
havethat, not today.

So, if users are today accessingfiles that are storednot on their local disk but on a
remotestoragefacility, theywill know it becausethey will seea lag time in accessingthat file,
in readingthe file, from storage.So,performanceis not transparent;but yes,transparencyis a
storageneedtoday. : : _ _.....

But the concept of transparency--and I didn't mean to denigrate it inmy talk-AS
incorporated by inference in several of the storage needs of a particular need identified, such as
performance, Other questions?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MS. HOGAN: That you won't want to?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)
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MS. HOGAN: Many users request the ability to control where their data enters the
system,howfast it migratesdown. Generally,that is not a goodidea.Generally,you don'twant
users controlling your storage resources;but you may want them to influence the storage
system'smigration policies.

So, for example,ff youwrite a file to the system--youarestoring it on the system--you
may want to send an option in that says: I'm not going to use this for a while. The storage
system then recognizes that and may migrate that file first. Right?

But that should be a choice of the storage system because you want the system to control
a11ocaUon of resources, allocation of space because it does it better than a collection of users
with competing interests trying to do the same thing.

But you do want to give them the ability to influence. Did you have an example that that
didn't cover? (No response)

MS. HOGAN: Okay.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MS. HOGAN: You don't want to pay for disk storage --

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible}

MS. HOGAN: Not everybody is in agreement, though. The gentleman right behind you is
shaking his head vigorously no. Do you want to speak to that?

PARtiCIPANT: (Inaudible)

MS. HOGAN: Yes.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MS. HOGAN: The question is: If a single file spans, for example, disk partitions and
one of the partitions goes down and you lose that partition, does that affect the reliability of
the system?

It depends on whether you are operating in standby mode, that we talked about, and you
have a redundant copy--you have a standby partition with a redundant copy of the data, and it
can come up, or if you are using an array and you don't have to worry about that. But if you are
not, if you don't incorporate redundancy, then you have lost data.

PARTICIPANT: {Inaudible}

MS. HOGAN: But that is an implementation choice. Right. A site may not have enough
money to provide redundant copies, redundant processors, redundant storage media, in which
case they risk data loss. Right.

But that is not dictated to them by the storage system software. The storage system
software gives them the flexibility for the redundancy; it is up to them or their budget whether
they can take advantage of it.

PARTICIPANT: {Inaudible)

MS. HOGAN: Compression? Data compression?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)
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MS.HOGAN:Yes,

PARTICIPANT:(Inaudible)

MS. HOGAN: That is a servicecertainly that a storagesystem should provide--the
ability to compact or repack tape. Whether you want to provide the service, for example, to
compact disk, if magnetic disk is your top layer, is arguable because frankly your top layer is
used as a cache. It is not a permanent storage media.

So, files are migrated off, purged off; and new files take their place. So, compaction is
not really an issue. However, repacking would be with tape, and that's a service that a storage
system should provide. Certainly, it is a need that users have.

MS. HOGAN: One last question?

PARTICIPANT: {Inaudible)

MS. HOGAN: They have a layered approach with respect to, for example, naming. The
question is: Do conventional file systems have the concept of a layered approach to data
management?

They do, of course, with respect to, for example, naming. Right? At the highest layer,
the highest extraction for naming is a directory path name. But that is not how the file system
knows the resource.

A path name is mapped, for example in the Unix system, to an inode number. Right?
But that is not how the disk management system knows a file, not as an inode, but as a series of
physical blocks.

So, if you are going to look at it in that way, that's a mapping, a layered naming
mechanism, yes. But to store data hierarchically on multiple media, that is not a concept that
is known to a conventional file system.

DR. REAGOI_ Thank you very much, Carole.

(Applause)

DR. REAGOI_ With the concurrence of Dr. Moore, we thought that, rather than hold you
here until 4:00 o'clock to take a little break, we might take the 15 minute break now. It has
been about two hours since lunch; we probably all need a cup of coffee or a drink.

So, ff you could Join me back here in about 15 minutes; and we will start with Dr.
Moore's presentation.

{Whereupon, at 3:05 p.m., the conference was recessed.)
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DR.REAGOR:Okay. As wecontinuethis afternoon,I would like to introduceour next
speaker,Dr. ReaganMoore.

Dr. Mooreis currently the Managerof Programmingand SoftwareServicesat the San
DiegoSupercomputingCenter. There,he is responsiblefor all softwaresystems.

Dr. Moore receivedhis Ph.D. in PlasmaPhysicsfrom the University of Califomia-San
Diego in 1977 and followed that by working as a computational plasma physicist at General
Atomics for the next ten years.

In 1985, Dr. Moore Joined the staff of SanDiego Supercomputer Center, and there his
fields of interest have included supercomputer performance evaluations, tuning and software
sharing.

The title of his talk today is "File Servers, Networking, and Supercomputers." Please
welcome Dr. Moore.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. MOORE: In this case, the user only is forced to go through the hierarchy at one
point, when they go from Cray disk to the archival storage system. Once it is in the archival
storage system, data is automatically migrated to the most cost-effective storage medium. So,
the user, at the moment, is only in that particular system at one point.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR MOORE: Very much so, yes.

Any other questions?

DR. REAGOR. When you showed the limitations for the -- (Inaudible)

DR. MOORE: The question is: What is the cause of the latency communicating from Los
Alamos to San Diego? That is Just the physical speed of light through a fiberoptic link on the
ground. So, there are 10 milliseconds to go speed of light from Los Alamos to San Diego,
another 10 milliseconds to go back.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible]

DR. MOORE: Okay. The limitation for the .6 megabytes per second from the Cray to
archival storage across the FDDI ring is limited by the capabilities of the Amdahl 5860. If we
Just do native FTP file access from the Amdahl to the Cray, you can push fries at that rate; and
they don't go any faster.

So, if we increase the power of the CPU out there, we would increase the amount of the
data rate we could sustain on the FDDI ring.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR MOORE: At the moment? No.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. MOORE: The data that is stored is stored by project. So, each project can either
provide access to another project for data that is stored on the shelf tape; or they can keep it
proprietary to their own project.
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So,in practice, most of the data that goes out to shelf is data that has been written once
and read never, about 60 percent.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. MOORE: The question is: How long does it take to access tapes in the robot?

PARTICIPANT: How long does it take for a person to go in and take it off the shelf?

DR. MOORE: Okay. Versus accessing tape on shelf.

PARTICIPANT: Right.

DR. MOORE: The tape access in the robot is 15 seconds. The time it takes to spin that
tape to the end is on the order of 2 minutes. So, if your data is at the end of the tape, the
retrieval time is dominated by the time to spin the tape.

The average time for a person to go get a tape off a shelf and mount it manually is 3
minutes. So, you could add 2 minutes or half a minute or whatever for the tape spin. The real
advantage of having the tape robot is the fact that there are 14,000 tape mounts per month; and
ff you have 95 percent of them being done by the robot, then the operators have much less work
to do in mounting tapes.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. MOORE: The question is basically whether it is better to have a supercomputer or a
lot of work stations. The answer is, in our case, the applications that are being run are
generating more data than I can store on a work station.

So, the en_ronment that we are providing is both the I/O environment as well as the
CPU power. Then, if you go to a more powerful supercomputer, the question is: What are you
not doing if you can no longer support the I/O requirements of the applications?

Sol if you run a 100 gigaflop supercomputer and say that there really is no way to store
the I/O from it, you are throwing away the utility of the supercomputer at that point. And that's
a major challenge. A 100 gigaflop supercomputer only makes sense if you can really store the
I/O that it generates.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. MOORE: The question is: If you used optical disk, could you get better packing of
information than the 60 percent we currently see on the archival tape, both shelf tape and
robot tape? It's possible.

The question then is whether the optical disk is only two-thirds the cost or whatever of
the archival storage tape. We have been trying to go for the most cost- effective storage media.

DR. RF_,AGOI_ Thank you very much.
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DR. REAGOR: Our next speaker is Mr. Bernard T. O'Lear. He is the Manager of the
Scientific Computing Division, Systems Department, at the National Center for Atmospheric
Research. He has been with NeAR since 1964; and in 1989 and 1990, he was a member of the

Congressional Office of Technology Assessment/Advisory Panel on Information Technology
and Research.

Mr. O'Lear is currently a member of the Advisory Panel for the National Center for
Supercomputing Applications. Mr. O'Lear?

DR. REAGOR: I will comment on his last slide, that that is how the telephone network
works in terms of individual users simultaneously accessing a central switch. And there is
work going on in BeUcore with some other consortiums to develop optical switching that can
help to enhance computing.

MR. OLEAR: Don't forget these. There are a few up here. Thank you.

DR. REAGOI_ Okay. Are there any questions?

PARTICIPANT: What's the name of that bar again?

(Laughter)

MR. O_,EAR: It's called the mass storage bar.

DR. REAGOR: You did have a question?

PARTICIPANT: {Inaudible)

DR- REAGOR: Bernie, can you repeat the question?

MR. O'LEAR: Okay. How is Data ooze implemented at NC._? It's implemented at each
one of the points of the hierarchy. We have 120 glgabytes; the 3380 is our equivalent to
Reagan's archive disk. So, we have programs that we run inside of the Cray which are what we
call scrubbers.

So, it starts up at the Cray disk level; and the data is aged off there by the following
criteria. There are five partitions on the 3380:120 gigabytes for datasets that are less than 30
megabytes; and the Storage Tech robot takes everything that is greater than 30 megabytes--and
we had to do that because of robot arm latency versus data transmission time.

So, we had to have datasets greater than 30 megabytes for the six robot arms on that
one. So, the data is split up there, unless you do it direct. The user has the option to do a direct
send of the data off-llne if he wants to, or he can choose a level in the hierarchy.

That's one thing; that's the ooze through the hierarchy based on either user option or
system generated moves.

On the off shelf, there are background processes that run at night; we have several of
them. When there is nothing else to do, there is a random sampler that goes out; and we don't
make duplicate copies. We check everything as it crosses a media boundary.

So, as it is moving through that hierarchy, all the data is checked as it moves across, on
the last two cartridges, I think, for the amount of time that we have had it in. So, that's one
thing that we do.
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Wekeeptablesabout data. For eachcartridge,what the fill is on acartridgeif datagets
off to another cartridgeor whatnot. Oncethere is a certain threshold hit on a cartridge, then
this compactionroutine makesa llst of cartridgesand recompactsthem, also rechecksthem
againat the sametime.

So,that's why wedon't do the doublecopying;weJustcheck them acrossall the media
boundaries.

PARTICIPANT:(Inaudible)

MR.O_LEAR:= For instance, what happens inthis case, when we got the 3480 cartridges
that were 30 feet longer, all we had to do was set a switch in the system, and we knew what kind
of cartridge; and we knew we could put more data on that cartridge. So, as we go to the 3490s,
the same thing will happen.

You know what type of c_ridge you are reading from_ what kind of cartridge you are
writing to; and we_ce got it set so it doesn't matter what kind of media it is. If we had an X that
would hold 25 gigabytes, we would compact in some percentage field 3480s onto a 25 gigabyte
cartridge; and all the logic is in there to do that.

PARTICIPANT: [Inaudible)

MR. O'LEAR: Yes, that's been growing. It started about--here again, that's a function of
the type of Cray youk, e got in or whatever; and those datasets represent the average dataset size.
And if I had that talk with me, what the curve looks like is a whole bunch of little datasets, and
then the average is about 26.2.

And then there are some very large datasets in the 7 gigabyte range out at the other end
of the curve; and those are spread across several cartridges.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

one.
MR. O'LEAR: We didn't really feel there was a viable one at this time, other than that

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MR O'LEARz There's about 17 percent of it that is-- You might think about this: there is
another whole group outside of the computing group which is a hybrid scientist data manager
person. These guys are meteorologists, data manager people; and they are the people who worry
about the real archive of the system.

That seems to stay pretty constant unless we get some influx of data like we did from
Bill Callicott's shop; I saw him here a little while ago. When they §hut down the Ampex system
for the National Environmental Satellite System, we imported about 10 terabytes of data, I
think, from them. And then, we redistributed it on 3480 cartridges. So, when we move a
dataset around in this community, you know it might be I0,000 cartridges or something. So,
that's kind of a measure of it.

We call it WORN data--write only/read never. That's the stuff that you try to have the
aging on for someone to get rid of; but since it's user set, that's almost all the rest of the data, as
near as I could tell. And the access rate on that is very low. _

So, what we track is the number of users and the rate of growth per month and report
that to the division heads; and you'll see rates of growth-- I'll give you an example. When we
dedicated the Cray to a user who was working on a climate model in December, he generated
1,000 3480 cartridges Just solving a cloud problem; and those are packed 90 percent full.

E
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It's the samething with this dedicatedCray.Thereis goingto bea lot of datagenerated
there;whetherornot it is anygoodwhenwegobackandlookat it, I'm not sure.

PARTICIPANT:(Inaudible)

MR.O'LF_.AI_Yes,that's what that specialgroupdoes.Theyworry about the cataloging;
they haveanotherwholecatalogof that kind of data.

Any specialdata that they get.for instance,like RussianRiverdata. the Kuwaiti oil fire
data,and that sort ofthing will beavailableto researchers.

PARTICIPANT:(Inaudible]

MR.O'LEAR:Not that I knowof.
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DR.REAGOR:Thankyouverymuch. Wearenowat thefinal speakerfor theday. Letme
introduce him.

Ken Thibodeau is currently the Director of the Center for Electronic Recordsat the
National Archives and RecordsAdministration; and prior to that, he was the Chief of the
Records Management Branch of the National Institute of Health.

Ken earned his Ph.D. in History and Sociology at the University of Pennsylvania and
then has held fellowships in history and computer science at the University of Strasburg,
France, the University of Kansas, and the Newbury Library in Chicago.

Today, he will be speaking to us on the National Archives and Records Administration.
Ken?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. THIBODEAU: The question has to do with how we identify and even know in reality
what the internal formats of data from different fields are. That is a tremendous drain on

resources: and in spite of all the good things we have heard today about what the technology
can do with this, the biggest problem we have is one that was labeled in the recent Spatial Data
Transfer Standard that was proposed by NIST as "truth in labeling.,'

You can't really second-guess the rest of the Federal Government on what the data

should be; but you can at least ask anyone who is creating data and transferring it to anyone
else about what their standards of accuracy and precision were, what the internal organization
of the data was, what the encoding was, what the file structure or database structures were; and
that's an immense problem.

We are operating in wonderland right now. We have a regulation on the books that says:
If we told you we want the data, you have got to give it to us in a fiat file.

There's a fundamental problem for us, as well as for the agencies, with that in that we
don't preserve data. We preserve the records of the Federal Government, which means we
preserve what the original agency has created true to the way they organized it, on the grounds
that if we reorganize it, we are subtracting value from the information. We are potentially
making it useless. We have a regulation that says you, the agency, reorganize it before you give
it to us; reorganize it in a very simple file format. We are going to change that very soon. What
we are working on right now is building on the strengths of the robustness of the relational
database model in spite of what the theorists say that none of the standards or none of the real
products actually embody the model.

It is a very nice, simple model, which is around, is fairly simple. So, we are developing a
generalized utility which at least allows us to deal with rectangular--databases which consist
of rectangular files. Unfortunately, we are discovering that not all of our fiat files are
amenable to rectangular formatting; but we think we can reformat most of the problems we
have.

Quality control is something we do. We don't know what it is going to be until we get it.
Even when we make the decision we want it, even if we get extensive documentation from the
agency about how it's organized and coded, there tends to be a disparity between that and when
it comes in, no matter what the time frame is.

There aren'fnlanysystems tiaat survive very long without being changed. Probably the
worst one we have seen is we got one dataset in--or one file, actually--that has a 1 X 6 field. And
the agency told us what the codes are, except that there are five different codes in that field; we
only know what two of them mean.
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(Laughter)

DR.THIBODEAU:Theothers-- But everythingweget, wego overwith a fine-toothed
combsothat weknowwhat it's supposedto be, that the documentationis thereat rudimentary
levelsto allowyou to understandwhat it is supposedto be,and that the dataactually matches
the documentation.

But overtheyears,wehaveseeneverypossiblevariant, from data that comes in with no
documentation whatsoever to data that comes in with beautiful documentation that doesn't
match the data.

In fact, one epidemiological document that I had delivered from NIH down to the
Archives, they had paid a contractor an extra $12,000 to get the documentation in shape; and it
was beautiful. And the tapes were absolutely blank.

(Laughter)

DR. THIBODEAU: Last year, we had an agency's major on-line database that it uses for
its major mission programs come in, very simple file structure--a fiat file-- a 5,000 character
record. Except when we got it, there were an extra 16 bytes in each record that weren't supposed
to be there. And in spite of the numbers you have been hearing today about gigabytes and
terabytes, I can assure you that 16 digits is a lot; and this had to do with the expenditure of --
dollars. So, we really hounded the agency about where those 16 extra bytes came from and
what they were supposed to be.

And it was kind of embarrassing for both of us because we were over a year going back
and forth to them, first denying there werean extra 16 bytes to, well, it's there, and we'll have to
figure out what it is, to finally: It was a mistake in the copy job.

You know, it's incredible how many people make mistakes in running simple copy jobs.

The only thing you can do for that ultimately is to examine everything you get and
examine the documentation. What the relational system will allow us to do is basically
translate documentation into metadata--this is true; we do this. We take anything we can bring
in, tell the computer, and even though you can read it, assume nothing. Dump it to paper.

I'll have a human sit there wlth a ruler and compare it to the layout and the code
structure; but a relational database will allow us to just load it into the database, and it will tell
us what's wrong with the data.

But it is a very big problem, and it is going to get worse when you get into object-oriented
databases and GIS and stuff like that.

PARTICIPANT: {Inaudible)

DR. THIBODEAU: Yes. We're actually pretty lucky because we have regulatory
authority. So, we have a regulation out that says if we want that data, you give it to us on a tape.

We are going to change that regulation very soon to allow 3480, and we are also actually
bringing stuff in right now on 3480 cartridge and on CD-ROM. And within the next year, we'll
go out to expand that within practical limits.

Our basic answer is: Our records are not like paper; you don't have to wait to the end of
the life cycle. So, we really try to get the agency to give us a copy as soon as it is in a good state so
that we don't really have this problem of obsolescence.
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Our biggestproblemwith the media right now is that I have 1,600 rolls of microfilm
imagesof -- cards,which is the only databaseof the military servicepersonnelfromWorldWar
II. And with the fiftieth anniversarygoingon, a lot of peoplewould like to havethat database
accessibleoncomputer.

We actually have a pattern recognitionspecialist up at Penn State who has the grad
studentsfigureout howto readit back into thecomputer.Theproblemnowis to getsomeoneto
build us a machinethat will do that; wehavethealgorithm.

We arestill readingpunchedcards in. We arestill reading800 BPI tape. This year,we
managedto find someonewith a seven-tracktape drive. So,mediahas not really beena big
problemfor us because,whenwe get it, we immediatelycopy it over onto tape that we have
certifiedas beingphysicallysound.

And over time, we do data ooze,that is, over ten years,we aregoing to copy it onto
current generation media.

PARTICIPANT: Do you have an estimate of the size of your --

DR. THIBODEAU: The total right now is about 125 gigabytes of unique tape.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. THIBODEAU: Yes. In fact, everything I've got right now is on open reel, in spite of
everything bad one says about it --

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. THIBODEAU: Okay. The question was basically the issue; it is not a media issue.
It's how long you can count on accessibility of drives to read any media; and what do you do
then to maintain the readabfllty of the data? Tapes have been fairly standardized, even though
they are extremely fragile; you know you have to keep them around, and we are not losing data
because of fragility of tape.

You know, sometimes you think you've seen it all. This year we actually had returned to
us two reels that were rewound inside out.

(Laughter)

DR. THIBODEAU: You see, you never really know; but unfortunately, tape isn't going to
be around that much longer. It is no longer the universal transfer medium. We get demands to
output on 3480, to output onto --, optical and CD-ROM.

Within the next year, I intend--I have to be a little hedgy about this because there is an
RFP coming out; it's actually an RFI--I intend to hedge my bets by going to 3480 and optical.
And my concern there is simply, you know: Find me a media that is cost-effective over a time
span that I can count on that technology being viable.

And right now, it looks to me like if I can count on that stuff for between five and ten
years, it will be cost-effective. I have some fond hopes and really believe it will happen; and I
have some fond hopes that after a millennium, we will have a solid-state off-line memory.
There is some research going on there. It looks interesting. If it ever happens, it will solve the
problem.

But as long as the densities get denser and the retrieval times get faster, every time I
have to migrate to a new medium, it is cheaper to do that. And not only is it cheaper, but then I
can deliver it to people much more cheaply. So, I don't really mind having to copy everything
over within a five to ten-year time frame, as long as we can do it cost effectively.
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DR.REAGOR:Thankyouverymuch.

DR.THIBODEAU:You'rewelcome.

(Applause)
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DR.FREESE:Goodmorning, ladiesandgentlemen.My nameis BobFreese,and I'II be
this morning'schair.

I would like to welcomeeverybodyto the Conferenceon Mass StorageSystemsand
Technologiesfor Spaceand Earth ScienceApplications.

I havea coupleof announcements first. I would remind everybody that if you have not
yet submitted your paper, there will be a conference proceedings published; and please submit
your paper before you leave.

I would also like to remind everybody that tonight there is a poster session and
reception at the GEWA Recreation Center, right across the street. I understand there is a little
map in your handout giving you directions.

We have a full lineup this morning. Our first speaker is Patric Savage from Shell
Development Company. Mr. Savage is a research consultant at Shell Development Company.
He has a Ba_, in Mathematics from Rice University in 1952, and he has pretty much been in
computing since that time.

He led Hughes' pioneering efforts in the use of computers for inventory management,
production control, shop scheduling, etcetera. And following a brief stint in the aerospace
industry in 1962, he Joined IBM and then Shell in 1965.

He has been very active in and has promoted the development and use of array
processors at Shell and has led the design development for the Univac array processing system,
which is capable of some 120 megaflops.

More recently, since 1980, he has been active in parallel and distributed computing
systems; and for the past year, he has been regularly involved in the HIPPI and fiber channels
standards working groups,

Mr. Savage is a member of several different societies and committees. He holds a life
membership in the Sigma Chi Society for Scientific Research, and he chairs the Storage and
Archiving Standards Subcommittee for the Society of Exploration Geophysicists.

Without any further ado, Mr. Savage.
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Our next speakeris AdrianAbineri from APTECComputerSystems. Mr. Abineri is the
local representativefor APTECand hasbeendesigningand sellingreal-time computing
solutionsfor aboutthe past 15years. Andhis presentationis goingto includedetails
associatedwith the NASAGoddardspacetelescopedataarchiveanddistribution system.

DR.FREESE:Aretherequestions?

PARTICIPANT:(Inaudible)

DR.FREESE:Thequestionis: Doesthe systembushaveparity on it?

MR.ABINERI:Dr. Chen,doyouwant to addressthat?

DR.CHEN:Thesystembusdoesnot havea parityon it, but -- (inaudible)

MR.ABINERI: (Inaudible)Thebus itself doesnot haveparity on it. Thebus is actually
comprisedofthree 32bit buses--aREADbus, aWRITEbus, and a -- (inaudible) (Inaudible
discussion)

DR.FREESE:As afollow-upquestionto that:Why don'tyou use--

MR.ABINERI:Why don'tweusea moreelaborateerror-correctingschemeon thebus?

(Inaudiblediscussion)

DR.FREESE:Another question?

PARTICIPANT:(Inaudible)

MR.ABINERI: (Inaudible)

DR.FREESE:Thequestionwas: HowdowecommunicatebetweenI/O processorsand,
for example,the HIPPIadaptersthattalk to disks?

MR. ABINERI: Okay. What we did was we took Vx Works for those -- Again, it's
designedto build target softwarefor real-timesystemsthat would typically besingleprocessor
systems.Weimplementeda networkinterfaceforVx Worksbasedaroundourbus. Okay2

And then, wewent beyondthe standardVx Works/ Unix protocolsof using things like
socketsand so forth-- internal. Webuilt a set of multiprocessorserviceswhich allowyou to
communicatebetweenI/O processorsusing things like flags and command ports, flags that
exist in shared memory, or semiports in shared memory, or command ports that allow you to
send messages between I/O processors, to coordinate the interaction between I/O processors.

We are typically using buffering schemes, where we are bringing data into shared
memory and when a buffer is filled, setting a flag, and kicking off another I/O transfer to
another device or another I/O processor.

Now, that set of multiprocessor services is, if you will, our added value to Vx Works
because typically it's aimed at a kind of single processor implementation.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MR. ABINERI: That's correct. That's in fact part of what Vx Works is; it includes the
interface between the host and the development of the target systems.
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TheVx Workslooksto the user like a Unix system;it providesmanyof the samesystem
calls and user interfacecalls that Unix itself provides. It's just that the underlyingstructure is
a priority driven scheduler,with fast interrupt times and fast context switch times and things
of that sort.

DR. FREESE: Next question?

PARTICIPANT: {Inaudible)

MR ABINERI: No. Chen, did you want to address that?

DR. CHEN: (Inaudible)

MR. ABINERI: That's the IPI-3 framing protocol for supporting a disk connection.

DR. FREESE: Does that address your question now?

PARTICIPANT:

DR. FREESE:

PARTICIPANT:

Yes.

Additional questions?

{Inaudible)

MR. ABINERI: Yes, that's correct.

DR. FREESE:
overheads?

MR. ABINERI:

PARTICIPANT:

MR. ABINERI:

Let me just repeat that.

Yes. That was my error.

{Inaudible)

Chen, do you want to address that?

Could you clarify the use of D- 1 and D-2 on your

It is the data version.

DR. FREESE: I think the question was: Are you active in the POSIX -- _

DR. CHEN: (Inaudible)

MR. ABINERI: In case everybody didn't hear that. The Wind River Systems is the owners
and licensees of Vx Works. So, we are in some ways dependent on them to achieve POSIX
compliance.

DR. FREESE: Question?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. FREESE: Let me repeat the question: Do you have any plans for fiber channel? You
didn't talk about fiber channel in your discussion.

MR. ABINERI: I think that our approach as a vendor, at least to this point, has been Just
to provide the HIPPI connections. And what we perhaps would expect industry to start doing is
have fiber adapters that connect to HIPPI channels. Go ahead, Chen.

DR. CHEN: (Inaudible) Since we are on the HIPPI Standards Committee and we are also
now participating on the fiber channel in the HIPPI -- So, we will be following that when it
comes up.
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Andwe dohavethe capabilityof doingthat availablethrough our -- 50 in theback side.
WehaveJustnot beendrivenby thecustomersto sayweoughtto havethis by now.

DR.FREESE:Any additional questions?

(No response)

DR. FREESE: Ifnot,Iwould liketothank our moming speakers.

{Applause)

DR. FREESE: Let'stake a coffeeand doughnut break and reconvene at 1I:00 a.m.

(Whereupon, at 10:45 a.m.,the conferencewas recessed.)
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AFTERRECESS

(11:05a.m.)

DR. FREESE:Maywe haveeverybody'sattention,please? Let's start the told-morning
session.

Beforewebeginthe nextseriesof papers,I havetwo announcements.

The first announcementis that wewill generatefrom this conferencean attendee'list;
and you areall probably alreadyon this list. But if you want to just doubletcheck and make
sure your name Is spelled correctly and that sort of thing, you might want to double-check on
the attendee list on the table right outside the conference room.

The second announcement is a reminder that this evening there is a poster session and
reception at the GEWA Recreation Center. Directions to the recreation center are in the
handouts, and we hope everybody can attend that meeting.

Our next paper is entitled "EMASS: An Expandable Solution for NASA Space Data
Store Needs." This paper will be presented by Anthony Peterson of E-Systems. Anthony has a
Bachelor's Degree in Mathematics and a Master's Degree in Mathematics from Noah Texas
State University, Anthony Joined E-Systems fourteen years ago; and most recently, in the past
three years, he has been the Chief Software Engineer for the EMASS Project.

Anthony is a member of the IEEE Mass Storage Working Group. Anthony?

(Applause)

DR FREESE: We have time for a couple questions.

MR SAVAGE: Since you are running all this on a Convex and since Convex uses a VME
bus to -- (inaudible)

DR. FREESE: Let me repeat the question: Since you are on a Convex and Convex uses
VME buses, how can you guarantee data integrity?

MR PE'I_RSON: Okay.

DR. FREESE: And infinite life, too.

MR- PETERSON: Yes. I am not a hardware person. You are addressing the question to
one who has a definite software background. I'll try to field it.

As I understand the question, the Convex uses a VME for its backplane And if I recall
correctly, on the connector there may be one small place that is vulnerable, that doesn't have
parity against it.

PARTICIPANT: If someone is here from Convex, perhaps they could respond.

DR- FREESE: Would you like to take a shot at the answer?

MR- COLLINS: Yes.

DR- FREESE: Could you identify yourself, and come down here and speak into the
microphone?
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MR. COLLINS: My name is Kirby Collins; I'm from Convex. The interfaces that they are
using are not VME based. The tape interface to the R-90 recorder is an IPI-3 based interface that
we built basically specifically for that recorder.

The interface to the storage technology silo is a block-mux interface. Those interfaces
behind are attached to a proprietary bus called the P-bus on a Convex. which does carry parity.
The disk interface is an IPI-2 based interface, which carries parity.

So, all the interfaces we are talking about for this product carry parity and are not
VME-based. We do have a VME bus that is usually used for low-speed kinds of connections,
terminal connections. We do have VME ESD controllers, but I don't believe E-Systems is using

any of those in its product.

MR. SAVAGE: Can I then interpret what you just said? That wherever the data passes,
the entire data path is at least parity protected so that it never moves around raw inside the
chain?

DR. FREESE: Maybe you should repeat the question.

MR. COLLINS: The question is: Is data parity protected throughout the paths of the
machine? And for all the paths described for the EMASS product, I believe that is correct.

Now, depending upon which network interfaces you are using, there may be some
considerations there, but -- The network generally has other checks or protections and other
kinds of things for it.

DR. FREESE: Thank you. Are there still questions?

PARTICIPANT:

DR. FREESE:
service?

(Inaudible)

Is it correct that you have a single bit file server and multiple storage

MR. PETERSON: That would be a fair interpretation.

DR. FREESE: Question?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. FREESE: The question was relative to the file migration policy when you are
migrating from tape to disk and disk to tape. Is the same policy employed both ways?

MR. PETERSON: Yes. The same policy is employed, with one extra feature; and that is
when the policy identifies the file to be migrated, we examine to see if the file had actually
changed. If the file has not changed, then it's merely placed in a staging directory without
migration again to tape.

DR FREESE: One more question?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. FREESE: The question is: Can you predict the number of retrieval cycles? What is
the retrieval rate--how many per hour or any given period?

MR. PETERSON: We have run some benchmarks. In fact, we ran a very exhaustive 24-
hour benchmark to demonstrate the capacity of the first system. However, I do not have those

figures with me at this time.
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DR.FREESE:Doesanybodyin theaudiencehavethosefigures?

(Noresponse)

DR.FREESE:I guesswedon'thavethenumbersforyou.

MR.PETERSON:rm sorry.

DR. FREESE: Question?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. FREESE: The question is: What is the threshold for determining degradation
before you put a file on the suspect list?

MR. PETERSON: The threshold is site configurable. So, you at your site decide how
much correction you wish to allow for a file before it will be placed in the suspect list.

DR. FREESE: So, you determine it yourself?

MR. PETERSON: Yes.

DR. FREESE: Thankyou, Anthony.

MR. PETERSON: Thank you.

(Applause)
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DR. FREESE: Our next talk is "Data Storageand RetrievalSystem" from the Mitre
Corporation. Our speakeris Mr. GlenNakamoto.

Mr. Nakamotohas aBachelor'sDegreein ElectricalEngineeringfrom GeorgiaTechand
is the principal engineerwith the Mitre Corporation. Hehas over22 years experiencein the
intelligence business, of which the first 13years were spent at the CIA and involved the
research and developmentof collection, exploitation, and dissemination of imagery and
imageryproducts.

Hewasresponsiblefor headingup oneof the first digital imagelaboratoriesin the mid-
1970s; and since then, he has been actively involved in virtually all aspectsof the image
exploitationprocess. He is currently involvedin studying different architectural foundations
for digital imageexploitation.

PleasewelcomeMr. Nakamoto.

MR.NAKAMOTO:Any questions?

DR.FREESE:Aretherequestionsor comments from the audience?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. FREESE: The question is: Repeat once again how to achieve the 93.7 megabit data
rate--transfer rate.

MR. NAKAMOTO: Okay. What we did on that was to transfer data from the IOC's
memory--the optic computer. We figured we could get data into the memory--you know,
whatever data rate any peripheral--up to the theoretical maximum of the 96. The 12 megabytes
per second is the maximum that the I/O processor can handle. Once we got the data in memory,
we could pretty much show that whatever we could get in, we could move out pretty much at the
same rate. We were then moving the data from IOC memory into memory across a VME bus;
and we were clocking transfer of about --

What we actually did was we transferred the same byte of data across this five foot, the
same data on output, and wrote it into hlgh-speed VME memory on the VME chassis side. And
then, we could verify at least the first 16 megabytes of that data.

Then thereafter, what happens is that after we write 16 megabytes, we scroll it back up
again. And so, we clocked that at pretty much the 96 megabit rate.

DR. FREESE: A second question?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. FREESE: Maybe you could Just repeat that question.

MR. NAKAMOTO: Okay. The question was whether we expect to get 48 megabytes per
second off the Sun-360. Now, that data relates to getting data from the image server to some
work station. In other words, the chart that I had--let's see if I have that.

(Showing of viewgraph)

MR. NAKAMOTO: If you look at this guy here, we are talking about data moving these
kinds of peripherals to these kinds of peripherals. You know, there is no Sun involved here.
Okay?
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Thecomparisonwasthat if I hadon this networka Sunworkstationand a Sunhere,we
weregettingthesekinds oftransferrates. But if I had a devicehereand I am nowmovingit out
to aworkstationhere,whatwearehopingto achievethereis the 48, not constrainedby this guy
here,though.

So, that's why I said we couldn't find any commercial workstation that could
accommodatethosedata rates. So, what we did wasput a VME chassis with a single-board
computer with a dedicated processor to do the TCP/IP processing.

We are using Vx Works, a real-time operating system, instead of the Unix so we can get
away from the operating system overhead; and that is how we hope to be able to demonstrate
that we can get end-to-end from a device like this to some kind of workstation that the server
side of it can at least accommodate that 48 megabits. That's what our goal is.

DR FREESE: So, you actually wouldn't expect then the Sun-360 --

MR NAKAMOTO: No. On the Sun-3, we would probably still get the 2.4.

(Laughter)

MR. NAKAM(YIY): It can only go as fast as the weakest link.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible}

DR. FREESE: Right.

MR. NAKAMOTO: Ah. okay.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible]

MR. NAKAMOTO: Yes, on Ultranet. Right.

DR FREESE: Okay. A question?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MR- NAKAMOTO: Right.

DR. FREESE: The question is: If you do a quick calculation, it looks like your data
array would be filled up pretty quickly; and so, what is the solution to that? How do you solve
that?

MR. NAKAMOTO: That's correct. Keep in mind that this was set up as sort of a
feasibility prototype as to whether or not we could do something like this with off- the-shelf
equipment quickly.

So, the idea was: Go out and find out what is commercially available and sort of try to
slap it together as quickly as possible and see If we can get these kinds of throughputs. The
system is actually expandable just in a disk array alone in a single chassis; ! think you get up to
about 120 some-odd glgabytes.

So, the limiting reason, or the reason why it is only at actually 7.5--and it has upgraded
since--is mainly because of cost. And I would like to say that the intent here was to sort of
demonstrate the feasibility.

In reality, what we are doing now is we are taking the image files that are I and 2
gigabytes up to 4; and we are actuaUy compressing the data down to about 200 megabytes per
image. And we are trying to do the decompression on the work station.
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So, in reality, the 7.5 gigabyteswind up being quite insufficient for conducting the
kinds of experimentsand studiesthat theywant to do.

DR. FREESE: Twofinal questions,and then I'm going to haveto deferthe questions
until lunch time.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

DR. FREESE: Yes. Did he have to develop a lot of software for the I/O management?

MR. NAKAMOTO: Yes. That was predominantly the thrust of our effort; that is, to look
at how-- You know, ff you looked at that software chart where we were going from buffer to
buffer to buffer to buffer, across all these buses, that was basically our contribution to getting
this done.

Basically, the hardware was already put together and in many ways integrated for us.
But all we had in terms of software was a device driver to read or write. So, the buffer

management and the pipelining of this information is what we worked on.

DR. FREESE: So, Glen, you ended up doing an awful lot in software?

MR. NAKAM(YI'O: Right. This is almost all software.

DR. FREESE: Okay.

MR. NAKAMOTO: Unfortunately, it is all high level. We did not have to write a single
device driver; and software on the workstation side is written such that, because we didn't
know what sort of workstation we were going to have, we were told we are going to make it a
memory structure. We have registers; we have a mailbox; and we have a FIFO.

And no matter what workstation you are using, if you can read and write to memory,
which almost every workstation hopefully can do, then this software can be ported over
virtually in a matter of days. And the idea is that we have developed a protocol to talk to this
server that says, you know: Here's what I want to do; here is my command.

And it is very much like an FTP; you do a "get" or "put"; you file names. You can get
directory information off of it, and it is all memory-oriented.

DR. FREESE: Patric, do you have a question?

MR. SAVAGE: I wonder if you would consider any of the -- (inaudible) or the optimistic
protocols on Ethernet? We have been able to prototype transfers over Ethernet and
workstation to workstation at 9 megabits per second sustained, reserving the Ethemet first

and then using -- protocols. Have you looked at that at all?

MR. NAKAMOTO: Yes.

DR. FREESE: The question is: Have you looked at blast protocols for your Ethemet?

MR. NAKAMOTO: Yes. In fact, we actually implemented--not with this--but in the past,
we have done something like that and achieved the same kind of data rates.

One of the things that we are looking at, even with this configuration, as we start to
think about how this might fit into a facility architecture for distributing imagery data within
a building, we are looking at how do we utilize the Ethernet connections in light of the existing
work stations.
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And to that end, oneof the componentsthat we havebeenstudying is theseEthernet
multiplexers. Okay. So, we used the existing Ethernet connection or interface in these
workstations, but we dedicate that one Ethernet to the workstation; and these Ethernets
connectingto this box. which goon to an FDDI, And so, we effectivelyget typically from 6 to
maybeas high as9 megabitsperworkstationwithout having to buy an FDD! interface. So,we
have looked at that type of architecture as the means of utilizing existing investment with
Ethernet equipment.

DR.FREESE:Thankyou,Glen.

(Applause)
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DR.FREESE:Our next talk is entitled "the Challengeof a DataStorageHierarchy." It
will bepresentedby MichaelRudermanfrom MesaArchival Systems.

Michaelhasabout 20years of experience with the computer industry, starting out with
the first 15 years with IBM. Most recently, he has spent a lot of time in the data archiving
business and is presently Vice President of Marketing at Mesa Archival Systems.

Please welcome Michael Ruderman.

DR. FREESE: Questions, comments, discussion from the floor?

MR. SAVAGE: I do have one question. (Inaudible)

DR. FREESE: Could you paraphrase that?

MR. RUDERMAN: Yes. The question had to do with, I believe, an interpretation of the
NCAR system, which was that the archive manager was really Just directing the requesting
system or telling it where the data was, as opposed to actually shipping it to it.

That is not my understanding of the NCAR system. The NCAR system, as I understand
it--it could be that that was originally--but as I understand it, the NCAR system, the mass
storage system, the software, from which we are derived, was really implemented to keep the
Cray--right now they have two Crays--going and the Cray disk is so expensive.

So, maybe what you are referring to is the fact that there is direct data transfer from the
IBM disks--from the IBM system--to the Cray disks; but the Cray, to my knowledge, does not
access the IBM disks directly.

MR. SAVAGE: Well, it was doing that when -- (inaudible) The IBM machine would look
it up, find out what disk it was, and ship that to the Cray. The Cray would then create a channel
program and send it down over that channel to actually directly read the disk.

(Inaudible)

DR. FREESE: No. His question is whether you do that way.

MR. RUDERMAN: Well, our system is not oriented to doing that. I don't know ff NCAR
is doing that. It is not the architecture as I understand it, but they may be -- Labs are different
than products, and a lab code is real different. We all know that; so, they could be doing
something like that.

DR. FREESE: Any other questions or comments?

(No response)
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AFTERNOONSESSION

MR.KOBLER:Thechair this afternoon,of course,needsno introduction. Patric?

MR. SAVAGE:Our first speakerthis afternoonis FredRybczynski. Fredis a technical
specialistfrom Metrum on the VHS-basedmulti-terabyte archiveproducts.Hehas a very long
setofcredentials,but hesaid that hewould ratherspendthe timetalking about his subject.

MR.SAVAGE:We'llmaybetakea coupleof questions. In the back?

PARTICIPANT:(Inaudiblel

MR. RYBCZYNSKI:They load overdata. The question was: Do -- cartridges load or
unloaddata? Do theygoto a protectedareaon the tape,or do they just load and unload right at
that location?

.... Theydo the s_e {hing you_home 9ideo system doesi they u'nload at that location; and
they retension the cartridge. So, the cartridge tension is maintained at about 24 grams so that
you don't have loose loops of anything going out in the fiat and coming back down to protect the
tape.

But they do not rewind or go to end of tape.

MR. SAVAGE: Any other questions?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MR. RYBCZYNSKI: The question was: Does the virtual file system read and write to the
tape directly, or does it stage through the disk?

We stage through a caching disk. This expedites the overall process, allows the user file
transfer to occur before a cartridge is loaded; and in the case where flies are less than 40
megabytes, it allows the entire file transfer process to complete when files are destined to the
archive. It allows them to complete before the cartridge is even loaded, and the user
experiences no system delay.

On the basis of retrieval, it is also cached through the disk because we find that in many
cases, the remote system may not be able to accept the data as rapidly or the network might be
loaded. So, we cache through the disk so that we can free that resource and begin addressing the
next request in the queue.

MR. SAVAGE: One last question?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MR. RYBC_SKI: Okay. Is your question:
administrator?

What is the function of the system

PARTICIPANT: No. (Inaudible)

MR. RYBCZYNSKI: Okay. The question is: Does the user require the presence of a
system administrator in order to write to a tape? The answer is no.

The system administrator is used to establish the initial user account, just as you have
today on any system, you need a system administrator or somebody to go in there and create
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the useraccountand the homedirectoryand,in any existingfile, whetheryou want to usea C-
shell or a K-shell or whatever it is that you might want to use. And that is the same function
here.

The system administrator performs those functions and, if required, cart make an
association between the user's directory area and a specific cartridge or a set of cartridges. Once
permission has been given to access the system, the system administrator is unnecessary to
that user.

MR. SAVAGE: Okay.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MR. RYBCZYNSKI: The life of the optical tape? In the interest of time, let me not answer
that question, only because the presentation given right after me by ICI Image Data is going to
talk explicitly about optical tape Itself.

MR. SAVAGE: Thank you.

(Applause}
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MR.SAVAGE:Our next speakeris RobertMcLean.He is from ICI ImageData. I take it
he is a Canadian,and hewentoverseasto the Universityof St. Andrewsin Scotland,wherehe
got a B.S. in Physicsand Electronicsin 1981. Youcanseehe is a very youngman. He then
returnedto Canadaand went to the Universityof WesternOntario in London,Ontario, where
hepickedup anM.S. in Physicsin 1983. Andhedld his researchin atomicandmolecularlaser
spectroscopy.

He thenwent backto Britain andjoined ICI'sOpticalData StorageProjectjust as it was
starting up as an R&D project. He was in chargeof media testing and physics during the
developmentof ICI's flexible opticalmedia . -

He is now in theMarketingDepartmentasa technicalsupport managerbasedin Essex,
which is in England--well, that was unnecessary to say, that it's in England --

(Laughter)

MR. SAVAGE: Mr. McLean?

(Applause)

MR. SAVAGE: Questions?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MR- McLEAN: So, you are looking at shifts in what? Absorption?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MR. McLEAN: Well, we haven't been able to detect a shift due to ultraviolet exposures. Is
that your question?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible}

MR- McLEAN: No. The dye doesn't degrade at all under the normal reading power. We
read a particular track for 30 million passes, and we couldn't detect any change in the signal at
all, using either a time interval analyzer or a spectrum analyzer. So, there doesn't appear to be
any degradation with the heating that goes on during the read process, and the material doesn't
erase,

We were using a I milliwatt read beam, and the velocity of the read beam on the track
was about 8 meters per second. That kind of read power gives you a very adequate read-back
signal.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MR. McLEAN: There aren't any that we have ever seen.

MR. SAVAGE: Any other questions?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible]

MR. McLEAN: All the tests that we did for the recording characteristics involved
writing on the material after the exposure. So, one thing we want to do, now that we have a
read/write channel on the Creo drive is to do the test both ways: by writing On the material and
then looking for a change in error rate of written data.
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MR.SAVAGE:Any other questions?

(No response)

MR. SAVAGE: I have a question--two questions. The first one is: At the National Media
Lab when they were doing a lot of testing on various magnetic tapes, they used the same
pollutants to make the test that you did; but the comment came up that they were very surprised
to find that there was a very significant amount of ozone in the typical computer environment.
And of course, ozone exacerbates most pollutants.

So,

because it
pollutants,

I would suggest that you Join the bandwagon and add some ozone to those tests
probably will have some effect. You know, if you can survive ozone in those

you probably have got some pretty good stuff.

MR. McLEAN: That's a good comment. We are constantly reviewing these things with
our friends at Battelle, and I think personally it would be a good idea to do that, too.

MR. SAVAGE: The second question is more of a technical one in that optical disks, as
you know, have a protective layer which also behaves as a defocusing layer. Your optical tape
doesn't have any such defocusing layer, and I'm quite sure that a particle of cigarette smoke is
as big as one of the spots that you are writing on now.

MR- McLEAN: Yes.

MR- SAVAGE: One would expect that, over a period of time, such tiny little particles
would flnd their way loose in your reel as you use it and would appear as false spots. Would you
llke to comment on that?

MR. McLEAN: Yes, of course. The areas that we are writing bits on are about 1 micron
by I micron In slze. And so, ffyou have a I micron particle, it will obscure a bit; ffyou have a 10
micron particle, it might obscure 100 bits.

So, in that sense, we have the same vulnerability to contamination that any high°
density tape will have. We do have one advantage in that we don't get any sort of a spacing loss
due to these particles. So, we can write directly next to a 10 micron spot.

However, you don't want contamination; and all of our manufacturing is done in a
clean-room environment, a Class 100 environment. Before we coat the recording layers, we put
down a subbing or smoothing layer that is built a micron thick to fill in microscopic scratches
on the surface of the base film.

The drive itself has to be designed with due regard to cleanliness. So, you want a filtered
alr supply going through a HEPA* filter into the drive under positive pressure.
* High Efficiency Particle

And finally, you have to pay attention to things like edge wear; you want to guide the
tape so that you don't get edge wear. We are getting good results on the Creo drive as far as the bit
error rate goes. The initial starting error rate of our media is about five times 10-5; and the end

of lifetime specification that we are working to is somewhere around 10 -4

So, those lifetime numbers I gave you of 100,000 passes equate to that error rate limit of
10 "4. At that level, you can stffi correct down to 10 -12.

In any case, once the tape is in the pack, it is pretty much self-protectlng. The real
worry is when you are moving the tape or when it is in the drive cabinet; you want things to be
clean.
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MR. SAVAGE: Can I makeone morecomment? That is, the pollutant testing would
appearto bemoresevereif youwould test it on tapeswhichhad beenexercisedsomereasonable
number of times,giving the chancefor the coatingthat you havethere to flex a little bit and
maybecrackand swelland soon.

MR. McLEAN: It's possible,I suppose;but in fact, a protective overcoatlayer isn't a
chemicalbarrier. We decidedat the outset not to work with chemically reactive media like
tellurium-based write-once media or magneto- optic based media because those require
impermeablebarriers, usually silicon oxide or silicon nitride-- basically, a very thin layer of
glass. Our overcoatmaterial is all highly cross-linkedpolymer,but it is permeableto oxygen
and other gases, Just as the back side of the polyester base film is. So, it's possible that flexing
the tape might make some difference; but we don't have adhesion problems that are detectable.

MR. SAVAGE: One more question?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MR. McLEAN: That's right.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible]

MR. McLEAN: Oh, yes. There are a lot of questions there, and --

PARTICIPANT: What is the question?

MR. McLEAN: The point was that the Battelle test has been calibrated to 30 years with
the use of copper strips, I believe; that is what they actually used to do that correlation. And
there is a big question there about the chemistry and whether or not the chemistry really is
accelerated when you have a totally different material there like the metal particle tape or an
optical tape._

As I say, these are lifetime projections; and I'm sure there is going to be a lot of research
going on there to see exactly how realistic they are.

And in particular, the presence of other surfaces there provides protection. In the case
of metal particle tape, the cartridge provides protection from that test. 30 years in an open
environment might be very different as far as the attraction of active species like chlorine
goes.

In our case, we have an open reel, but it still has flanges on it. And even those have been
shown to give a degree of protection.

MR. SAVAGE: Thank you.
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MR. SAVAGE: Our last speakerbeforethe break is Fred Zeiler; he's the Managerof
Marketing and ProductPlanningfor Odetics,the ATL ProductsDivision. Fred is a graduateof
Case Western Reserve University; he got a B.S.E.E. in 1965, with a background in process
control and computer sciences.

Fred has 25 years experience in assorted positions in engineering and marketing,
covering computer graphics, CAD/CAM, computer-based engineering and manufacturing
systems, and data-based management. He has been all over the territory.

In the late 1960s, he was instrumental in the engineering design of the first flatbed
plotter. In the late 1970s, he was involved in marketing and product development of IBM
mainframe-attached look-alike graphics displays.

After heading up a marketing consulting firm, he Joined Odetics two years ago to
develop product marketing and business strategies for ATL products. Fred?
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DI_ MALLINSON:Goodmorning. I apologizefor the late start, but apparently, three
inchesof water depositedin an hour, or a half an hour or something,east of here, has kept
somepeoplefrom making it yet.

Nevertheless,to start on schedule,wehadbettergetstarted.

This is the last morning session, and the first speaker is Dr. Bharat Bhushan. He has
an M.S. in Mechanical Engineering from Massachusetts Institute of Technology, an M.S. in
Mechanics, and a Ph.D. in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Colorado at
Boulder, and an M.D_., if you please, from Renssalaer Polytechnic.

He spent many years at IBM and is now at Ohio State University as an Ohio Eminent
Scholar Professor.

Dr. Bhushan is going to talk on two subjects, which he will introduce himself.

DR_ MALLINSON: We have time for a couple of questions. Any questions?

PARTICIPANT: (inaudible)

DR. MALLINSON: The question is: Are you concerned about static charge in tribology
studies?

DR- BHUSHAN: Yes, we are and -- (inaudible)
Some work on this has been done and has been published in the literature. (inaudible)
answer is yes.

So, the

DR. MALLINSON: Any other questions?

(No response)

DR. MALLINSON: All right. Thank you very much. We will move on to the second
paper.
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Thesecondpaper isby NewtPerdueof UltraNetworkTechnologies;and Newtis the Vice
President of Business Developmentand Co-Founderof the company called Ultra Network
Technologies.

Prior to beingwith Ultra, Newtwasin chargeof the high-speedprocessorgroupat NASA
Ames. There,heworked on a massstorageproject that had a specificationof 200 megabytes
persecondtransfer rate. Prior to that, hewasat theU.S.NavyFleetNumericalOceanography
Center.

Hehas a degreein biologyfrom the U.C. SanDiego. Newt is going to talk on network
issuesfor largemassstoragerequirements.

DR.MALLINSON:Questions?

PARTICIPANT:(Inaudible)

MR.PERDUE:Doyouwantmeto repeatthe question?

DR.MALLINSON:Yes.

MR.PERDUE:Heaskedfor meto comparethe approachour companyis taking to the
HIPPIswitchapproach,which our competitorNetworkSystemis goingafter at the moment.

In short, the way I would compareit is that the HIPPIswitch is a technology. It's a
technologyfor switchinglines, and it has a longway to gobeforeit is a systemsolution.

What our company is trying to do is build system solutions for networking. HIPPI
switches happen to be a part of the technology that we will be incorporating in our future
products, but it is Just a technology.

Without the system solution that I was talking about and the ability to do protocol
processing, the ability to solve talking to other networks, you won't have a real end-to-end user
solution; but it is a great technology, and we intend to support it.

DR. MALLINSON: One more question?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudiblel

MR. PERDUE: He's asking if we plan to support the VAX. We have not supported the VAX
to date mainly because our mission in life has been to support high performance systems; and
we have not been able to find a place on the DEC machines to get high-performance I/O out.
With the new 9000 series and DEC's commitment to a HIPPI, we absolutely are supporting that.

DR. MALLINSON: Thank you.

MR. PERDUE: Thank you very much.
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DR.MALLINSON:Wewill moveon to the next paper. Thenextpaper is by TomGilbert;
he is calleda SalesConsultantfor NetworkSystemsCorporation, Hehas ten yearsexperience
at NetworkSystems,two years prior to that at SatelliteBusinessSystems,ten years prior to
that at IBM, He has a B.S. Degreefrom RenssalaerPolytechnicUniversity. The title of the
paper is '_I_e Role of HIPPI Switches in Mass Storage Systems: A Five-Year Prospective."
Tom?

DR. MALLINSON: We have time for a couple of questions. Any questions?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible]

MR. GILBERT: Okay. The question was regarding the tuning of the network for multiple
size packets. Just let me comment in terms of the HIPPI standard.

The HIPPI standard does not impose an MTU limitation. In other words, when you
make a connection, you can then transfer a HIPPI packet of indefinite length.

So, the only limitation is the end point systems design; and of course, it will take
TCP/IP or OSI, as we noted, today, and if we layer it over top of HIPPI, we are going to have
limitations based upon implementation restrictions and windowing restrictions and
ultimately the 64K by IP datagram limitations.

So, we have a long way to go between where we are today and before we run out of steam
even with those.

In the longer term, when you talk about new protocol variants, it can use of that; and it's
conceivable you can dial the connection stream data for many megabytes without ever getting
an acknowledgement. I mean, that's fundamentally feasible or possible. So, it's an end point
systems.

Newt made a good point: We are systems bound today. All the media in the world isn't
going to solve those problems. The good news is: The availability of the standard media is
stimulating a lot of vendors to do something about it. Any- more questions?

DR. MALLINSON: Any more questions?

(No response)

DR. MALLINSON: If not, thank you.

MR. GILBERT: Thank you.

DR. MALLINSON: We will have a break now and start again at five minutes past the
hour.

(Whereupon, at 10:50 a.m., the conference was recessed.)
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DR.MALIJNSON:Welcometo thesecondpart of themorningsession.Wewill nexthear
aboutNASAandthe variousaspectsof the system.

The first paperwill begivenby RonaldBlitstein. Hehasa Masterof ScienceDegreein
ComputerSystemsManagementfrom the University of Maryland,20 yearsexperiencein the
computerand communicationsindustry.

Hewasnetworkdesignmanagerat SatelliteBusinessSystemsduring its brief existence
and has supported corporate implementation planning at MCI. He has been Manager of
Operationsat NSSDC--that'sthe NationalSpaceScienceData Center--forthe past four years
and directsthe data restorationactivitiesof the datacenter. The title of his paper is "National
Aeronauticsand SpaceAdministration;National SpaceScienceDataCenter."

DR.MALLINSON:Thepaperis openfor questions.

P_CIPANT: I'm concernedwith the scalability of your -- (Inaudible)

MR. BLITSTEIN: The questionis: Are the methodologiesthat we are using right now
with our current archivesizeof 1I0,000 tapesappropriatefor the significant increasein data
volumesthat wearegoingto beacquiringfrom EOS?

John Berbert, in the next presentation,is going to addressspecificEOSrequirements.
Onething that must be identifiedis that weareoneofmanydatacenters.Wehavea charter to
supportparticular typesof dataandalsoperhapsparticular levelsof thosedataproducts.

Wedonot traditionally supportlevelzeroor leveloneunprocesseddata; thosetend to be
heldby the investigators.Thedataproductsthat weroutinelygetarehigher leveldataproducts
that havea broaderrangeof researchopportunitiesfor individuals. And everytime you distill
something,you end up with less. So,thosethings work to reducethe volumeof the data that
youare talking about. But obviously,the newmassstoragecapabilitiesthat I did describeand
the auto- ingestresearchthat aregoingon right nowarecrucial to enableus to support whatwe
know aregoingto behighervolumesof data.

But at the sametime, wealso recognizethat whennewdata comes in the door, current
data might be more interesting. As soon as we decide whether we are ever going to go to the
moon again or not, all the data that we have sitting around from Apollo days is going to start to
be requested.

As soon as EOS goes up and they get a different resolution on ozone, then current data
on ozone is going to be even more interesting than it is right now. So, we recognize the
challenge identified in the question.

DR. MALLINSON: One more question?

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MR. BLITSTEIN: Again, the question was: Could I brief the audience on activities that
we are doing in support of EOS version zero?

The next presentation is going to address that in detail. My view has been perhaps more
historical than documenting the activities of these future missions. So, just be patient and
walt for the next presentation.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MR. BLITSTEIN: Yes.
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PARTICIPANT:(Inaudible)

MR.BLITSTEIN:Thequestionwas: Dowekeeptrack of the usageofthe data? Yes. We
have a database that tracks the activities down to the dataset that was requested, not
necessarily what fries, but down to the dataset level and the number of accessesto our
electronicsystemfor eachfile.

So,wearecapturingsomelevelof informationaboutthat.
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DR. MALLINSON:Okay. Thank you very much. We will moveon to the next paper,
which is by John Berbert.He receivedhis B.S. in Physicsfrom UnionCollegeand a Master'sin
Physicsfrom the University of Maryland.

HeJoinedthe Vanguardprojectasa memberof the teamwhich developedand operated
the calibration system for the minitrack satellite tracking system. He becamehead of the
Operations Evaluations Branch, responsible for calibration and evaluation of telemetry,
command,and tracking systemsin the spacetracking and data network,which of coursehas
as initials STADN.

He then becameobservationsystemsintercomparisonprincipal investigatorand GSFC
sciencemanagerfor the National GeodeticSatellite Program. He more recently was NOSS
Algorithm Managementteam member,MAXETdata manager,and for the last severalyears
the EOSDISstudymanager.

John Berbert's paper is entitled "National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration;
Earth ObservingSystemData and informationSystem(EOSDIS)."
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Wewill moveon to the last paper,givenbyJohn Boyd--Boydwith a "B".

(Laughter)

DR.MALLINSON:John is currently a SystemsEngineerfor the EROSData Center,the
EDCproject Office,for EOSDISdatasystems. Overthe last 12yearsat EDC,he hasworked in
LANDSAT data production and archiving, AVHRR reception and processing, system
integration,and color film recorderdevelopmentand integration.

He hasJust completedprocurementof a system to transcribe, verify, and index the
LANDSATTM and MSS data archives. The title of the paper is "United States Geological
Survey,Earth ResourceObservationSystem(EROS)."John?

DR.MALLINSON:Thankyou. Arethereanyquestionson this paper?

PARTICIPANT:(Inaudible)

MR. BOYD: The question was: Does the GeologicalSurvey have a world-wide
responsibility or U.S.?And we really are primarily a U.S. organizationalthough, becauseof
the interest in volcanology and earthquakes, we do get involved in cooperation
internationally to support that.

PARTICIPANT:Canyou showanexampleof -- (Inaudible)

MR. BOYD: Yes. The data is collectedworld- wide. In addition to the archivethat we
have,which is about 900,000scenes,there areanother 2 million scenesthat are archivedby
the individual groundstationsaround the world.

DR. MALLINSON:Another question?

PARTICIPANT:(Inaudible)

MR. BOYD: Yes. You raised the question that since we have compressedfrom
approximately50 to 60,000physical volumesto 1,500volumes,thosearegoing to havea lot
higheraccessrate;andthat is true.

Currently,at least,weonlymakeabout50productsaweekor 200productsamonth. So,
it is not a high activity. Now, that could changea lot with the fertilization of LANDSAT with
EOS.

But I think that if we can trust that we can run a cassette perhaps 1,000 times, then I
think we are going to be well below that threshold; and we won't wear out the tape on an
individual cassette.

PARTICIPANT: A second question had to do with the browse thing. It is a fairly finite
dataset, and I wonder if you have considered publishing it on CD ROM and selling it. That
would take you basically out of the browse business and let everybody do their own browsing at
their desk.

MR. BOYD: Yes. We have given it some thought. I'm sorry. The question was: Have we
given some thought to reproducing the browse dataset on optical disk and getting out of the on-
line browse business ourselves?

And that is a very good alternative. It would be a very large set of CD ROMs, given that
we are dealing with almost a terabyte of data, and the current CD ROM holds only half a

gigabyte.
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But wehavein the past distributed data in microficheform on a subscriptionbasis, so
theycan getstartedand thenkeepcurrent. ,_ndwewould probablylike to moveinto that area
ourselves with CD ROM in the future. We Just haven't given that enough thought at the current
time. But that is a very good suggestion.

DR. MALLINSON: We have time for another question.

PARTICIPANT: (Inaudible)

MR. BOYD: We are using it strictly as an interim solution; and I have tried to prepare
our management for migrating to a new media within six to seven years at the outside. I would
really prefer five.

I think that will give us time for the optical tape media and the helical scan, D-1/D-2,
controversy to settle out and a clear leader emerge. So, we are really using it just to bridge a
transition in technology.

Since these high-density tapes have been around for 15 years, there is really nothing
that I know of that really has recently clearly supplanted them. The DCRSi comes the closest,
and we will use that as a five-year bridge to a new media; and that may be Just the first of many,
many five-year bridges to new media actually.

DR. MALLINSON: I have a question for you, When you are transferring them to the
DCRSi, what is going to be the disposition of the original tapes?

MR. BOYD: We are going to palletize and archive those in a controlled environment for
a period of about five years. And then, that will give us a good sense of confidence in the new
media; and I think we will do that with each successive media.

DR- MALLINSON: All right. One more question?

PARTICIPANT: Do you have any projections for response time and -- (Inaudible) How
many days or weeks does it take to get that --

MR. BOYD: The recovery of the data from the tape out of the archive is a 15-minute task.
Typically, we turn a product around in about a week. I hate to say that because I think we
should be able to do it quicker; but you know, our track record is about seven calendar days to
turn a product around.

But if we had a robot, that wouldn't particularly help us because we have a very
disciplined archival staff and procedures; and with the data itself, we are not driven by time
criticality.

The browse data, yes; we would like to have that on optical disk so that can be basically
on line. Now, in the EOS program, there will be a •lot more push to have that data in a robot and
fully on-line. But given the financial constraints of the LANDSAT program, that is Just not
possible.

DR. MALLINSON: Okay. Thank you.

MR. BOYD: Thank you.

DR. MALLINSON: That is the end of this session.

(Applause)
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DR.THIBODEAU:Goodafternoon. Our first speakerthis afternoonis FernandoPodio,
who is a member of the Advanced Systems Division at the National Computer Systems
Laboratory at NIST. He is the project leader of the Optical Storage Research Program, which
incidentally is a program that does a lot of research for the National Archives.

This program includes stability studies of optical media and studies for improving the
utilization of optical disks systems in the Federal Government. Mr. Podio is also chairman of
the NIST-NASA Working Group for the Development of Test Methods and Specifications for
356 Millimeter Ruggedized Rewritable Optical Media.

He participates in the development of standards for optical disks as principal member
for the NIST of the technological committee X3B11 optical digital data disks, where he is
project manager of the (TC) X3B11 test methods project.

He is also technical liaison with the Joint Technical Commission on Data Permanence
for Optical and Magnetic Systems. He has published several reports and given very many
presentations, invited papers on the NIST optical disk research program and standards for
optical computer storage media. Mr. Podio?

PARTICIPANT: Does industry need a reference material for optical media?

MR. PODIO: The first step is for industry to determine if there is a need for a reference
material. Then industry has to define the characteristics of such reference material. These
two are the technical aspects of the problem. The other problem consists in the funding for
such a project. It is not possible to estimate the cost of a project like that until the
characteristics of such reference material are defined. This is not the first time that somebody
has raised the question of a reference material for optical disks. We had informal
conversations in the test methods project group in TC X3B11 on the subject. But so far industry
has not shown a strong interest in studying the need for those materials.

PARTICIPANT: Who is coordinating these information interchange standards? Are
they cooordinated so that they retain some meaningful relationship with each other? Or does
each group decide to do their own thing? I'm talking about the labeling and the file structure
standards, which I think have a very strong interrelationship among all the different media.

MR. PODIO: The responsibility of TC X3B5 includes developing label and file structure
standards. As you can see from the information presented today, there are national and
international label and file structure standards for magnetic tape that cover different media
standards. That TC has been active for many years. TC X3B 11 has a subcommittee X3B 11.1
that is documenting a label and file structure draft standard for write once media. A TC letter
ballot is planned for this document after the October 21-25 meeting. A letter ballot for a
rewritable document standard is expected after the January or April meeting. These
documents would serve as umbrellas for different medal standards. That is, they will be size
independent. We welcome these developments, but there still no label and file structure
standards for WORM and rewritable optical disks..

PARTICIPANT: You are not answering my question.

MR. PODIO: Probably not.

MR. PODIO: Yes. Now I understand your question. Magnetic tape--the standards
committee is very good at that. I don't sit on that committee, but I have sat in several times;
and magnetic tape, for some specific technologies, they have a label and file structure standard
that would serve as an umbrella of different media standards. And I agree with you; we were

very happy about it.

It didn't happen in the last three or four years in optical media. Recently, however,
there is a subcommittee under X3B11--B11.1--and there is activity that is being initiated at the
international level on label and file structures.



remember the date--but the U.S. delegation is submitting an information paper with a
consensusdocumentthat the subcommitteehereunderANSIcameout with.

That document is going to serveas an umbrella for different types of optical media
technologies--notonly one. So,it wouldbeusefulfor 12-inchor 5 1/4 or 3 1/2. Thereareother
proponents,though, at the international levelthey would like to havea labeland file structure
for onesimpletypeof technology--verynarrow--andwearenot veryhappy about it, to tell you
the truth.

Wewould like to seeonly one standardcoveringeverything. But you have to go there
andtry to convinceotherpeople,andsometimesit is notvery easyto do that.

PARTICIPANT:LetmeJust commentthat the reasonthat I noticedthis was I did a plot
experimentand said: Okay. SupposeI havecreateda file on this optical disk, and I want to
createa copy of that file; and I did not seethat there was any way for me to take the disk
information interchangestandard and makea tapedcopy. Therewasn't any placein the tape
standardfor a greatmanyof the thingsthat theyhaveadded.

MR.PODIO:Okay. I can tell you that at least thereare twopeoplethat aremembersof
that subcommitteethat I knowthat arecomingfrom the tapeenvironment. So,they probably
could commenton this. I can giveyou my businesscard and if you call me I can put you in
contact with these people. And even if you want to attend the subcommittee meetings, you are
welcome to do that, or serve as a member.

It is not necessary to be a member orB11 in order to be a member of X3B1 1.1. So, let me
give you my business card.

PARTICIPANT: Thank you.

DR. THIBODEAU: I think to keep the program on time, we will have to move to the next
speaker.

MR. PODIO: Okay.

DR. THIBODEAU: Thank you very much.

MR. PODIO: You're welcome.

(Applause]
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